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1.1 BACKGROUND

The Bass Coast Shire has three concrete skate parks,
one mini ramp and a mobile skate trailer. These facilities
have accommodated the needs of skateboard and BMX
riders in the region over the past 20 years as this unique
form of recreation has developed and grown in popularity
throughout the Shire. However the need to provide new
skate facilities throughout the Shire has been identified
through background research in Council strategic
documents and growing pressure from the community.
The Bass Coast Shire understand skating is a valid
recreational activity that provides many health, physical,
recreational and social benefits to the community.
They recognise the necessity for a comprehensive plan
towards the growth of skate culture in the region and
the importance of considering the community needs.
The Bass Coast Skate Strategy 2018-2028, will set out
how to support, develop and manage skating in the
region, now and into the future.
The Bass Coast Skate Strategy is made up of two
Reports:
Part A ‘Strategy Report’
Part B ‘Background Report’
The Background Report is made up of four key study
components:
•
•
•
•

Understanding Skate
Bass Coast Context
Existing Skate Provision
Consultation

These key components form the data and research
compiled to support and guide ‘The Strategy’ document.
This document should be read in conjunction with the
Background Report.
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1.2 VISION

The vision for the Bass Coast Skate Strategy forms
part of the overall goal:
‘To create a Shire where young people have a range of
recreation options to keep them socially connected and
physically active.’

This broad vision will be achieved through a holistic
approach of research, observation, analysis, urban
design principals, comprehensive consultation and
clear communication to form a unique, innovative
strategic response specific to the area. The strategy
will promote and support inclusive, safe, multifunctional spaces for all community users that encourage
a healthy youth culture in the Bass Coast Region.
The Strategy essentially aims to outline:
•
•
•

How community needs can best be met.
What classification of facility should be provided.
Where the most appropriate locations are.
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1.3 SCOPE

The Bass Coast Skate Strategy 2018-2028 will
develop a strategic framework for the planning,
provision and management of skate facilities
within the Shire that will enable a sustainable and
equitable response to current community demand
and future community needs.
It is important to identify that the term ‘skate’ within this report refers to any activity that utilises a
wheeled, non-motorised device to roll or ride on
different surfaces and elements. The strategy recognises the need to for other wheeled sports, outside
of skateboarding, and encompasses such activities
as scooters, in-line skates, quad-skates, long-boards,
BMX, mountain bikes and more. Each of these user
groups has their own identity, culture and associated
spatial needs. However, throughout consultation it
has been identified that skateboarding is the dominant
use within the shire and the strategy has been structured to reflect this data.
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1.4 OBJECTIVES

The Vision and Scope will be achieved through the
following objectives:
•

Assess current provision.

•

Understand usage trends and demand.

•

Determine gaps in provision.

•

Identify complimentary activation and amenity.

•

Provide a framework for new and upgraded
facilities based on assessment of current
provision, usage trends and demand.

•

Develop conceptual designs to guide funding and
resources.

For the purpose of this study youth have been defined
as people from ages 5-25. Whilst this is a large
spread of ages, it was considered appropriate in light
of ABS ages ranges for skateboarding participation
and previous experience with the skate and BMX
facility user groups. This age spread ensures that the
majority of facility users are covered in the analysis.
It is intended that skate facility planning and provision
will compliment and add value to other unstructured
youth activities within the shire such as BMX tracks,
play spaces, hang-out spaces, outdoor basketball
courts, informal kick-about areas and disc golf.
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01
“BEING ABLE
TO EXPRESS
YOURSELF WITH
YOUR SKATEBOARD,
PORTRAYING
WHAT YOU DO AND
WHO YOU ARE,
IS SOMETHING
AMAZING”
Kilian Martin
The art of skateboarding
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1.5 DEFINITIONS

Repeated terms and organisational acronyms used
throughout the Strategy have been defined for clarity as
follows:

THE STRATEGY

NODE

The Bass Coast Skate Strategy

Bass Coast Shire local government extents in Victoria.

Any concentration of movement or focal point of activity,
for example community node would be an area where
communities congregate for example parkland, shopping
centres etc..

AUTHORITY

HAZARD

THE REGION

Any government or government department, municipal,
statutory, judicial, public or administrative body, entity,
agency or authority.

Any item posing an immediate risk to the safety of
participants.

SKATE

Someone who is actually riding the facility on a
skateboard/BMX/scooter or similar.

Other user groups refers to any activity that utilises a
wheeled, non motorised device to roll or ride on different
surfaces and elements. The strategy recognises the
need to consider other wheeled sports, outside of
skateboarding, therefore encompasses such activities as
scooters, in-line skates, quad-skates, long-boards, BMX,
mountain bikes and more.

RIDE

ACTIVE USER

INACTIVE USER
Someone who is part of the session, but is waiting for
their turn when the active user is finished.

OBSERVER
Someone who is watching the activity on the facility.

The controlled movement of any skate device.

PARTICIPANT

SBA

Someone who may be an active user, an inactive user or
observer at the facility.

Skateboarding Australia

SRV

ABS
Australian Bureau of Statistics

Sport and Recreation Victoria

FACILITY / PARK / SKATE PARK
Relates to a skate park or space that caters to action
wheeled sports activities including skateboard, BMX,
scooter, in-line skate, roller skates and sports modified
wheelchairs.

TRICKS
A specific action or move utilising the element of use that
relates to a set performance in the flow of movement on
the features or components of the skate park.

POS
Public open space

VIC
The state of Victoria

CPTED
Crime prevention through environmental design

LGA
Local Government Authority
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APPROACH
2.1 INTRODUCTION

The Bass Coast Skate Strategy has been created based on four key research components:
•
•
•
•

Understanding skate
Bass Coast Context
Existing Skate Provision
Consultation

This information was compiled to form and support the approach. The following pages
summarise these key components. Refer to ‘Part B Background Document’ for the fully
detailed research outcomes.
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2.2 UNDERSTANDING SKATE SUMMARY

This section establishes why skate is an essential
recreational activity to include in Bass Coast
communities, understanding the history and development
of skate and how it has evolved to the current trends and
facility provision we see today. Based on the review of
national and local trends with regards to wheeled sports
participation, there is a significant amount of data that
demonstrates the popularity, recreational, health and
community benefits of skate and the need to provide
facilities for young people and users. The following
headings outline key items covered. Refer to Part B
Background Document for ‘Understanding Skate’ fully
detailed research outcomes.

2.2.1 THE EVOLUTION OF SKATE
Since its development into an extreme sport in the
60’s and 70’s skateboarding has had various surges
in popularity that to this day, is still on the rise. An
indication of this growth was the announcement in 2016
that it would be present at the 2020 Olympic Games
in Tokyo Japan. The associated skate equipment and
fashion industries have a massive world wide market
with an estimated $4.8billion in annual revenue with 11.08
million active skateboarders in the world.
In Australia there are now over 1000 skate parks of
varying age, size and style. Almost all have been built in
the last twenty five years and are public facilities.

2.2.2 OTHER USER GROUPS
The strategy recognises the need to consider other
wheeled sports, outside of skateboarding. This
encompasses such activities as scooters, in-line skates,
quad-skates, long-boards, BMX, mountain bikes and
more. Each of the user groups has their own identity,
culture and associated spatial needs.

13
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2.2.3 BENEFITS OF SKATE

2.2.5 VIC PROVISION TRENDS

As skate and skate parks have developed, there have
been many noted benefits, from the individual rider to
the wider community and even at a regional, state and
national scale:
• Skate is an unbiased, inclusive activity reaching
out to a range of diverse demographics and
backgrounds with many known physical and
mental health benefits.
• It provides action, performance, creativity and
culture in the community with various social
benefits.
• Popular, well designed skate spaces increase
tourism and provide economic and social benefits
on a regional, state and national scale, enlivening
town centres with spectators and vibrancy with
potential for numerous events and competitions.

Another indicator of the growth, popularity and
community value placed on skate and wheeled sports is
the recent push from different municipalities to improve
their facility provision. From 2010 onwards, a number
of skate park and youth plaza design and construction
projects in Victoria have been instigated by local Councils.

2.2.4 GROWTH IN SKATE POPULARITY AND

2.2.6 SKATE SAFETY

TRENDS

The process of falling and having to get back up again
ingrains self determination and teaches youth persistence
and trial and error. At the same time, skateboarding,
like many extreme sports can have inherent risks
and associated safety concerns. There are various
preventative measures that help to minimise risk that
the individual can adopt as well as skate safe design
principles.

The global popularity of wheeled sports is a trend that
has continued in Australia. A statistical overview from
the ABS shows from 2009 to 2012 skate and other
wheeled sports had much higher rates of participation
than structured or organised sports and showed a 9%
increase in popularity for boys and a 12% increase
for girls over the three years. In Victoria skate and
other wheeled sports also had much higher rates of
participation than structured or organised sports and
showed a 6% increase in popularity for boys and a 9%
increase for girls from 2009 to 2012 (ABS 2012).
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2.2.7 GENDER EQUALITY

2.2.9 SKATE PARK STYLES

Female skate has become increasingly popular worldwide
over recent years. Female participation of skate in
Victoria has considerably high numbers compared
with other organised sports, with the level of skill and
professionalism rivaling and equaling men and breaking
down gender stereotypes. A key opportunity for this
strategy is to promote gender equality, participation and
inclusivity for female skate participation.

A number of trends occur in the provision of skate parks
around the world. These have been observed through
direct changes in scope of projects and community
needs. Park trends covered include:

2.2.8 SKATE RIDING STYLES

2.2.10 SKATE PARK DESIGN CRITERIA

There are four main skate styles defined for the purpose
of this strategy: Transition, Vert, Street and Park. Each
of these skate styles have unique characteristics and
require different spatial requirements.

This section provides an overview of the specific park
design criteria taken into consideration when designing a
skate facility. Headings include:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Plaza and street parks
Transition flow parks
Combination parks
Youth spaces and activity areas
Shared urban, incidental and sculptural skate
Pop up parks
Skate trails
Drain skate
Indoor parks
Temporary Parks
Skater Cross

Skill Level and capacity
Site Specific
Refuge and social spaces
Multi-use spaces
Proximity to residential areas
Circulation and access
Construction of facilities
Inspection and maintenance of facilities
Management and ongoing activation

Refer to Part B Background Document for full
‘Understanding Skate’ research and investigation results.
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2.3 BASS COAST CONTEXT SUMMARY

This section considers the current youth population
and predicted growth to establish the spread and
concentration of youth in the Bass Coast region. Other
complimentary youth focused facilities and programs
are then identified to highlight any gaps in provision and
where potential new facilities can integrate into existing
provision. The following headings outline key items
covered. Refer to Part B Background Document for
‘Bass Coast Context’ fully detailed research outcomes.

2.3.1 DEMOGRAPHIC OVERVIEW
For the purpose of this study youth have been defined
as people from ages 5-25. This age bracket has been
identified in light of ABS age ranges for skateboarding
and CONVIC personal experience with the skate and
BMX facility user groups. Analysis into the current and
projected distribution of youth helps to identify where
the highest densities of youth are located in the Bass
Coast region. This can aid in determining where the best
locations are for skate facilities and family spaces.

2.3.2 YOUTH POPULATIONS
Currently Wonthaggi has the highest population of
youth with 21% of the total population, followed by
Inverloch, Cowes and Cape Woolamai. The lowest youth
populations are currently located inland in the more rural
areas of Bass Coast.

2.3.3 PROJECTED POPULATIONS
In 2036, the Wonthaggi region is still projected to have
the highest population of youth. The Cowes region is
projected to have the 2nd highest followed by Inverloch
and the Waterline area.
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2.3.4 TOURISM FLUCTUATIONS

2.3.6 COMMUNITY PRESSURE

A key consideration is the influx of youth through tourism
peaks. It was identified that the peak population increase
through tourism was in the areas of Phillip Island, San
Remo and Inverloch. This highlights the need for youth
provision that can cater for not only the local youth but
also be adaptable to these fluctuations and increases in
capacity. January currently receives the highest amount
of visitations annually, with 14% (an estimated 28,600
visitors) making the trip to Phillip Island and San Remo
on a ‘Peak day’.

This section acknowledges existing pressure, groups,
petitions and forums advocating for new skate provision
within the Bass Coast region.

Tourism projections indicate that with future development
and increased population of nearby towns, visitation to
Phillip Island and San Remo will increase. The region is
expected to double its visitor numbers from 1.85 million in
2015 to 3.4 million by 2035.

Bass Coast Shire Council has a number of strategic
documents that support the need for skate provision
within the Shire (see background document). These have
also been considered in preparing this strategy.

2.3.5 CURRENT YOUTH PROVISION

2.3.8 CONTEXT CONCLUSION

This section identifies complimentary youth focused
facilities, locations and distribution, including:

The current demographic profile of the Shire and also
its predicted growth demonstrates a strong percentage
of 5-25 year olds living within the community centres
stretching along the southern coast of the region.
Wonthaggi, North Wonthaggi, Cowes and Inverloch are
predicted to maintain the highest youth populations.
Upon review of the current youth provision and relevant
baseline information, there is potential to build on the rich
network of current complimentary youth provision in the
region. The analysis currently suggests there is potential
to develop new facilities, particularly in the main centres
predicted to maintain their considerable population of
youth into the future. Such facilities will tie into existing
youth provision and assist in providing further opportunity
for events, programs and other forms of activation.

•
•
•
•
•
•

Education
Community Centres
Public Open Space
Organised Sports
Unstructured sports - playgrounds + informal
kick-about space
Unstructured sports - complimentary activation

2.3.7 BASELINE INFORMATION
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2
2.4 EXISTING SKATE
PROVISION SUMMARY
A location, condition and function assessment has been
undertaken on the three existing concrete skate parks in
the Bass Coast; Cowes, Wonthaggi and Inverloch. The
Newhaven Mini Ramp and the Mobile Skate Ramp have
also been assessed. These assessments provide an
insight into how successful each park is in providing for
its immediate surrounding and broader communities and
will determine what type of facility is needed to mitigate
gaps in skate facility provision.

The following is an overview of the key findings and
recommendations for each facility. Refer to the Part B
Background Document for the detailed research outcomes.

18
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2.4.1 COWES SKATE PARK

KEY CONDITION FINDINGS
In summary the key findings are as follows:
• The facility is in poor condition due to age,
construction techniques and geotechnical
conditions.
• The concrete surface is poor throughout, with
visible cracking, chips, uneven surfaces lifting and
unacceptable tolerances on construction joints.
• There are many high priority items that need to be
addressed.
• It is evident that recent repairs have been carried
out but these have deteriorated.

OVERVIEW OF KEY FINDINGS
Key findings of the skate park assessment demonstrate
the overall condition and function of the facility is not
achieving its potential and is rated as ‘immediate attention
required’ (5% of its expected potential life), suggesting
that action is required.

KEY FUNCTION FINDINGS
In summary the key findings are as follows:
• Due to the age and the design of the facility, it no
longer caters to current user trends, making for a
facility that does not encourage users to learn to
ride, continue to ride or progress their skills.
• Size and spacing of some of the obstacles within
the facility limit function.
• Although the layout design functions, the poor
condition of the facility no longer allows for safe
use.
• There is adequate landscape and amenity
provision, however the site is in a poor location
with obstructed views and limited passive or
natural surveillance creating a space conducive to
antisocial behaviour.

RECOMMENDATIONS
It is recommended that the facility be demolished and
rebuilt in this location or in an alternative location where
the key function findings can be better addressed.
Refer to ‘THE STRATEGY’ section for recommended size,
location, priority and implementation approach for the
Cowes skate park.
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2.4.2 INVERLOCH SKATE PARK

KEY CONDITION FINDINGS
In summary the key findings are as follows:
• The facility as a whole is in poor condition due to
age, high usage and construction techniques.
• The concrete surface is poor throughout on the
base slab and many features have cracks, chips,
rough surfaces and uneven concrete finishes.
• There are many high priority items that need to be
addressed.
• It is evident that recent repairs have been carried
out but these have deteriorated.

OVERVIEW OF KEY FINDINGS
Key findings of the skate park assessment demonstrate
the overall condition and function of the facility is
not achieving its potential and is rated as ‘immediate
attention required’ 19% of life / approximately 1- 2 years
remaining. The facility has some structural failure, poor
design and or major surface degradation but may be
rectified in part for ongoing limited use. There are
several high priority safety items that have been outlined
that require immediate action.

KEY FUNCTION FINDINGS
In summary the key findings are as follows:
• While the general overall layout of the facility is
functional, the main issues are evident in the age,
design and construction of features, particularly in
the northern linear extent.
• Many features are built to poor standards with
proportions and construction techniques that may
pose a safety risk.
• There is some room for skill development within
the facility however many of the features are
outdated and no longer found in current skate
park trends.
• There is adequate landscape and amenity
provision and reinvigorated vibrancy with recent
art works and signage updates. The location
lends itself to a youth space with overall good
surveillance, proximity to shops and the main
street and other recreational activities.

RECOMMENDATIONS
It is recommend that the facility be treated with a phased
approach to extend the lifespan of the facility for a further
5 - 6 years.
• Phase 1 will repair and refurbish high priority
items to increase the lifespan of the facility.
• Phase 2 will involve the demolition, redesign and
rebuild a facility in the same location.
Refer to ‘THE STRATEGY’ section for recommended size,
location, priority and implementation approach for the
Inverloch skate park.
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2.4.3 WONTHAGGI SKATE PARK

KEY CONDITION FINDINGS
In summary the key findings are as follows:
• Overall the concrete surface is in reasonably good
condition with some cracks and chips developing
in high use areas. Many of these are minor and
not yet considered a major safety hazard.
• There are some drainage issues where pooling is
occurring, particularly in areas of the park where
the adjacent landscape is eroding and building up
to block drainage.
• Generally, features are in moderate condition.
The high priority safety hazard that must be
remedied is the construction joints located before
/ after features. These are becoming wider than
acceptable tolerance and in some cases have
differential settlement. This is a high risk for
users where wheels can get caught in a high
speed zone.

OVERVIEW OF KEY FINDINGS
Key findings of the skate park assessment demonstrate
the overall condition and function of the facility is rated as
‘Fair’ 50% of life / approximately 10 years remaining. The
facility has imperfections in design or finish quality, wear
and tear but still has functional value.
The facility has some structural failure, poor design and
surface degradation but can be rectified for ongoing use.
There are some high priority safety items that have been
outlined that require immediate action.

KEY FUNCTION FINDINGS
In summary the key findings are as follows:
• Overall the skate park has good flow and
functional layout of features. However, some
safety hazards exist with particular features that
should be remedied.
• High priority features that require Council review
include: the rainbow rail, manual pad and rail
section.
• A lower priority feature is the bowl, although it
is not currently a safety hazard the design of the
narrow ‘halfpipe’ section limits overall function of
the bowl as this area is almost unusable.

RECOMMENDATIONS
It is recommend that the facility be treated with a phased
approach to extend the lifespan of the facility for a further
8 - 10 years.
• Phase 1 will repair and refurbish high priority
items to increase the lifespan of the facility.
• Phase 2 will involve future expansion and
upgrading the existing facility to a District Level
Facility.
Refer to ‘THE STRATEGY’ section for recommended size,
priority and implementation approach for the Wonthaggi
skate park.
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2.4.4 NEWHAVEN MINI RAMP

KEY CONDITION FINDINGS
In summary the key findings are as follows:
• Overall the mini ramp is in good condition after the
recent refurbishment works.
• Much of the turf to the immediate surrounds of the
halfpipe has warn away and is now exposed soil
and pooling areas with mud. It is recommended
that a landscape surface treatment be installed
to avoid users treading in the mud then using the
ramp.

OVERVIEW OF KEY FINDINGS
Key findings of the skate park assessment demonstrate
the overall condition and function of the mini ramp is
rated as ‘Good’ with 85% of life / approximately 10-15
years remaining.
The mini ramp is very popular within the community
as demonstrated by the community push to refurbish
the old mini ramp and get it back to a functional state.
Its function could however be improved through the
provision of supporting infrastructure.

KEY FUNCTION FINDINGS
In summary the key findings are as follows:
• Overall the mini ramp functions well, it is very
popular within the Bass Coast skate community.
• Although it is extremely popular it can only cater
for one user at a time so limits its potential as a
youth space or destination for young people.
• There is limited landscape supporting
infrastructure such as seating, footpath access or
shade shelter for users / spectators.

RECOMMENDATIONS
It is recommended that the facility be upgraded in the
future with supporting infrastructure such as footpath
access, seating, a drinking fountain and shelter to
increase public space provision of this important
community asset.

22

Refer to ‘THE STRATEGY’ section for recommended size,
location, priority and implementation approach for the
Newhaven mini ramp.
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2.4.5 MOBILE SKATE RAMP

KEY CONDITION FINDINGS
In summary the key findings are as follows:
• Overall the steel is in good condition with a
smooth surface.
• The skate feature has much wider than acceptable
joints where the feature folds up as a trailer.
These joints are in unsafe locations right before
the stairs and rail where small wheels will catch
causing potential accidents.

RECOMMENDATIONS
It is recommend that the mobile skate ramp be
decommissioned and replaced with permanent small
or incidental skate obstacles with a greater diversity of
function in Corinella and Grantville.
Refer to ‘THE STRATEGY’ section for recommended size,
priority and implementation approach for the Corinella
and Grantville skate provision.

KEY FUNCTION FINDINGS
In summary the key findings are as follows:
• The skate ramp has a poor design function. The
design and positioning of the mobile ramp within
the hard stand areas provides for very limited
functional use.
• The joints where the mobile skate ramp folds
impede the safe use of the ramp by skateboard
and scooters users.
• The quarter pipes and ledges provide minimal
function for users.
• The feature provides minimal room for skill
development or progression. A much smaller
simpler feature would provide a greater level of
function and usage.

23
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2.5 CONSULTATION SUMMARY

The consultation process has been an integral component
of the development of the Bass Coast Skate Strategy.
In order to ensure the success and longevity of these
community assets, it is vital to connect with the
future users. Through a combination of engagement
methods, the process aims to empower youth and their
communities to take ownership and pride in their public
spaces. Refer to Part B Background Document for
‘Consultation’ fully detailed outcomes.
Three main engagement methods have been utilised for
gathering feedback at a strategic level for developing the
strategy:

2.5.1 STEERING COMMITTEE
Early in the consultation process a steering committee
was formed from members of the community who were
identified by Council as having an active interest in the
project and invested in the skate culture of Bass Coast.
The aim was to gain valuable local insight into the Bass
Coast skate community.
The group was made up of 19 members including key
community leaders, YMCA, youth workers, resident group
representatives, local organisations, business owners,
selected school representatives and people who have
shown particular interest in the future of skate in the
Bass Coast.

2.5.2 CONSULTATION WORKSHOPS
Workshop sessions can build a sense of community
amongst users, stakeholders and residents, and are
a useful tool to seek the opinions of a smaller group,
allowing varying contributions and ideas to come
together. Unlike a survey, they enable the discussion of
complex issues and any possible underlying concerns the
community may have with regards to the approach.
Three consultation workshops were held in the Bass
Coast. One on the 21st of February in Cowes and two on
the 23rd of February in Wonthaggi and Grantville. These
locations were strategically picked with Council to give
Bass Coast communities the opportunity to have their say
on how the Skate Strategy should determine the future of
skate within the region.
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2.5.3 ONLINE SURVEY
The Bass Coast Skate Strategy on-line survey was live
from the 2nd of February to the 27th of March 2017 for
the general public to have the opportunity to have their
say on how the Skate Strategy should determine the
future of skate within the region.
This medium of consultation is an integral part of the
engagement process and ensures that members of rural
Bass Coast communities who were unable to attend the
workshops still had the opportunity to have their say.

2.5.4 CONSULTATION SUMMARY
The consultation process proved to be an extremely
valuable component of the Strategy. Firstly the steering
committee workshop provided a snapshot of the current
community within the Shire from both an organisational
and community member perspective. Key considerations
raised were then able to be explored and tested in the
following community workshops and online survey. A
number of common themes were raised with regard
to current provision and where improvements could be
made.
The consultation process has shown there is a
strong skate culture within the Bass Coast. There is
a rich history of skate in the region which has been
strengthened through the skate and broader community.
The passion of the community for skate and the provision
of the skate facilities was particularly evident. This is
attributed to a number of reasons such as; the social
benefits, increased self-esteem, minimised anti social
behaviour and the increased social connections with
peers whilst being physically active.

2

An overwhelming majority of those who participated
in the process outlined that they are not happy with
current skate provision within the region. Overall, people
stressed that new facilities are long overdue with 95%
support for new on-trend (modern) skate parks in Bass
Coast. It has been acknowledged that new facilities need
to cater for skill progression from beginner to advanced
users and for a mix of riding styles. Accessibility and
travel time were most important factors for locating
facilities. People acknowledged the rural characteristics
of the Shire and have defined support of a maximum
20km drive to a skate facility, if not closer. Safety and
proximity to community hubs were also key criteria for
locating new skate provision.
Consultation showed support for one large regional hub
within the Bass Coast that caters for all skill levels, styles
of skate, progression, competitions and events. Small
satellite skate spaces were recommended to cater for
smaller rural locations where travel and accessibility can
be an issue. People also stressed that community and
family space should be considered in the design of skate
parks as well as the coastal nature of the shire.
It should be noted that some areas of the Shire have
been under-represented due to a lack of attendance
and response during the consultation process. Hence,
consultation forms only one part of the combined
information that was collected and used to define and
shape this strategy document.
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3.1 DISTRIBUTION MODELING

To appropriately assess individual sites across Bass Coast
for the potential provision of new skate infrastructure, it
is important to determine what types of facilities should
be considered. This following sections therefore will:
•
•
•

Describe the various facility classification models;
Outline a distribution model.;
Specify site selection criteria.

The Strategy will define and outline a complimentary
network of facilities that offer different user experiences
and fulfilling different user requirements and needs.
This creates a diverse range of choice for the broader
community.
One method to look at skate facility provision is defining
‘type’s by size and template, i.e. determining the size
(say 40m x 20m and then considering appropriate sites
that can accommodate this ‘rectangle’). This Strategy
takes a slightly different approach. While size is still
important, the unique character of a site should influence
the potential design and implementation of the facility.
A long thin linear space for example, whilst not meeting
traditional size requirements, may become a major
regional facility given its location and connectivity to other
facilities. Therefore this Strategy has focused on function,
usability, opportunity, location, and site character rather
than simply scale as a base premise.
As part of this strategy process, the following criteria
have been considered when determining facility
classification. Not all facilities will meet each of the
criteria: for example, a local level facility may only need
to incorporate 5 out of the 11 criteria to meet community
needs.
BUDGET:
The facility budget and how this impacts the facility
style, features and function, based on community and
stakeholder consultation.
CATCHMENT:
The community catchment of a facility and the overall
reach a facility is likely to have on the broader region.
LANDSCAPE INTEGRATION:
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Facilities that embrace and celebrate existing site
character and surrounds. Facilities that are integrated
into the landscape can have low impact on surrounding
residents, through materials, style, orientation and
elevation of the facility.
EXISTING FACILITY:
The potential to add skate function to an existing facility
and community space, adding value and creating a vibrant
and multi-use space.
MIXED SKATE STYLES:
The potential to create facilities that offer varied and
contrasting riding experience, whilst not focusing solely
on one type of user or riding style.
UNIQUE OBSTACLES:
Facilities that offer unique skate features and obstacles.
AMENITY AND RECREATION:
The potential to provide family space, spectator areas
and community amenity with activation and recreational
provision.
REUSE & RECYCLE:
The ability to reuse and recycle existing concrete
surfaces and other infrastructure to reinvigorate a space
maximising output and ‘bang for buck’.
SKILL LEVEL:
The ability to provide for skill progression and different
levels of ability appropriate to community needs and
requirements.
WIDER ACTIVATION:
The potential to cater for events, competitions and wider
activation within the community and a broader regional
context.
DESIGN CREATIVITY:
Potential for creative design output with theming
associated to relevant community, culture, environment
and landscape etc.
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3.2 FACILITY CLASSIFICATION

3.2.1 REGIONAL FACILITY

Regional facilities are defined within this strategy as
a purpose built facility providing ample space and
components to enable a variety of different skilled
users to frequent the space on a daily basis. Generally
within a municipality there is one regional facility, and
this becomes the main focus of skate that district and
local facilities compliment. It therefore needs to be
easily accessible by public transport and cars including
the provision of parking for passive and active users.
The development of the regional facility also presents
the opportunity to create other recreational and social
functions to engage the broader community. Examples
include performance spaces, multimedia, basketball
courts and refuge areas.
Whilst not area dependent, they need to be large enough
to accommodate a significant amount of skateable terrain
for a range of skate users from beginner to advanced
level. Within this may be specific zones for different
user types to minimise conflict (eg: plaza area, transition
zone). The facility should contain adequate event space
and infrastructure including seating options, power
and lighting for events, programming for competitions
and demonstrations. There also needs to be provision
for appropriate entry and safety signage, refuge areas,
seating and shade, bins, drinking fountains and bike
racks. The facility should also consider its context and
have the necessary landscape to integrate /compliment
its surroundings. Toilets nearby or at the site are also
necessary.

APPROXIMATE COST:

$1.2M +

Fremantle Youth Plaza is a
regional facility catering to
local Perth users as well as
a draw card on a national
level. With skate, recreation,
play and picnic areas as well
as events and competitions:
this facility has transformed
the Fremantle Docklands
into a vibrant populated
youth hub.

Port Maquarie Skate Park
is a regional facility with
transition and street areas
broken into interconnected
spaces for a higher
capacity of users. It has
a competition level bowl
and street runs, as well as
beginner level features for
skill progression all set in a
parkland environment.

AT A GLANCE...
• Approximately 1000m2 +
• Strategically located to service the whole Shire +
tourists, visitors and state wide.
• Iconic location, celebrating and highlighting shire
culture + natural environment. Draw card to shire.
• Capable of holding competitions.
• Enables skill development from beginner to
advanced.
• Caters to all styles of skate.
• Allows for night time usage.
• Complex, unique and larger advanced obstacles.
• High end amenity and landscape provision.
• Could be integrated into complimentary recreational
activity but functions as a stand alone facility.
• Provides further recreation provision e.g. bouldering,
climbing, games, kick about, basketball, play space,
etc.
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3.2.2 DISTRICT FACILITY

A district level facility will reach a catchment of multiple
small townships within the Shire, but will primarily
service one larger community centre. There may be
more than one district level facility within a municipality.
It will form part of the network of complimentary facilities
which provide a unique user experience and increase the
diversity of choice across the shire. Such an approach
will assist in minimising overcrowding, as users will travel
between specific facilities for a different skate experience.
A district level facility as defined for this strategy will
cater for a high capacity of users, with multiple zones
within the skate area conducive to safe riding at times of
high usage such as weekends and school holidays. It will
allow for skill progression from a beginner to advanced
level, with challenging obstacles that maintain interest.
This type of facility can cater for all user styles. For
example street and plaza as well as bowls and transition.
It can also have one primary user style such as the St
Kilda Skate Park which is a flowing transition orientated
space.
A district facility can have the capacity to host small
events, competitions or demonstrations, and should
consider providing seating options and viewing areas
for a family friendly space. Power and lighting are
preferable, but not necessary for the facility to function
properly. Other elements which can also be included
are complimentary youth activation and recreational
opportunities, shade and supporting amenities and
art projects such as installations. The facility should
consider its context and have the necessary landscape
design to integrate and compliment its surroundings.
Toilets nearby or at the site is preferable.

The Coastwatchers Skate
Space in Cairns provides a
multi functional example of
a district level facility. It has
four street and transition
skate areas within the
park as well as shaded
spectator area, climbing
walls, ping pong, parkour,
basketball,informal kickabout and picnic space. It
provides a space for the
whole family to enjoy.

The Wollongong Skate
Park is a flowing transition
orientated facility with street
features designed into the
flow. It is integrated into the
parkland space and captures
views out to Lake Illawarra.
It has design theming which
reflects the local steel works
in the area.

•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

APPROXIMATE COST:
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$550K - $850K

AT A GLANCE...
600 – 900m2
Strategically located to service a number of
communities and provide diversity across the
Shire.
Located next to complimentary recreation.
Potential for an iconic design and theme.
More complex unique obstacles.
Catering for skill development from beginner to
advanced level.
Capable of holding medium sized competitions +
event opportunities.
Amenity, spectator areas + landscape provision.
Family friendly + further activation / recreation
provision – bouldering, climbing, games, kick
about, basketball.
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3.2.3 LOCAL FACILITY

A level local facility is designed to cater to a smaller
town or community with a reduced reach compared
to a district or regional facility. For the purpose of this
strategy, local facilities should be strategically located to
service smaller rural communities which may struggle
to reach the larger district or regional hubs on a daily
basis. Ideally, a local facility should be located near other
complimentary forms of existing recreation which serve
the local community.
The function of a local facility aims to provide the
essential features for users to learn the basics
of skateboarding and progress from beginner to
intermediate with less focus on advanced features. It can
have mixed skate styles or a focus on one style, however
will be restricted to the smaller budgetary confines. A
local facility should aim to have at least one unique
obstacle so as to maintain user interest and provide a
point of difference between other local facilities.
This facility should provide basic shade and seating areas
as well as drinking fountain, rubbish bins and safety
signage for a family friendly environment. When siting
a local level facility, reuse and recycling can play a big
part in increasing value for money. For example, reusing
an existing concrete slab will mean more budget for
specialist concrete skate features.

APPROXIMATE COST:

Cedric Archer Skate Park in
Rockhampton is a local level
facility with the fundamental
skate features for learning to
skate and skill progression
such as a mini ramp, hip,
ledge, rail, A-frame. It ties
into a wider recreational
precinct and utilizes existing
trees for shade.

The Jingili Skate park in
Cairns again caters for the
basics in skateboarding with
simple street and transition
features for user to learn
and progress skills. It also
has lighting, shade shelter,
drinking fountains and bins +
connects into a popular park
in Jingili.

AT A GLANCE...
• 250 – 500m2
• Basic design catering for skill development, simple
detail – bang for buck.
• Strategically located to service local community.
• Located next to complimentary activation /
recreation.
• Basic infrastructure and landscape provision.
• Located near existing recreation or activation.
• Capable of holding small local level competitions
and events.
• Minimal allowance for advanced riders.
• One or two unique obstacle with a focus on
features which are conducive to maintaining user
interest and skill progression.
• Could reuse / recycle existing infrastructure such
as concrete slab to increase ‘bang for buck’.

$250K - 450K
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3.2.4 INCIDENTAL ELEMENTS

Incidental skate spots are already occurring across
the Shire with local skaters using existing urban
infrastructure due to their unique skate function.
Examples include seats, walls and stairs. With appropriate
design and management, incidental skate and spaces
can be developed that are significantly safer and more
functional to users whilst not impacting significantly on
the broader community. Incidental skate spaces are not
aimed at any specific level of user.
Any pathway that is used by skateboarders as a
thoroughfare has the possibility to have sections of it
widened to accommodate skateable items or undulating
terrain to create an ‘incidental’ skate element. Many
urban spaces contain infrastructure or sculptural
components that can be designed to accommodate skate
function and be a cost effective option to provide greater
rider diversity in the Shire. While the focus may be on
other activities or recreational needs, an incidental skate
element can add value and increase overall function or
recreational opportunity to an existing space (such as a
basketball court or existing urban square).
As incidental spaces are not facility based, there is no
set size constraint. So whilst managing activity is still
important to avoid conflict with other users, there are
opportunities to create these incidental elements in areas
previously considered either inappropriate or too small for
a facility. For the purposes of this strategy such incidental
spaces mostly cater for users of a small or local rural
catchment. Incidental spaces will give users who may not
have the chance to access a skate park the opportunity
to roll on flat terrain with one or two basic street or
transition features.

A manual pad ledge will
allow users to learn the
basics of how to olly, grind
and manual and then work
their way up to a more
technical variety of tricks.

A simple concrete mini ramp
will allow for a variety of
tricks and skill progression
on transition. It is highly
functional and will manitain
interest for even the most
advanced users to challenge
themselves.

•
•

•

•

•
•

APPROXIMATE COST:
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$20K - $80K

AT A GLANCE...
Strategically located for youth that may not be
able to access traditional skate parks.
No set size requirement with strategic reuse
of existing concrete surfaces / existing
infrastructure available + DIY nature.
Simple minimal features yet highly functional
and skill development based. For example: rail,
manual pad, mini ramp.
Service small rural local catchment. Could be
locally built – avoid big company overheads or
built as a secondary to a bigger park nearby
No allowance for infrastructure / landscape /
further recreation / events.
Located nearby existing recreation.
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3.3 DISTRIBUTION MODEL

Following the definition of facility types, this section
now looks at the kind of distribution that is required to
adequately cater for the established needs of Bass Coast
Shire.

Based on the classification previously outlined, within
the Shire there should be one major regional facility.
This will service beginners through to advanced users,
cater for events, and will attract interest from outside the
Shire. The next distribution level is the district and local
facilities. These facilities should be located throughout the
Shire to provide a range of riding experiences. The final
distribution level is incidental elements. These are located
throughout the Shire to provide localised recreation in
rural residential areas where youth may struggle to reach
traditional parks. This will be based on need. Similar
distribution approaches have been used in a number of
Councils including the City of Frankston Strategy. This
has led to the development of a central regional facility
and supporting facilities such as Langwarrin and Seaford
Sandfield Reserve Skate Parks.
While this distribution model is the ideal configuration
based on need, each municipality is different in terms
of its overall scale, transport connections, population
distribution and level of services and infrastructure.
Therefore, the distribution of facilities should tie in with
these considerations.

For example, some municipalities have a single significant
regional facility with no need for supporting facilities.
Others have well distributed district and local facilities,
due to the lack of space for a regional facility, or the need
to provide a facility in each township. The key is ensuring
there is a range of facilities to cater for the various
user requirements for todays and future needs. The
recommended distribution for the Shire will be outlined in
Section 4, ‘The Strategy’.
In order to determine the level of distribution required,
catchment areas have been developed based on:
• Benchmarking* with other municipalities and what
is fair and reasonable for individuals to travel to a
facility.
This has been combined with the following four key
research components as outlined in Section 02 of this
document:
• Understanding skate
• Bass Coast Context
• Existing Skate Provision
• Consultation
*Benchmarked Strategies include: Skate Melbourne Plan 2017-2027,
Mornington Peninsula Skate/BMX Strategy, Auckland City 2001 Skate
Strategy, Moreton Bay Skate and BMX Strategy 2010, Stirling Skate Strategy
2013
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3.3.1 CATCHMENTS:
REGIONAL FACILITY:
DISTRICT FACILITIES:
LOCAL FACILITIES:
INCIDENTAL FACILITIES:
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3.3.2 DISTRIBUTION DIAGRAM:
40km - Shire wide;
10-20km;
5-10m;
1-3km - as required.

•

REGIONAL facility; central focus for skate within
the Shire.

•

DISTRICT facilities; compliments the regional
facility and provides users a different rider
experience.

•

LOCAL facilities; compliments the district facilities
and provides the fundamental building blocks for
skate.

•

INCIDENTAL facilities; fill gaps in provision and
provides for local residents.
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3.4 SITE SELECTION CRITERIA

This section summarises the key site selection criteria
considered when assessing suitable locations for facilities
across the Shire.

3.4.1 PHYSICAL SITE CONDITIONS &
TECHNICAL CONSIDERATIONS
This first broad criterion is based on whether a site can
accommodate a facility of the required scale and type. It
also considers technical implications such as drainage
and soil conditions. Key considerations include:
• Is the proposed site capable of catering to the
various and different applicable facility types? (e.g.
large enough to cater for events if we are looking
for a regional scale park)
• Is the proposed site free of existing land use
implications, covenants, easements, service
access requirements and/or underground/
overhead power lines, water and gas?
• What are the implications of geotechnical
conditions, ground water and drainage?
• What are the physical terrain implications of the
site?
• Are there existing services on and to the site?

3.4.2 ACCESS/TRANSPORT
This second criterion is looks at how easily accessible the
site is for users, parents and those viewing the skate park
or events. Key considerations include:
• Is there easy access to public transport from the
proposed site?
• Are there pedestrian/footpath connections from
transport nodes to the proposed site?
• Is there a safe drop off area or adequate car
parking if applicable?
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3.4.3 NATURAL SURVEILLANCE,
SECURITY AND SAFETY

3.4.4 PROXIMITY TO AMENITIES (WATER,
TOILETS, SHADE, FOOD & DRINK)

With the creation of a skate park, where the main users
are below the age of 18, it is critical to ensure the facility
is visually open and safe and easily accessed in the case
of an emergency. Key considerations include:
• Is the site visually prominent with good public
surveillance for safety and for the promotion of the
facility and activity?
• Is the site a short distance from police response
calls and does it provide ease of police access on
schedules routes?
• Can the site provide adequate emergency vehicle
access (fire and ambulance)?
• Can vehicular access be restricted at the proposed
site to prevent skating at night by car light if
applicable?
• Can the proposed site provide safe entry to and
from the site and safe setbacks from busy roads
and intersections

A skate park should have appropriate ancillary amenities.
This factor was further highlighted during the community
consultation, where respondents indicated they spent
large amounts of time at facilities. This reinforces the
need to provide shade for viewing and resting, drink
fountains and nearby toilets to ensure the comfort of
users. Considerations for this criterion include:
• Are associated amenities such as toilets, water,
shelter and shade existing and or available or cost
effective to install at the site?
• Is the site close to retail outlets selling food and
drink and is there potential for seasonal, peak time
and/or event day food and drink outlets?
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3.4.5 IMPACT ON EXISTING FACILITIES,
ADJOINING USES AND USERS

3.4.6 DISTANCE FROM HOUSING &
INCOMPATIBLE LAND USE

To assess the suitability of a site, one of the main
considerations is how much impact will a new facility
have on the existing users and use of the space. This can
be a contentious community issue and so the following
should be considered:
• Can the site facilitate minimal impact on ecological
systems and loss of green space and mature or
significant trees?
• Can the site provide minimal impact on pedestrian
or road networks and access including existing
desire lines (informal tracks created as a result of
movement across a site not restricted to paths or
roads)
• Will the location of a skate facility on the site
substantially displace existing recreational or other
site users?
• Are there existing cultural heritage claims on
sites?
• Is there a history of ‘anti-social’ behaviour at the
site?

Another major consideration for any skate facility is the
potential impact of noise and light to nearby housing and
environment. It is important that the facility is located
to minimise impact to surrounding residential areas. In
general, a minimum 50m distance from surrounding
houses should be maintained. Please note that this
is subject to facility classification and a more detailed
acoustic assessment as each location to determine
factors such as surrounding noise, landform, prevailing
winds etc. This criterion is not a suitable consideration
for incidental skate facilities which, due to their scale and
level of potential use, are not considered major creators
of noise or loss of amenity. Key considerations include:
• Is the site location an adequate distance (50m)
from residential dwellings and incompatible land
uses to avoid potential noise and light intrusions?
• Has the site the capacity to place a skatepark in
a location to maximise noise attenuation (eg: built
into the ground, tree and shrub planting).
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3.4.7 FURTHER USES

3.4.8 MAINTENANCE

With centrally located facilities presenting the opportunity
to become a major community activity node, sites must
be assessed for their suitability to play such a role. Key
considerations include:
• Is the proposed site adjacent to like/complimentary
activities to create a greater recreational
experience?
• Does the site have the ability to cater for larger
crowds and temporary infrastructure during peak
use and events?

Maintenance is important to the longevity and
functionality of the facility. Considerations for this
criterion are:
• How readily accessible is the site for regular
maintenance?
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SUPERMARKET

3.4.9 CONTEXT & AMENITY
This criteria is most applicable to integrating into existing
community facilities and nodes. Key considerations are:
• Is the site location where young people want to be
or adjacent to where they currently congregate?
• Is the site in close proximity to existing shopping
centres, sports or recreation facilities or interested
schools?
• Is the site within or adjacent to a major community
hub or central area?

3.4.10 CONSISTENCY WITH STRATEGIC
OBJECTIVES
Sites for consideration need to conform to local planning
schemes, embody strategic planning and reflect the
current land use zones. Key considerations are:
• Is the location consistent with the strategic land
use, masterplanning, planning schemes and
zoning?
• Parking if applicable?
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3.5 FACILITY GUIDE

Critical for the facility to function properly

The following table ranks how critical, preferable, or
necessary the various requirements are for each facility
type. For example, whilst event space is critical for a hub
it is not necessary for an incidental facility.

Preferable for the facility to function properly
Unnecessary for the facility to function properly

FACILITY TYPE
REGIONAL

KEY REQUIREMENTS
Appropriate size to cater for specific functional requirements of each
type
Space for temporary seating & associated infrastructure for events
Public transport access available
Emergency vehicle access available
Adequate car parking /drop off available
Shelter/shade
Designated seating and viewing areas
Toilets (or in close proximity)
Rubbish bin/s
Drinking fountain/s
Appropriate entry and safety signage
Good natural surveillance
At least 50m from housing/residential areas
Close proximity of food/drink outlets
Other recreation/youth infrastructure can be accommodated
Proximity to youth interest areas (shopping areas, recreation spaces,
schools)
Proximity to major community centre or centralized location?
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DISTRICT

LOCAL

INCIDENTAL
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3.6 REGIONAL FACILITY SELECTION FRAMEWORK

The Strategy informs the need to locate a regional facility
within Bass Coast that provides greater opportunities for
wheel sport participation through its activation for passive
and organised activities. Whilst a regional facility must
be located in a central proximity on suitable land, it is
essential that by design the facility considers the following
framework:

Regional Catchment

Caters for a broad catchment across municipal boundaries, equitably
distributed and not replicated across the region. Located within 40kms of
all areas of the Shire and in an appropriate location as indicated within the
Facility Guide.

Community Planning Support

Has been subjected to extensive community consultation and planning
processes, with all key stakeholders including community, user groups,
traders, land managers and authorities.

Broad Community Participation

Provides for a diverse range of skill levels for activities both passive and
organised, through an integrated, universally designed process. Consideration
should be given to the function of such a facility in line with any existing or
future planned spaces in the direct vicinity of the facility.

Multi Use

The facility is multi-use across a range of sports and activities and
compliments other facilities across the region whilst encouraging growth and
interest through its location and functionality.

Deliverable

Meets community demand within realistic time-frames and budgets.

Operationally Viable

Is designed to meet standards of ongoing economic viability, understanding
the owner’s responsibility to accept the facilities ongoing support.

Facility Compliance

As a regional facility, it meets the strategic intent and standards as required
by the State and National Sports Bodies, and specific targeted elite teams/
programs.

Event Suitability

It meets the criteria to host events and activities as prescribed by state and
national sports bodies, commercial and community operators.

Quality Management and Services

Is able to meet quality management and service levels.

Economic Benefits

Provides economic benefit in terms of construction and activation to the
local community.
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3.7 DISTRIBUTION CONCLUSION

By developing a facility distribution model based on previous strategies and the specific needs
and requirements of the Shire, the Strategy will look to address the current and predicted
demand within the Shire. By developing a long term plan for an interrelated network of
facilities across the Shire, including regional, district, local and incidental facilities, the Shire will
be able to offer a diverse range of recreational experience for both skate participants and the
broader community.
The following section outlines site recommendations and distribution in order to meet the
needs and requirements established within the Shire.
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4.1 INTRODUCTION

The Strategy has been developed to provide a clear
direction on the future provision of skate facilities in
the Bass Coast Shire. The strategic plan outlined on
the following pages has been created as the result of a
needs analysis, that outlines a Shire wide distribution
model of recommended facilities. This analysis has been
established based on:
•

The proven benefits of skate from the individual
rider to the wider community and broader regional
scale.

•

The popularity trends at a national and global
level now far out number traditional sports, with
participation rates still on the rise.

•

An opportunity for this strategy to promote gender
equality, participation and inclusivity for both male
and female users.

•

The projected growth of youth population in the
Bass Coast from 5,524 in 2016 to 19,554 in 2036.

•

The current as well as projected tourism
fluctuations across the Shire.

•

Condition and function assessments of existing
skate facilities within the shire.

•

Review of current youth facility provision Shire
wide including educational centres, leisure
centres, organised sports, unstructured sports
and public open space.

•

Consultation outcomes highlighting overwhelming
support for new, quality facilities.

Once need was established, a specific distribution model
matrix was developed. Using current and projected youth
population, tourism influx, consultation feedback, destination
potential and travel time as key drivers, regional, district,
local and incidental facilities were defined to ensure a
diverse range of facilities across the Shire.
Using benchmarking from other municipalities, and
determining the approximate distance one should travel
in order to access a facility, catchment areas were then
determined for each facility classification. Although some
catchment areas may overlap, recommended facilities
will be offering different user function and experience,
appealing to different rider styles and skills levels.
* CATCHMENTS:
REGIONAL FACILITY:
DISTRICT FACILITIES:
LOCAL FACILITIES:
INCIDENTAL FACILITIES:

40km+ the entirety of the Shire;
10-20km;
5-10km;
1-3km - as required.

These catchment areas are further explored on the
following pages, including their priority level for strategic
implementation, the context within the strategy and key
location criteria to be considered relevant to each site.
Future designs will be further developed and refined
through community consultation.
*NOTE: The recommended regional, district, local and
incidental sites are potential locations for skate facilities
only. Further discussion with Council along with community
consultation and technical feasibility will be conducted
to determine the most appropriate site within the
recommended boundary.
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4.2 FACILITY LOCATION MATRIX

The following table ranks the top locations identified
throughout the Strategy. These locations have been
selected by combining data collected though the
demographic research, population statistics, consultation
feedback, community pressure as well as justification
through strategic planning assessment and benchmarking
set from other strategic documents.

TOTAL SCORE OUT OF 100:
Indicating facility provision requirement (With weighting applied)

35%
20%
25%
5%
15%

Corinella

Grantville

Kilcunda

Inverloch

Raw Score from 1 - 5 :
1 = Low / 5 = High.
(no weighting applied)

FACILITY LOCATION RATING CRITERIA:
Current and projected youth population
Tourism influx
Consultation feedback + Community Pressure
Potential Destination
Travel Time to Potential Regional or District Hub

Wonthaggi

Phillip Island Area

Weighting %

Selected locations have then been rated against key
location criteria. Each of these criteria is weighted in
importance from 1 - 5 (1 being low and 5 being high
importance).

4
5
5
5
5

5
2
3
1
5

3.5
3
2
3
2.5

1
3
4
4
2

2.5
0
2.5
0
4

2
0
1
0
4

93% 74% 57% 49% 42% 31%

The below table gives a general indication of how this
rating transforms into facility classification:
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80% - 100%		

REGIONAL FACILITY

60% - 80%		

DISTRICT

40% - 60%		

LOCAL

20% - 40%		

INCIDENTAL
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4.3 RECOMMENDED LOCATIONS

The following recommended locations have been
determined through a rigorous testing process with
community consultation, Council and the steering
committee. It considered the Facility Location Matrix
and the availability of viable sites within each of the
nominated townships.
In line with the distribution modelling discussed in Part 3
of this report, the following sites and classifications have
been selected for the Bass Coast Shire. Locations and
catchments are shown in the diagram below.

GRANTVILLE
CORINELLA

COWES

NEWHAVEN

SAN REMO / NEWHAVEN
KILCUNDA

WONTHAGGI
INVERLOCH

CATCHMENT LEGEND:
REGIONAL FACILITY - 40km+ (Shire WIDE)
DISTRICT FACILITY - 10-20km
LOCAL FACILITY - 5-10km
INCIDENTAL ELEMENT - 1-3km - as required

0KM

10KM

20KM
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4.4 PRIORITY AND IMPLEMENTATION TIMELINE

Once each facility classification has been determined,
each site has then been given a rating priority for
strategic implementation. Priority has been determined
through the following key criteria:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Site availability.
Funding availability for capital and renewal works.
Existing facility condition and function assessment.
Consultation feedback, needs and requirements.
Demographics.
Tourism fluctuations.

NEW WORKS

RENEWAL WORKS

San Remo / Newhaven:
Regional Facility
Complete Site Selection &
Design works

Cowes:
Major Renewal to Local Facility

Corinella:
New Incidental Facility

Wonthaggi Phase 1:
Minor Renewal

SHORT TERM
2018 - 2020
Grantville Phase 1:
New Incidental Facility

Inverloch Phase 1:
Minor Renewal

Each facility has been given a priority ranking from short
to long term implementation, spanning the strategies
lifespan from 2017 - 2026.
FACILITY APPROXIMATE PRICING GUIDE:
REPAIR: 			

$40 - $70K

INCIDENTAL FACILITY: 		

$20 - $80K

LOCAL FACILITY:			

$250 - $450K

DISTRICT FACILITY:		

$550 - $850K

REGIONAL FACILITY		

$1.2m +

San Remo / Newhaven:
New Regional Facility

Kilcunda:
New Local Facility
MEDIUM TERM
2020 - 2023

KEY DEFINITIONS:
MINOR RENEWAL:
Resolve and make safe key condition items identified in
existing skate park assessments to bring existing facility
to an acceptable safety standard for public use. Works
to be carried out by professional skate park contractor to
industry standards.
MAJOR RENEWAL:
Renewal works involving potential removal, extension
and or addition to an existing facility to bring in-line with
current skate park trends. Design and Construction
works to be carried out by professional skate park
consultant / contractor to industry standards.
NEW:
A new facility designed and constructed to be in-line
with current skate park trends. Design and Construction
works to be carried out by professional skate park
consultant / contractor to industry standards.
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Grantville Phase 2:
New Local Facility

Inverloch Phase 2:
Major Renewal to Local Facility

Wonthaggi Phase 2:
New Expansion to District
Facility
LONG TERM
2023 - 2026
Newhaven:
New Amenity Provision

NOTE: New facilities are subject to available funding through Council
Budgets and Grants Programs
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4.5 THE STRATEGY

4.5.1 SAN REMO / NEWHAVEN
CLASSIFICATION:
APPROXIMATE VALUE:

REGIONAL FACILITY
$1.2M+

IMPLEMENTATION AND PRIORITY:
The short term priority (2018-2020) is to complete site
selection to allow for the design and funding through
Council budgets and grants programs. Construction of
project works is to be carried out in the Medium term
(2020-2023).
STRATEGIC CONTEXT:
Construction of a regional hub in San Remo / Newhaven
area will respond to the current community needs and
requirements as well as future projected youth population
increase in the region. This will:
• Bring the Bass Coast skate infrastructure in line
with the surrounding municipalities;
• Provide for the large tourism population
fluctuations;
• Contribute to the local economy and establish the
Bass Coast as a youth destination which is in line
with the world renowned surf culture and natural
environment of the region.

FACILITY CATCHMENT: 40KM + SHIRE WIDE

SITE LOCATION PLAN:

This facility will become the regional hub for skate within
the Bass Coast Shire, providing an all ages, all skill
level, multi-functional space. The facility is strategically
located to service the whole Shire as well as creating a
destination for domestic and international visitors.
KEY LOCATION CRITERIA:
The specific location should be a high profile iconic
setting which celebrates and highlights the Shires natural
environment, creating a ‘draw card’ destination. The site
should be capable of holding large interstate competitions
and events with enough space to create a multifunctional mixed style skate space. Refer to ‘Facility
Classification’ section for further detail.
NOTE: SITE LOCATION TO BE CONFIRMED WITH COUNCIL
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4.5.2 COWES
CLASSIFICATION:
APPROXIMATE VALUE:

LOCAL FACILITY
$250 - $450K

IMPLEMENTATION AND PRIORITY:
This is a short term (2018-2020) priority and will
incorporate major renewal works to the current Cowes
Skate Park. The existing skate park will be replaced with
a new local level facility.

FACILITY CATCHMENT: 5-10km

STRATEGIC CONTEXT:
This facility will cater for skill development of beginner to
intermediate users with a simple design approach based
around providing the skate fundamentals. The facility
will also provide some limited advanced features. This
facility will become part of a network of complimentary
local level skate parks, each unique in features to enable
diversity across the Shire. Park style will be determined
through further community consultation.
KEY LOCATION CRITERIA:
Investigation will commence to establish the most
appropriate location for the Cowes local level facility.
If renewal works are to be carried out in the current
location, design and strategic planning will be required
to improve passive surveillance and remedy issues
associated with the current location.

SITE LOCATION PLAN:

NOTE: SITE LOCATION TO BE CONFIRMED WITH COUNCIL
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4.5.3 WONTHAGGI
CLASSIFICATION:
APPROXIMATE VALUE:

DISTRICT FACILITY
$550 - $850K

IMPLEMENTATION AND PRIORITY:

FACILITY CATCHMENT: 10-20KM

PHASE 1 SHORT TERM: MINOR RENEWAL
Address all high priority safety items outlined in the
condition and function assessment to increase lifespan of
current facility.
PHASE 2 LONG TERM: NEW EXPANSION TO
DISTRICT FACILITY
As Wonthaggi currently has the highest youth population
as well as the highest projected population increase, the
current facility provision will need to expand to cater for
the projected growth. However, the current Wonthaggi
Skate Park condition and function is of a ‘Fair’ rating. It
is recommended Council plan to secure funding for long
term future upgrade and additions.
STRATEGIC CONTEXT:
It is planned that the current facility will expand to
form a district hub, strategically located to service a
number of communities across the shire with overlap
between Inverloch and Kilcunda local level facilities. It
will compliment other facilities within the Shire creating
a diverse user experience and assist in minimising
overcrowding, as users will travel between specific
facilities for a different skate experience.

SITE LOCATION PLAN:

KEY LOCATION CRITERIA:
It is recommended that the current Wonthaggi Skate
Park location be utilised for future expansion. The
current facility can be upgraded and extended to increase
lifespan, capacity and evolve the user experience to be in
line with current skate park styles and trends. Refer to
‘Facility Classification’ Section for further detail on district
level facilities.
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4.5.4 INVERLOCH
CLASSIFICATION:
APPROXIMATE VALUE:

LOCAL FACILITY
$250 - $450K

IMPLEMENTATION AND PRIORITY:

FACILITY CATCHMENT: 5-10km

PHASE 1 SHORT TERM: MINOR RENEWAL
Address all high priority safety items outlined in the
condition and function assessment to increase lifespan of
current facility.
PHASE 2 LONG TERM: MAJOR RENEWAL TO
LOCAL FACILITY
Based on the condition and function assessment, to
upgrade the current skate park would require a similar
budget to design and construct a new facility of a similar
size. A new design would be on trend and meet current
youth space criteria. Rebuilding the current facility would
not solve issues with outdated design function and design
safety risks. It is proposed that Phase 2 works initiate
the redesign and construction of a new local level facility
in the same location. Refer to ‘Facility Classification’ for
further detail on Local level facilities.
STRATEGIC CONTEXT:
This facility will cater for skill development with a simple
design approach based around the fundamentals in skate
features. Users will be able to progress ability from
beginner to intermediate with some advanced obstacles.
However, fully advanced features will be included in
the San Remo / Newhaven regional hub or the nearby
Wonthaggi District level facility. This facility will become
part of a network of complimentary local level skate
parks, each unique in features for diversity across the
Shire. Park style will be determined through further
community consultation.
KEY LOCATION CRITERIA:
It is recommended that the current Inverloch Skate Park
location be utilised for future renewal due to its central
location within the Inverloch community and its success
as a active youth hub to date.
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4.5.5 KILCUNDA
CLASSIFICATION:
APPROXIMATE VALUE:

LOCAL FACILITY
$250 - $450K

IMPLEMENTATION AND PRIORITY:
This facility has been deemed a medium term priority
(2020-2023). Evidence throughout consultation has
shown strong support for a facility within the community.
Currently Kilcunda has no skate provision within the area
and is over 10km to any supporting existing or future
skate provision.
STRATEGIC CONTEXT:
The Kilcunda facility will become part of a network of
complimentary Local Level skate parks and a link in the
chain between Newhaven and Wonthaggi skate provision.
It will cater for skill development with a simple design
approach based around the fundamentals in skate
features. Users will be able to progress ability from
beginner to intermediate with some advanced obstacles.
However, fully advanced features will be included in
the San Remo / Newhaven regional hub or the nearby
Wonthaggi District level facility. Park style will be
determined through further community consultation.

FACILITY CATCHMENT: 5-10KM

SITE LOCATION PLAN:

KEY LOCATION CRITERIA:
It is recommended that the Kilcunda Local Facility reflect
the coastal surf culture of the community and the iconic
scenery of the natural environment. Refer to ‘Facility
Classification’ for further detail.

NOTE: SITE LOCATION TO BE CONFIRMED WITH COUNCIL
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4.5.6 GRANTVILLE
CLASSIFICATION:
APPROXIMATE VALUE:

LOCAL FACILITY
$250K - $450K

IMPLEMENTATION AND PRIORITY:

FACILITY CATCHMENT: 5-10km

PHASE 1 SHORT TERM: NEW INCIDENTAL
FACILITY
Currently Grantville has minimal skate provision within
the community and is over 40km to any supporting
existing or future skate provision.
Phase 1 will involve the design and construction of
incidental level provision on the existing concrete slab.
Features will be simple and minimal yet highly functional
for skill development and maintained interest. Refer
to ‘Facility Classification’ Section for further detail on
incidental skate provision.
PHASE 2: UPGRADE TO NEW LOCAL FACILITY
It is recommended in Phase 2 for Grantville to receive a
local level facility due to its distance from regional, district
and local level facilities. It also received community
support and has a moderate population of youth and
projected growth. Refer to ‘Facility Classification’ Section
for further detail on Local Facility provision.
STRATEGIC CONTEXT:
This facility will cater for skill development with a simple
design approach based around the fundamentals in skate
features. Users will be able to progress ability from
beginner to intermediate with some advanced obstacles.
However, fully advanced features will be included in the
San Remo / Newhaven regional hub or the Wonthaggi
District level facility. This facility will become part of a
network of complimentary local level skate parks, each
unique in features for diversity across the Shire. Park
style will be determined through further community
consultation.
KEY LOCATION CRITERIA:
It is recommended that the Grantville facility utilise
the existing concrete slab at the Grantville Recreation
Reserve next to the Grantville Hall to maximise budget
and value for money.
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4.5.7 NEWHAVEN
CLASSIFICATION:
APPROXIMATE VALUE:

INCIDENTAL
$20 - $80K

IMPLEMENTATION AND PRIORITY:
This facility has been deemed a long term priority within
the Strategic implementation time line of skate parks in
the Bass Coast.
The Newhaven Mini Ramp received a relatively low
priority rating as it currently is the most popular skate
provision within the Shire. However, there is currently
no supporting amenity with this skate feature. It is
recommended to support infrastructures such as seating
and a connection path. Refer to ‘Facility Classification’ for
further detail on incidental skate provision.
STRATEGIC CONTEXT:
This skate feature makes up a key part of the skate
history within the Bass Coast Shire and is a valuable
piece of community infrastructure. It will continue to
provide an ‘Incidental’ function within the proposed skate
network and can compliment the future San Remo /
Newhaven Regional Hub and the Local Facilities in Cowes
and Kilcunda.

FACILITY CATCHMENT: 5-10KM

SITE LOCATION PLAN:

KEY LOCATION CRITERIA:
It is recommended that the current Newhaven Mini
Ramp include new amenity and the site be opened up to
increase passive natural surveillance.
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4.5.8 CORINELLA
CLASSIFICATION:
APPROXIMATE VALUE:

INCIDENTAL
$20 - $80K

IMPLEMENTATION AND PRIORITY:
It is recommended for the construction of incidental
elements in Corinella within the short term (2018 2020). Corinella received a relatively low rating on
the distribution model matrix with low population and
expected growth. However Corinella has minimal skate
provision within the community and is over 40km to any
supporting existing skate provision.

FACILITY CATCHMENT: 1-3km

STRATEGIC CONTEXT:
It is planned that incidental features will be strategically
located to provide some form of skate provision when
travel to the future Grantville Local Facility is inaccessible
to users. Features will be simple and minimal yet highly
functional for skill development and maintained interest.
Refer to ‘Facility Classification’ Section for further detail.
KEY LOCATION CRITERIA:
It is recommended that the Corinella incidental skate
features utilise the existing concrete slab at Harold
Hughes Reserve next to the Tennis Courts to maximise
budget and value for money.
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4.6 NEXT STEPS

Sites within selected locations are currently being reviewed and confirmed in-line with
Council strategic planning objectives. The Bass Coast Shire Skate Strategy 2018-2028
will require implementation over time in accordance with the availability of resources. To
best plan for the implementation of the Strategy, suggested locations have been related
directly to a stage based implementation program. Note that these stages are
recommendations only, and that timing needs to be co-ordinated with other Shire projects
taking into consideration future masterplanning and major project time lines.
The Strategy will now be open for a period of public exhibition and feedback. Subsequent
to this process, designs will be developed with the Steering Committee and used as a base
leading to the implementation and realisation of the Strategy.
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INTRODUCTION

OVERVIEW
The schematic concept designs contained in this report have been
developed as a schematic base only. The designs are not the
final concepts, however they form a base for funding and council
approvals and will create a starting point for the consultation
process of individual sites.
This document contains concept design drawings for each of
the eight sites outlined in the Bass Coast Shire Skate Strategy
report; Corinella, Grantville, Kilcunda, Inverloch, Newhaven,
Wonthaggi, Cowes and San Remo. The designs have been
prepared with respect to consultation feedback and the design and
budget criteria outlined in the report. Furthermore, each design
considers the specific context of each site and how it will work to
compliment the overall Bass Coast Shire skate network, refer to
the strategy for a detailed project background.
This document is to be used in conjunction with the Bass Coast
Shire Skate Strategy.

DESIGN ASSUMPTIONS

LAND CONTAMINATION / ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING
No allowance has been made for land contamination or the dealing
with / removal of contaminated soil. Detailed contamination
recommendations will need to be provided to ascertain any impact
that contamination will have on the skate park designs.
SITE FEATURE SURVEY
Schematic designs have been formed from high level information
such as aerial photographs and site visits. Comprehensive
feature surveys will be required to ascertain any impacts existing
landscape conditions will have on the skate park designs at a later
date.

VALUE MANAGEMENT
The schematic concepts are a high level design only and some
design value management may be required in order to deliver the
facilities for the nominated budgets.

Certain areas will require detailed assessment and scrutiny during
the design phase of the contract works. As such, we have made
the following design assumptions when preparing the schematic
concept designs contained herein:
SUBGRADE IMPROVEMENT / GEOTECHNICAL ENGINEERING
We have made no allowance for subgrade improvement or
remediation and have prepared our designs on the assumption
the ground conditions are suitable to support the required bearing
capacity of the skate parks.
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Each sites schematic concept design has been developed
according to the parameters outlined within the Bass Coast Shire
Skate Strategy Report. The strategy comprises of four main facility
types, the following is a summary of each;

FACILITY CLASSIFICATIONS

DISTRICT FACILITY
•

•

INCIDENTAL FACILITY
•
•
•
•

Incidental spaces will give users who may not have the
chance to access a skate park the opportunity to roll on flat
terrain with one or two basic street or transition features.
Strategically located for youth that may not be able to
access traditional skate parks and service small rural local
catchments.
Simple minimal features yet highly functional and skill
development based. For example: mini ramp, rail, manual
pad, mogul.
Could be locally built to avoid big company overheads.

•
•
•
•

REGIONAL FACILITY
•

LOCAL FACILITY
•

•

•

•

5

A local level facility is designed to cater to a smaller town or
community with a reduced reach compared to a district or
regional facility.
Strategically located to service smaller rural communities
which may struggle to reach the larger district or regional
hubs on a daily basis
Provide the essential features for users to learn the basics
of skateboarding and progress from beginner to intermediate
level.
Provide basic shade and seating areas as well as drinking
fountain, rubbish bins and safety signage for a family friendly
environment.

A district level facility will reach a catchment of multiple small
townships within the Shire, but will primarily service one
larger community centre.
Cater for a high capacity of users, with multiple zones within
the skate area conducive to safe riding at times of high usage
such as weekends and school holidays.
Allow for skill progression from a beginner to advanced level,
with challenging obstacles that maintain interest.
Cater for all user styles. For example street and plaza as well
as bowls and transition.
Have the capacity to host small events, competitions and
demonstrations.
Consider its context and have the necessary landscape
design to integrate and compliment its surroundings.

•
•

•
•

Generally within a municipality there is one regional facility,
and this becomes the main focus of skate that district and
local facilities compliment.
Easily accessible by public transport and cars including the
provision of parking for passive and active users.
Create other recreational and social functions to engage
the broader community such as performance spaces,
multimedia, basketball courts and refuge areas.
Accommodate a significant amount of skate able terrain for a
range of skate users from beginner to advanced level.
Contain adequate event space and infrastructure including
seating options, power and lighting for events, programming
for competitions and demonstrations.
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CORINELLA - INCIDENTAL

BRIEF - INCIDENTAL FACILITY

Corinella incidental skate features utilise the existing concrete
slab at Harold Hughes Reserve next to the Tennis Courts to
maximise budget and value for money.
Transition based facility to provide contrasting experience to
Grantville street focused space.
Open mini ramp with connecting spine to develop basic ramp
skills and flowing transition lines.
Open flat existing basketball court can be utilised to learn
basic flat ground skills.

•
•
•

LEGEND
1
2
3

0

1

SKATE WORKS
900H Quarter pipe
600H Spine
400H Mogul

2

5

1

LANDSCAPE
Existing slab

2

1

ADJACENT TENNIS COURTS

•

1

3

1

10

LAYOUT PLAN
6
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CORINELLA - INCIDENTAL

BASIC TRANSITION FEATURES

PERSPECTIVE OVERVIEW
7
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GRANTVILLE - PHASE 01 INCIDENTAL
ADJACENT TENNIS COURTS

BRIEF - INCIDENTAL FACILITY
•

Grantville incidental skate features utilise the existing
concrete slab at the Grantville Recreation Reserve next to the
Grantville Hall to maximise budget and value for money.
Street based facility to provide contrasting experience to
Corinella transition focused space.
Beginner return ramps with central street features consisting
of a flat bar, manual pad and ledge to learn fundamental
basic street tricks.
Extended slab to provide required spacing between features.
Features positioned with consideration of future phase 2
local facility development.

•
•
•
•

7

7
7
3
6

6

6
8

LEGEND

2
3
4
5

5

6

SKATE WORKS
900H Quarter pipe
900H Bank
300H Flat bar
300H Manual pad
600H ledge

1

LANDSCAPE
Existing slab

1

4
7

1

5

1

2

5

2

4
3

5

5

5

1

0

5

1

10

LAYOUT PLAN
8
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GRANTVILLE - PHASE 01 INCIDENTAL

BASIC STREET FEATURES AND QUARTER

BASIC STREET FEATURES AND BANK

PERSPECTIVE OVERVIEW
9
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GRANTVILLE - PHASE 2 LOCAL
ADJACENT TENNIS COURTS

BRIEF - LOCAL FACILITY
•
•

Features to extend on the stage 1 incidental works.
Mix style facility with a transition focus to contrast to stage 1
street features.
Beginner to intermediate features including a mini ramp,
a-frame, extension hip and mogul.
Fundamental amenity to be provided including shelter,
seating and drinking fountain.
Shelter to cater for new play space and tennis courts.

•
•
•

2

3

5
1

2

4

3

8

LEGEND
SKATE WORKS
900H Quarter pipe
900H Bank
300H Flat bar
300H Manual pad
600H ledge
600H A-frame
400H mogul
1200H Bank extension
Mini ramp section

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

1

LANDSCAPE
1
Existing slab
2
Shelter and seating
3
Drinking fountain

1
9

7

6

1

0

1

2

5

10

LAYOUT PLAN
10
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GRANTVILLE - PHASE 2 LOCAL

STREET FEATURES AND MINI RAMP

STREET FEATURES AND HIP

PERSPECTIVE OVERVIEW
11
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NEWHAVEN

BRIEF - ENHANCEMENTS UNKNOWN
OPTION 1:

Decommission existing mini-ramp at the end of typical life
span.

Maintain and enhance existing facility depending on available
funding.
Pathway connection from northern carpark with a seating
and shade structure would provide easier site access and
create more comfortable long term use of the facility.
Adjacent hard scape footpath will reduce dirt on ramp safety.
Thinning of trees along the western edge will increase
passive surveillance across the site and help reduce leaf litter
on the ramp and associated maintenance and safety hazard
issues.

•
•
•

1

E ROA

•

D

OPTION 2:

HOM
BOYS

•

4

1
5

2

LEGEND
SKATE WORKS
Existing mini ramp

1

0

12

1

2

5

LANDSCAPE
Proposed footpath
1
2
Proposed shelter
3
Proposed seating block
4
Proposed ramp platform seating
5
Thinning of trees
6
Drinking fountain
		

3

6

4

10
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KILCUNDA - LOCAL
3

BRIEF - LOCAL FACILITY
•

9

Transition based to compliment Wonthaggi and Newhaven
ramp styles.
Beginner to intermediate transitions heights to create skill
level progression.
Enclosed flow bowl consisting of a spine, mogul, escalator
extension and hips.
Amenity to include a shelter, seating and drinking fountain.
Flow bowl transition style based on the local surf culture of
the Kilcunda area.

•
•
•
•

7

2

9
4

9
9

1
9

10
1

LEGEND
SKATE WORKS
1.2m H Quarter pipe
1.6m H Extension
900H Spine
400H Mogul

1
2
3
4

1
2

10

7

LANDSCAPE
Shelter and seating
Drinking fountain

3

8

5

4

9

1

1

2

7
6

3

9
8

2

5 2
10
6
7

9

10

0

1

2

5

10

LAYOUT PLAN
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KILCUNDA - LOCAL

BEGINNER FLOW MOGUL LINE

INTERMEDIATE EXTENSION CORNER

PERSPECTIVE OVERVIEW
14
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INVERLOCH - LOCAL

BRIEF - LOCAL FACILITY
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

2

4
3

1

1

4

5

1

7
6

RIELY STREET

Mix use facility to compliment Wonthaggi and Kilcunda skate
parks.
Reflect ‘much loved’ existing facility, particularly in regards to
the open bowl area.
Level entry to seating area and create an integrated spectator
space.
Upgrade existing amenity with new seating.
Provide a pedestrian link outside of the skate area to avoid
potential collisions.
Retain earth on the northern edge with a skate able feature.
Resolve bottle neck of existing park by spreading out the
street run and having ample space around each obstacle to
avoid collisions.
An open bowl reflecting the previous park will connect into
a spacious street run consisting of elements including down
rails, ledges, china banks and kicker to kicker.

3

2

EXISTING BUILDINGS

3

LEGEND
SKATE WORKS
600H Quarter pipe
1.2m H Quarter pipe
600H Volcano
Funbox/china banks
Plaza street features
Jeresy barrier
Out/down rail

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

0

15

1

2

5

1
2
3
4

LANDSCAPE
Shelter and seating
Proposed footpath
Seating blocks
Drinking fountain
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INVERLOCH - LOCAL

OPEN BOWL AND STREET RUN

PLAZA STYLE STREET RUN

PERSPECTIVE OVERVIEW
16
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COWES - LOCAL

BRIEF - LOCAL FACILITY

EXISTING SHELTER

•
•
•
•
•
•

LEGEND
SKATE WORKS
600H Bank
900H Quarter
A-frame ledge
Kurb spine
Kicker to kicker
Flat bar
Manual pad and ledge
Jersey barrier
Bank hip

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

1
2
3

LANDSCAPE
Seating block
New pathway
Drinking fountain

EXISTING TOILET

3

2

3
1
8

1

MAINTAIN VIEWS

Existing Cowes park to be replaced with a new local level
facility.
Street based to compliment Kilcunda and San Remo
transition focused parks.
Simple flowing design to cater for skill development of
beginner to intermediate.
Ramp heights kept low to allow passive surveillance through
the site.
Central green area to break up concrete expanse and form
circuit flow lines around park.
Northern edge to meet level with existing shelter and toilet
area.
New footpath along east edge.

4

1

MAINTAIN VIEWS

•

5

2
1

9

6

1

7

EXISTING BUILDING

0

17

1

2

5

10
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COWES - LOCAL

FAST STREET ELEMENTS

PLAZA STYLE ELEMENTS

PERSPECTIVE OVERVIEW
18
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WONTHAGGI - DISTRICT

BRIEF - DISTRICT FACILITY
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Mixed use facility catering for all skill levels.
Wonthaggi skate park is up for renewal in 7-8 years time,
by then the concrete quality will be beyond repair and will
require a complete re-design/re-build.
Existing western skate park bank, funbox and slab to be
resurfaced and act as a central connection between south
and west expansions.
Expansions to build onto existing mounding and level change
areas.
Intermediate bowl with terraced seating and shelter will
create viewing areas towards future youth precincts.
Amenity to include large seating and family friendly areas.
Large grassed area should consider alternate forms of youth
activation such as parkour.
Half court to north of skate park to tie into Wonthaggi
Recreation Reserve Master Plan.

7

6

1
2

3

5
4

3

2

8

1

3
4
5
6
7

7

7

LEGEND

2

5

6

4

1

SKATE WORKS
Intermediate bowl 5-8ft H
Existing park to be retained
Snake run 1.2m H
Mogul
Street run
Down ledge
Down rail

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

LANDSCAPE
Main shelter area
Bowl viewing
Terraced seating
Grass mound area
Parkour
Half court
Drinking fountain
Existing shelter

R
KORUMBU
0 1 2

19

5

RA ROAD
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WONTHAGGI - DISTRICT

PERSPECTIVE OVERVIEW
20
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WONTHAGGI - DISTRICT

SNAKE RUN AND INTERMEDIATE STREET

INTERMEDIATE BOWL

21

EXISTING SKATE PARK SECTION
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SAN REMO - REGIONAL

BRIEF - REGIONAL FACILITY
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Provide an all ages, all skill level, multi functioning
space.
Transition focused, with large professional competition
bowl as per communities standout request.
Drain style street run with large hip and unique street
obstacles.
Beginner to intermediate secondary bowl with large
open flow lines.
Competition bowl to be a separate footprint with both
areas integrated into the landscape optimizing existing
tree shade and foreshore views.
A wide pedestrian path with large green breakouts
areas for viewing, seating, event space and other forms
of recreation.
Lighting should be incorporated to allow night use of
facility.
Celebrate the unique natural environment and culture
of the Bass Coast Shire theming must be considered to
create an iconic destination.

PHILL
IP

ISLAN

D ROA

D

MARINE

E
PARAD

SITE PLAN: NTS
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SAN REMO - REGIONAL

LEGEND
SKATE WORKS
1
Advanced bowl 8-12ft H
2
Drain style street run
3
Bank hip extension
4
Plaza style street run
5
Return quarter and bank
6
Flow bowl 4-7ft H
7
Down rail
8
Down ledge
9
Flat bar
10
Flat ledge
11
Wedge bank

1
8
2

2

1

4

3

LANDSCAPE
1
Main shelter area
2
Bowl viewing
3
Terraced seating
4
Pedestrian path
5
Skate park access
6
Secondary shelter
7
Ping-pong table
8
Bouldering and parkour
9
Picnic seating
10
Seating block

5

9
9

5
7

11

10

7

2

6

3
5

9
8

10

4

7

6
2

9

0
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1

2

5

10
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SAN REMO - REGIONAL

PERSPECTIVE OVERVIEW
24
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SAN REMO - REGIONAL

BEGINNER TO INTERMEDIATE FLOW BOWL

ADVANCED COMPETITION BOWL

DRAIN STYLE STREET RUN

25
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COMPLIMENTARY SKATE PARK NETWORK

The overall skate strategy forms a complimentary network across
the shire. Locations and park styles are shown in the diagram
below.
GRANTVILLE
CORINELLA

COWES

NEWHAVEN

SAN REMO / NEWHAVEN
KILCUNDA

NETWORK LEGEND:
WONTHAGGI

STREET FOCUSED FACILITY

INVERLOCH

TRANSITION FOCUSED FACILITY
MIX STYLE FACILITY
0KM

26

10KM

20KM
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CONCLUSION

The schematic concept designs contained in this report have been
developed as a schematic base only. The designs are not final
concepts. The skate strategy and schematic concept designs will
be subject to council review and endorsement.
Schematic concepts will then form the basis for funding
applications followed by specific consultations for each design. As
well as creating a truly relevant design, this review will ensure the
final concept design reflects community needs, user requirements
and the overall project vision. This continued involvement connects
the community with the project design process and ultimately
creates a vested interest in the final outcome.
For the implementation time line refer to the skate strategy
document page 47.

27
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1.1 INTRODUCTION

The Background Report is made up of four key study
components:
•
•
•
•

Understanding Skate
Bass Coast Context
Existing Skate Provision
Consultation

These key components form the data and research
compiled to support and guide ‘The Strategy’ document.
This document should be read in conjunction with the
Strategy Document and informs why skate is an essential
recreational youth activity to include in Bass Coast
Communities.
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1.2 DEFINITIONS

Repeated terms and organisational acronyms used
throughout the Strategy have been defined for clarity as
follows:

THE STRATEGY

NODE

The Bass Coast Skate Strategy

Bass Coast Shire local government extents in Victoria.

Any concentration of movement or focal point of activity,
for example community node would be an area where
communities congregate for example parkland, shopping
centres etc..

AUTHORITY

HAZARD

THE REGION

Any government or government department, municipal,
statutory, judicial, public or administrative body, entity,
agency or authority.

Any item posing an immediate risk to the safety of
participants.

SKATE

Someone who is actually riding the facility on a
skateboard/BMX/scooter or similar.

Other user groups refers to any activity that utilises a
wheeled, non motorised device to roll or ride on different
surfaces and elements. The strategy recognises the
need to consider other wheeled sports, outside of
skateboarding, therefore encompasses such activities as
scooters, in-line skates, quad-skates, long-boards, BMX,
mountain bikes and more.

RIDE

ACTIVE USER

INACTIVE USER
Someone who is part of the session, but is waiting for
their turn when the active user is finished.

OBSERVER
Someone who is watching the activity on the facility.

The controlled movement of any skate device.

PARTICIPANT

SBA

Someone who may be an active user, an inactive user or
observer at the facility.

Skateboarding Australia

SRV

ABS
Australian Bureau of Statistics

Sport and Recreation Victoria

FACILITY / PARK / SKATE PARK
Relates to a skate park or space that caters to action
wheeled sports activities including skateboard, BMX,
scooter, in-line skate, roller skates and sports modified
wheelchairs.

TRICKS
A specific action or move utilising the element of use that
relates to a set performance in the flow of movement on
the features or components of the skate park.

POS
Public open space

VIC
The state of Victoria

CPTED
Crime prevention through environmental design

LGA
Local Government Authority
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UNDERSTANDING
SKATE
2.1 INTRODUCTION

Skateboarding in its simplest form involves riding and performing tricks on a wooden plank
with wheels. It has evolved to take on many shapes and forms since its beginning in the late
40’s and early 50’s and has a different meaning depending on who you ask: it is considered to
be a form of recreation, transportation, a sport, a career path, an art form, a channel for self
expression and for many a way of life.
Skateboarding has been influenced and shaped by many individuals over the years with
surges in popularity that is to this day, still on the rise. An indication of this growth was the
announcement in 2016 that it would be present at the 2020 Olympic Games in Tokyo, Japan.
The associated equipment and fashion industries have a massive world wide market with a
2009 report stating that the skateboarding industry is worth an estimated $4.8billion in annual
revenue with 11.08 million active skateboarders in the world.

2

2
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2.2 EVOLUTION OF SKATE

To guide and form a strategy for progressing skate
forward, it is important to understand where it has come
from.

2.2.1 SKATEBOARDING - HISTORICAL
GROWTH
Whilst there are records of people using a board with
wheels as far back as the early 1900’s, the first purpose
built manufactured skateboard was created in the 1950’s.
In the late 60’s and early 70’s skateboarding started to
develop into an extreme sport. Droughts in California
allowed skaters to begin testing the terrains of dried
out swimming pools. Through the 80’s pool skating
transformed into purpose built vert ramps, gaining high
popularity globally and fierce international competitions.
Competitive level skating experienced a temporary lull, as
skaters took to the streets and the urban environment in
the form of street skating, prefering the hunt for ‘natural’
skate spots. Street skating gained great momentum in
the late 90’s becoming hugely popular worldwide and
skating experienced massive industry growth. From
2000 onwards skateboarding and skate parks evolved in
a variety of new ways.
Skateboarding’s self discipline and confidence building
attributes have seen it harnessed in many non-traditional
physical and social education programs like Skateistan,
Skatepass and Bryggeriet Skate Schools, all of which
have found positive outcomes including high attendance
levels and positive social interaction between students.

14

Many cities worldwide now implement recreation plans
and statutes to support skating in defined public areas
(skate parks), allowing skaters the opportunity to skate
off the streets in a safe recreational space designed for
their discipline.
Over the decades, skateboarding’s popularity has evolved
with changes in technology and interests developing
into a major international pursuit. There are professional
athletes from all over the world, who compete in major
events, often with significant prize money. There are also
whole media channels dedicated to wheeled sports, as
well as a multitude of very successful apparel, fashion,
shoe and equipment ‘skate’ brands worldwide.
The first purpose built skate park was created in the
1970’s, providing a designated space with appropriate
terrain for skate use. In Australia there are now over a
1000 skateparks of varying age, size and style. Almost all
have been built in the last twenty five years and available
as free public facilities.
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2.3 SKATE / WHEELED ACTION SPORTS

It is important to identify that the evolution of skateable
spaces encompasses the broader range of wheeled
action sport user groups. The term ‘skate’ within this
report refers to any activity that utilises a wheeled, non
motorised device to roll or ride on different surfaces and
elements.

This strategy considers all wheeled sports, including
activities such as scooters, in-line skates, quad-skates,
long-boards, BMX, mountain bikes and more. Each of
these user groups has there own identity, culture and
associated spatial needs, but share common spaces and
ethos.

2.3.1 FREESTYLE BMX

BMX has been around since the early 1970’s. BMX racing
is a sport where users race around defined dirt tracks
and courses. This sport has steadily grown, becoming an
Olympic event in 2008. Freestyle BMX is very different to
BMX racing, with users focusing on individual jumps and
tricks. Freestyle BMX has grown to include five distinct
disciplines of Street, Park, Vert, Dirt, and Flatland. These
usually involve technical movements or ‘tricks’ of the
bike in different ways over varied terrain. The majority,
if not all BMX use in skate parks is freestyle, with recent
studies of Melbourne facilities showing Freestyle BMX
use growing steadily in popularity.

2.3.2 SCOOTERS

Scooters were around at a similar time to the first
skateboards, made up of timber boards with an arm with
handles for balance. Scooters have taken on various
shapes and configurations throughout time, however,
in the late 1990’s ‘Razor’ brought out an aluminum
kick scooter aimed at 8-12 year olds that has become
very popular. Over the last fifteen years, scooters have
remained popular with younger users and are often seen
at skate parks. Given the size and fragility of scooters
there are not many older users, with individuals generally
progressing to BMX or skateboards. Scooters are a great
starting point for younger users to be introduced into
wheeled sports and skate park facilities.

15
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2.3.3 INLINE SKATING

Freestyle inline skating or roller blading was first
undertaken in the 1980s, being developed from the
more initially relaxed pursuit of roller skating. Over the
next fifteen years it developed in interest and became a
legitimate X-games sport in 1995. Basically shoes with
a line of three to five wheels, inline skaters use both
the street and skate parks. It increased in popularity in
the early 2000’s but has since dropped off over the last
fifteen years.

2.3.4 QUAD SKATING

Quad skating or roller skating developed in 1935 and
became popular again through the 60’s and 70’s with the
first polyurethane wheels. It can be used as a form of
transportation but more commonly used in recent years
on roller derby tracks or freestyle skating. Roller derby is
a contact sport played by two teams with five members
skating in the same direction around a track. Points are
accrued by lapping the opposing team. Freestyle skating
is similar to skateboarding in that tricks are performed on
various features through the urban environment or within
a designated skate space.

Bass Coast Shire Skate Strategy - Part B
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2.4 SKATE RIDING STYLES

Once established as a recognised recreation/sport
skate evolved into various styles each with their own
characteristics and spatial requirements. The main four
riding styles are defined below and apply across all the
wheeled action sport disciplines. It is important to note
that there is often overlap between user styles

2.4.1 BOWL, POOL OR TRANSITION SKATING

Bowl skating evolved from the skating of swimming
pools in the 60’s and 70’s when pools were empty due
to drought. It features transitional flowing quarter pipes
that allow a user to generate speed around corners to
perform tricks on the coping (the steel or granite edging
at the top of transition) or do aerial maneuvers out of the
quarter pipe. Bowls are generally made from concrete
or timber.

2.4.2 VERT SKATING

This style of skate also developed from pool skating but
rather than being an enclosed bowl it is literally a ‘half
pipe’. Users go back and forth and ‘pump’ up and down
the transition, gaining momentum to perform tricks at
the top of the quarter pipe. Each half pipe will have a
vertical section at the top of the quarter pipe, generally
making it more suited to advanced riders. Vert ramps are
commonly made from steel, concrete, timber or ‘skatelite’
with steel coping at the top of the quarters.
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2.4.3 STREET SKATING

Street skating utilises the features found in the urban
environment. Some examples include stairs, handrails,
benches, kerbs and can be as simple as a smooth flat
open area to perform ‘flat ground’ tricks. It requires
smooth, flat concrete or paved areas. Street skaters
enjoy the exploration of the urban environment and being
amongst the atmosphere of the city.

2.4.4 PARK SKATING

Park skating is defined by using spaces dedicated to
skateboarding and other wheeled sports. Generally
park will encompass many of the varieties of skate style
obstacles designed into one space. Parks can be heavily
street or transition orientated or a combination of both.
They cater for beginner to advanced users and provide
a progressional space for skill development. Parks are
generally a family friendly space with accompanying
amenities such as shade and seating.

Bass Coast Shire Skate Strategy - Part B

2.4.5 OTHER

FREESTYLE		

2

Other styles of skate which are less relevant to specific
skate facilities include ‘freestyle skating’ which originated
in the 60’s and has had resurgences throughout the
years. This involves performing technical tricks on a flat
area. Downhill skating which uses specific equipment
with a longer board and bigger wheels to race down
large hills. Cruiser skating is used as a method of
transport down pathways or hills, generally on a long
board or ‘cruiser’ board with bigger wheels and custom
shapes.

DOWNHILL			

CRUISER
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02.5 BENEFITS OF SKATE

As skate has developed, there have been many noted
benefits.

2.5.1 INDIVIDUAL

Skateboarding teaches
balance, skill and improves
coordination

Skate is an unbiased, inclusive activity reaching out to
a range of diverse demographics and backgrounds. It
prompts youth to get outside and leave the TV and video
games behind. Not only does it get young people off the
couch it has many known physical and mental health
benefits:

20

•

It is a fun form of self expression that generates
creativity and freedom.

•

Stress relief and mental health benefits.

•

It is a full body workout burning calories and also
improving flexibility.

•

Improves balance and coordination.

•

Encourages youth to learn patience, practice,
persistence and self motivation to get back up
again.

•

Teaches precision, skill and courage.

•

Teaches self determination and that trial and error
is a part of learning.

•

It provides self gratification and healthy addiction
to the satisfaction of learning a new trick or
maneuverer.

•

Unlike a team sport you can participate on your
own, set your own goals and compete against
yourself.

•

It is regarded as a sustainable transport method.

•

There is an inclusive and supportive culture of
natural teaching where youth can build social
skills and learn etiquette from older riders.

•

Career opportunities with sponsorships,
competitions, filming or business development.

•

It has been particularly successful for disengaged
or troubled youth with learning disabilities to attain
social values in a free, open environment through
self determination and trial and error.

A skate workshop in
Roebourne, remote
WA. Skate teaches self
motivation and the will
power to get back up again
and conquer your fears.

11 Year old Keegan Palmer
from the Gold Coast won
the Amateur Division of the
Red Bull Skate Generation
in Brazil and is currently
ranked number 1 in the
world for his age.

Provides youth with a place
to hang out that is their
own, naturally encouraging
an inclusive, supportive and
social culture
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2.5.2 COMMUNITY
Skating provides action, performance, creativity and
culture in a community. It has economic benefits and can
enliven.
•

It brings many people to public spaces, increasing
natural surveillance throughout the day and night,
making public spaces safer.

•

Skate spaces can cater to a multitude of similar
activities for young people. Examples include
basketball, parkour, bouldering, slack lining, soccer
and lined courts.

•

•

•

There are many complimentary activities that can
benefit the wider community: from event space
for performances or shows, cafés and pop up
food stalls, coaching programs with lessons and
local competitions, skate shops and associated
employment opportunities. A great example of this
multiplicity is the popular Esplanade Youth Plaza
in Fremantle, Western Australia: it has an on-site
skate workshop set up for maintenance of bikes,
scooters and skateboards, it often runs ‘girls only’
nights at the skate space and has the first parkour
course in Australia. Local council continuously
has a jam packed events calender with multiple
successful activities and events planned at the
park every week as well as school holidays.
Skate spaces can also have positive sustainable
impacts on the environment by increasing natural
habitats and creating opportunities to deal with
storm-water run off through WSUD integrating
urban water cycles into the skate space.
Skate spaces can be less expensive to construct,
easier to maintain and take up less space than
more structured sports like football, soccer, tennis
or basketball. They have high volumes of use
throughout the day and night, free of structured
planning or organisation.

2

A basketball half-court and
informal soccer pitch at the
Coastwatchers skate park
in Cairns

The ‘girls only’ skate
workshop run at the
Fremantle EYP by
Skateboarding WA.

Collie skate park in Western
Australia has a storm water
swale running through the
facility, integrating urban
water cycles into the space
and slowing run off through
the skate park

Pop up food trucks at the
Fremantle Esplanade Youth
Space
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especially with the inclusion of skating in the 2020
Olympics in Japan. Professional skaters can
become sponsored by skate and associated sports
brands and earn a living, with some being among
the highest paid athletes in the world. There
is an opportunity to provide adequate support
and training facilities for up and coming young
skaters and future athletes with many professional
level skaters already coming out of Victoria and
Australia.

2.5.3 REGIONAL / NATIONAL
Skating increases tourism and provides economic and
social benefits on a regional and national scale, enlivening
a city with spectators and vibrancy:
•

•

•
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Popular skate spaces can become well known
on a national and global scale. These spaces
can connect skate communities together on a
worldwide network. An example of this is the
St Kilda Skate Park, which is a highly sculptural
transition orientated facility on the iconic St Kilda
foreshore. This park brings visitors from around
the world with many global skate companies
visiting the facility and holding demonstrations
of international professional skaters to sell their
brands profile and skate equipment. St Kilda
Skate Park also held the Vans Park Series
Competition in 2016 which is the annual park
terrain skateboarding world championship tour
for men and women. This competition aims
to grow participation and promote the culture
of skateboarding worldwide. It is the largest
terrain competition in skateboarding and has five
pit-stops worldwide including Australia, USA,
Sweden, Vancouver and Brazil.
Competitions and events like these can bring high
levels of spectators and significant economic and
tourism benefits to a region. Examples of this
are demonstrated with the Bondi Beach Bowla-Rama Competition which brings some of the
worlds most highly acclaimed professional skaters
to Sydney, such as Tony Hawk and Bucky Lasek.
Bondi local government, Waverley Council have
started to track this economic gain by reviewing
the number of EFTPOS transactions over the
Bowl-a-Rama weekend with significant peaks in
numbers.
As the skate culture and industry continues to
grow worldwide, the sport is becoming recognised
as a legitimate career path for some individuals,

•

The skate industry is a unique and lucrative
market in Victoria. There are also many other
industries that are influenced and integrated
into the skate culture, for example skate park
architecture and construction, fashion, design,
film, photography and art.

The Vans Skate Park Series,
held at St Kilda skate park in
March 2016.

Shane O’Neil, one of
Victoria and Australia’s most
successful skateboarders
won the 2016 SLS (Street
League Skateboarding) Pro
Open. The most prestigious
and competitive street
skateboarding events in
the world with the best
skateboarders competing
from all over the globe.
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02.6 SKATE POPULARITY + USER TRENDS

Since its development into an extreme sport in the
60’s and 70’s skateboarding has had various surges
in popularity that to this day are still on the rise. This
section outlines skate popularity and trends globally,
nationally and at a state and local level.

2.6.1 GLOBAL
Skateboarding’s popularity and global community
continues to grow worldwide. It is now recognised as a
legitimate sport by many governing bodies with the key
indicator being the inclusion in the 2020 Olympics Tokyo,
Japan. Globally the rise of the professional wheeled
sports industry (including elite competitions) has led to
greater focus on the development and planning of skate
facilities and the creation of skill development pathways.

The global popularity of wheeled sports is a trend that
has continued in Australia. A statistical overview from
the Australian Bureau of Statistics shows from 2009 to
2012 skate and other wheeled sports had much higher
rates of participation than structured or organised sports
and showed a 9% increase in popularity for boys and a
12% increase for girls over the three years (ABS 2012).
Growth of national participation rates in recreation activities between 2009 2012 (children aged 5-14).

2.6.2 NATIONAL
2009

2012

MALES

NO.

PARTICIPATION

MALES

Bike Riding

992,500

66.1%

Bike Riding

998,800

69.9%

Skate

780,400

55.9%

Skate

857,800

60%

FEMALES

FEMALES
Bike Riding

721,100

54.4%

Bike Riding

770,600

56.8%

Skate

562,200

42.2%

Skate

640,000

47.2%
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NATIONAL COMPARISON OF BOYS ORGANISED SPORT VS. SKATE
BIKE RIDING
857,800
SKATE
857,800
SOCCER
309,700
SWIMMING
235,200
FOOTBALL
212,700
B BALL
131,300
CRICKET
123,100
ABS, Children’s (AGED 5 - 14) Participation in Cultural and Leisure Activities, Australia, 2012,

NATIONAL COMPARISON OF GIRLS ORGANISED SPORT VS. SKATE
BIKE RIDING
770,600
SKATE
640,000
DANCING
367,400
SWIMMING
256,900
NETBALL
220,400
B BALL
88,900
SOCCER
87,800
ABS, Children’s (AGED 5 - 14) Participation in Cultural and Leisure Activities, Australia, 2012,
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2.6.3 LOCAL / STATE
Following the 2012 ABS National Census, data was
collected relating to children’s participation in cultural
and leisure activities in Victoria. The national growth of
participation in wheeled sports continued at a state level,
with an increased amount of participation for both boys
and girls between the year 2009-2012 in bike riding,
skateboarding, roller blading and scooting. Again skate
and other wheeled sports had much higher rates of
participation than structured or organised sports and
showed a 6% increase in popularity for boys and a 9%
increase for girls over the three years (ABS 2012).

2009
MALES

NO.

PARTICIPATION

Bike Riding

236,900

69.8%

Skate

182,400

53.8%

Bike Riding

196,500

61.1%

Skate

124,700

38.7%

Bike Riding

245,900

70.8%

Skate

208,200

60%

Bike Riding

189,900

57.7%

Skate

154,000

46.8%

FEMALES

2012
MALES

FEMALES

Growth of Victorian participation rates in recreation activities between 2009
- 2012 (children aged 5-14).
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VICTORIA COMPARISON OF BOYS ORGANISED SPORT VS. SKATE
BIKE RIDING
245,900
SKATE
208,200
FOOTBALL
101,200
SWIMMING
64,300
B BALL
56,100
SOCCER
38,000
TV / DVD
333,500
ABS, Children’s (AGED 5 - 14) Participation in Cultural and Leisure Activities, Australia, 2012,

VICTORIA COMPARISON OF GIRLS ORGANISED SPORT VS. SKATE
BIKE RIDING
189,900
SKATE
154,000
DANCING
92,500
SWIMMING
67,000
NETBALL
53,000
B BALL
37,600
TV / DVD
318,200
ABS, Children’s (AGED 5 - 14) Participation in Cultural and Leisure Activities, Australia, 2012,
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2.6.4 GENDER EQUALITY
In recent years, girls skate has become increasingly
popular globally. With the level of skill and
professionalism rivaling and equaling men, female
skaters and breaking down gender stereotypes. A recent
example of this was the ‘My World’ video part released
by 25 year old Lacey Baker with over 250,000 views
on You Tube in the first week of release. Women’s skate
is now included at many professional level international
competitions with numerous high level female athletes
touring globally and developing into role models for the
younger generation.
As well as the professional level of girls skate being
on the rise there are various programs world wide
that are using skate to empower young girls and teach
confidence. An example of this is Skateistan a nonprofit organisation that aims to empower girls through
skateboarding and education. ‘The skateboarding scene
for girls in South Africa is currently thriving.’ Kelly Murray
a professional skater from Johannesburg, South Africa
has developed a role model scheme, ‘where older female
skaters are invited to mentor the younger generation, as
a means of building a stronger community.’ The program
has proven to be highly successful with direct impacts on
female participation levels and confidence, in and out of
the classroom.

2

Lacey Baker recently made
a big impact on the world
skate scene with her ‘My
World’ Thrasher skate video
part that received 250,000
views in its first week.

Empowering young girls
through skateboarding in
South Africa (Article on Vice
online magazine)

An image from one of
the Girls Skate Australia
competitions in 2015
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As noted in Section 2.5 Popularity and Trends, female
participation of skate in Victoria has considerably high
numbers compared with other organised sports with
ABS 2012 stating 154,000 five to fourteen year old girls
participated in skate or other wheeled sports with a
46.8% participation rate. There are many ‘girls only’
skate sessions that currently occur in Victoria and various
local and regional competitions that cater for female skate
and progression.
Girls Skate Australia is an organisation set up solely for
promoting equality within the skateboarding world. Their
mission statement is ‘to increase participation of women
in skateboarding and provide exposure for women in
Australian skateboarding by:
• Empowering women and increasing confidence
through skateboarding
•

Creating visibility for women with showcases and
media outlets

•

Fostering collaborative experiences, lifelong
friendships and a supportive community

This strategy provides a key opportunity to promote
gender equality, participation and inclusivity for female
skate participation.
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02.7 CHALLENGES FACING SKATE

Similar to other urban youth activities there are real and
perceived challenges associated with skate culture and
youth spaces. Some common themes can be antisocial
behavior, noise, damage to infrastructure and amenity. It
is important to consider and understand all perspectives
when it comes to shared public space and the overlap of

use. Below are some of the common frustrations. These
will later be reviewed and addressed through design
criteria modeling:

2.7.1 KEY CHALLENGES FOR SKATE

2.7.2 KEY CHALLENGES FOR NON-SKATE

•

Lack of skateable spaces and lack of parks with
a style specific to cater for different user groups.
For example, a street park may not cater for BMX
or transition skaters.

•

Potential impact of noise, light and disturbance on
residential or adjacent areas.

•

Safety concerns with high speed of use and
potential collisions: particularly with young and
older members of the public.

•

Physical distance from suitable facilities or public
transport nodes.

•

•

A lack of urban public spaces where skating is
allowed.

Damage to public and private property such as
graffiti, rubbish and vandalism.

•

•

Skate deterrents being overly used through urban
public space. With strategic design thinking,
skateable public spaces can invigorate and bring
vibrancy to certain areas of the urban public
realm.

Concerns with antisocial behavior and the use of
drugs and alcohol.

•

Intimidating large groups of young people.

•

Effects of skate on public and private property for
example worn down, chipped concrete edges or
waxed surfaces becoming slippery and unsafe.

•

A lack of facilities with lights or sheltered
provision to allow for seasonal conditions and
after school or work usage.

•

A negative perception from the general public:
skating can be perceived as criminal behavior
when generalised. Like all recreational activities
and sports, there may be a small number of poorly
behaved participants who can often generate this
public perception.
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2.7.3 KEY CHALLENGES FOR COUNCIL
•

Damage to public infrastructure and discouraging
skate in unsuitable spaces.

•

Access to public transport.

•

Surveillance, security and safety.

•

Impact on existing facilities, adjoining uses and
users.

Bracken Ridge Skate Plaza in QLD by night. Often their
is a lack of skate spaces that have shelter or lighting for
day and night use as well as all season activation.

Skating in the urban environment can
chip and deteriorate landscape features.
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Large groups of young people can be
intimidating for members of the public.
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02.8 SKATE SAFETY

The process of falling and having to get back up again
ingrains self determination and teaches youth persistence
and trial and error. At the same time, skateboarding,
like many extreme sports can have inherent risks and
associated safety concerns. Generally skaters accept the

obvious risk attached with the sport, however there are
various preventative measures that help to minimise risk
that the individual can adopt as well as skate safe design
principles:

2.8.1 INDIVIDUAL

2.8.2 SKATE SAFETY DESIGN
PRINCIPLES

•

Protective clothing and quality equipment.

•

Skate school or coaching. Learning the ‘right
way’ to fall.

•

Skating to ones level of ability.

•

Supervision from parents or local park mature
riders.

•

Learning park etiquette, for example look before
you roll, call out your direction, give each rider a
turn, help each other out and promoting respectful
skating.

At present, there are no Australian Standards or formal
industry standards that exist for skate and BMX facility
design, construction, maintenance and management.
There are several guidelines developed by various
organisations on the design and construction of skate
and BMX facilities. These guidelines are useful for
general knowledge about skate and BMX facilities, but
they are not a regulatory requirement.
The Skate Facility Guide (2001) by Sport and Recreation
Victoria states; “....this Skate Facility Guide is intended as
a general reference source....”.
CONVIC through industry and professional experience,
judgment and expertise in facility design and construction
ensure appropriate standards and guidelines are used to
minimise risk and increase safety within facilities.
Specific to the sport of skating; some elements do
not conform to Australian standards for access and
fall heights. The Australian Standards are referred to
where a risk is identified at the interface between skate
elements and pedestrian/viewing areas. This may be
within or outside the facility.
For example, a 1000mm high drop could be designed as
a feature of a facility that skaters would perform tricks
over. This is acceptable, given the context. However, if
the platform of a quarter pipe is 1000mm high and has
an uninterrupted fall to the ground; the handrail and
balustrade requirements of the Building Code may still
apply.
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2.8.3 STANDARDS + GUIDELINES
Standards and Guidelines that have been referred
to in compiling this document include:
• Sport and Recreation Victoria - “The Skate
Facility Guide”
• Sport and Recreation Victoria - “Sport and
Recreation - Access for All”
• Building Code of Australia 2008
• AS 4685.1 - 2004: Playground Equipment
- General Safety Requirements and Test
Methods
• AS 4486.1 - 1997: Playgrounds and
Playground Equipment - Development,
Installation, Inspection, Maintenance and
Operation
• Department for Community development “Urban Design Guidelines for Creating Youth
Friendly Spaces”
• Design Standards for Urban Infrastructure
Part 15: Playgrounds and Playground
Equipment
• The Royal Society for the Prevention
of Accidents - Play Safety Information
Sheet No: 27 - Skateboarding Safety and
Play Safety: Skateboarding: Skate park
Maintenance Costs
• British Standard BS EN 14974:2006
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- Facilities for Users of Roller Sports
Equipment - Safety Requirements and Test
Methods

2.8.4 ASSESSING RISK
Risk assessment is an important step in reducing
risk, however, risk management as per AS 4360
- 2004: “Risk Management” and HB 246 - 2004:
“Guidelines for Managing Risk in Sport and
Recreation” is beyond the scope of this document.
All Australian standards and guidelines should be
reviewed in addition to this document by a suitable
qualified Risk Manager for Council.
The scope of this document does not include an
assessment of the facility’s compliance with the
Disability Discrimination Act.
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2.9 SKATE PARK TRENDS

There are a number of current trends occurring in the
provision of wheeled sports facilities around the world.
These have been observed through direct changes in the
scope of projects based on community needs and works
undertaken by CONVIC and other major Skate Park
Designers/Landscape Architects.

2.9.1 PLAZA/STREET PARKS

There is an international trend to develop ‘skateable
landscapes’ or ‘urban plaza’ styled facilities given the
high participation rate in street or plaza style skating.
These spaces replicate the urban environment with
seating ledges, stairs and rails in a large flat open space
where participants can skate a ‘line’ or a continuous flow
of several tricks.

Köln skate plaza in Germany
features large flat open areas,
urban paving patterns, planter
beds and ledges that replicate the
urban environment.

2.9.2 TRANSITION PARKS

The dominant theme within a transition skate park is
flow: a user should be able to pump or generate speed
throughout the whole facility without having to push.
Features found within a transition skate park include but
are not limited to quarter pipes, hips, bowls, flat-banks,
extensions, moguls and volcanoes. This style of facility
is currently trending globally with the Vans Park Series
competition that begun in 2016 touring international
transition skate parks world wide.

The Marina Reserve transition
park on the St Kilda foreshore
caters to flow and held the 1st
Vans Parks Series event in 2016
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2.9.3 COMBINATION PARKS

There is a significant push by the Australian skate & BMX
community for the development of combination style
facilities. This type of facility consolidates transition and
street together into a single space and is an efficient way
to provide for different user styles. Design consideration
allows for varied space to ensure a high capacity of
users during peak times. This helps to avoid collisions
and provide components for all skill levels to enable
progression.

Busselton Youth Activation Area in
Western Australia is a combination
style facility with transition and street
areas broken into interconnected
spaces for higher capacity of users.
It has a competition level bowl and
street run as well as beginner level
features for skill progression.

2.9.4 YOUTH SPACES AND ACTIVITY
AREAS

These facilities can cater for local to large scale events
dependent on design parameters.
Councils are seeing the importance of catering for a
broader range of young people when providing public
recreation spaces. This has lead to the development of
integrated ‘youth precincts’ in a number of municipalities.
These facilities provide a range of activities which cater
for a much broader spread of young people and their
individual recreation needs, whilst integrating skate
function into the design.

Esplanade Youth Plaza in Fremantle
has outdoor ping pong, parkour,
bouldering, slack-lining, picnic and
BBQ facilities and an on-site skate
workshop set up for maintenance of
bikes, scooters and skateboards
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2.9.5 SCULPTURAL SKATE
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Recently, particularly within an urban design and
landscape architecture discourse, pop up skate pieces or
skateable sculpture has been a way of reinserting skate
function into an existing urban plaza or public space.
Such feature elements have manifested in a number
of ways. For example steel elements along a pathway
that can be activated as play items, seating or skateable
pieces. Another example is including robust seating or
structures through appropriate urban environments, or
complimentary activities such as basketball courts.

A skateable alley in Paris which brings
vibrancy and youth to what was
previously considered an unsafe alley
with antisocial behaviour.

2.9.6 SHARED URBAN

Pop up skate pieces and sculpture is a way to reintroduce
skate back into the broader community fabric. With the
addition of such design elements in public spaces where
people already congregate, assist in debunking existing
misconceptions about skate facilities and the young
people that frequent them.

Innsbruck skate plaza is an example
of skate integrated into an urban plaza
environment of shared public space.
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2.9.7 SKATE TRAIL

Skate trails can provide a fun way for skaters to travel
and can be integrated into pedestrian walking, running
and cycling paths when design correctly. Street and
transition features can be utilised to create a diverse
experience when traveling from A to B.

An example of a skate trail at Camp
Woodward, a skate training facility in
the USA.

2.9.8 DRAIN SKATE

This style of skate facility has evolved from the large
open storm water drains and culverts found in the USA
that were skated in the 60’s and 70’s. Users flow from
side to side generating speed off the concrete banks and
perform tricks on features designed into the sides. This
facility style can have specific location requirements with
topography and space being a necessity.

Macon skate park in France utilises
the drain style skate concept with
features located within flatbanks for
users to generate speed.
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Indoor facilities are less common in Australia and
Victoria. It is often difficult to find appropriate, large
enough spaces in popular central locations with high
enough usage to adequately fund and maintain these
facilities. However, there are successful international
examples which combine multiple use such as climbing,
bouldering, cafés, bars, and cinema to provide activated
urban facilities for young people to hangout. It is worth
noting that indoor facilities generally require admission
fees, staff and maintenance crews unlike free to use
public outdoor open space facilities.

Skatehalle in Berlin has an indoor
skate facility as well as outdoor
climbing structures, bouldering,
cinema cafe and bars.

2.9.10 TEMPORARY PARKS

Temporary parks or skate features similar to the mobile
skate ramp within Bass Coast, can be useful to provide a
pop up skate space in multiple locations. More commonly
used for events, temporary features will generally
be small enough to transport to various locations.
Temporary parks can be beneficial for a short term
solution but can have maintenance issues, difficulties
with management and theft as well as filling the public
space void once they are moved to a new location.

Temporary jump ramps and other
features can be useful for events and
demonstrations or for learn to skate
workshops.
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2.9.11 JUMP / PUMP TRACKS

While freestyle BMX requirements will generally be in-line
with transitional style parks, this user group often like
track style facilities with jumps boxes, spines, moguls
and tabletops. These were seen in the 2012 London
Olympics. Tracks will generally be made from concrete
or dirt.

A BMX pump and jump track that has
recently opened in Auckland, New
Zealand.

2.9.12 TRAIL PARKS

Trail bike parks take up less space than many generic
facilities as the user jumps from obstacle to obstacle
rather than rolling through a space. Features such as
boulders and shipping containers can be arranged to
cater for different levels of ability.

Desert trails park, Phoenix Arizona.
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This is a relatively new discipline where skaters compete
against each other to complete a course with various
jumps, moguls and table tops. Although new it has
gathered global attention recently featuring on many
social media platforms.

Skatercross track, San Diego

2.9.14 ROLLER DERBY TRACKS

This requires a track similar to a velodrome or rink and is
generally be made from timber or concrete.

An example of an indoor roller derby
track.
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2.10 SKATE PARK DESIGN CRITERIA

As well as consideration of wheeled sports trends,
it is important to understand and address public
perceptions about such facilities. The recommendations
for the planning and design of facilities are aimed at
challenging these perceptions using an integrated
landscape approach that has been tested to the highest
level of design rigor and innovation, to ensure a quality
community asset.
Fundamentally, designs should accommodate the
wider community by configuring shared public space
and paying attention to quality and design resolutions
that would be expected of any other public facility. The
landscape design response should be seen as an integral
part of the holistic design of an integrated facility and
open space outcome. As well as ensuring maximum
natural and passive surveillance and inclusivity, locating
facilities adjacent to urban centers provides the impetus
to apply good design principles.

2.10.1 SITE SPECIFIC
The design of a facility should respond directly to existing
site characteristics, including meeting the requirements
for drainage, earthworks, access etc.. A site specific
approach to design ensures that each facility is unique
and that skaters have options to diversify their skills
and explore new territory. A design response should
be creative and reflect local culture, environment and
history to ensure the space is meaningful and promote
ownership within the local community.
To a great extent the orientation of the facility within the
site can aid to control noise and direct movement and
activity.
The existing topography will determine the fall and
arrangement of the skate facility. It is important to site
the skate park into the landscape so it is relatively
unobtrusive and views are maintained where necessary
and where possible. There are design opportunities in
using the topography as a sculptural form for viewing,
containment and/or separation. This may be a sculptural
retaining wall at changes in level, an elevated refuge/
viewing area, split level skate areas etc. The design of
a facility considers adjacencies, local character and
existing land use etc. similar to the approach to landscape
and urban design. These may be present as design
opportunities as well or as site considerations. Any
new facility development should refer to and embody
CPTED principles to ensure user safety and reduce the
opportunities for anti-social behaviour. These principles
have been developed to maximise visibility and foster
positive interaction amongst legitimate users of public
facilities. This includes maximising passive surveillance
opportunities by maintaining sight lines across a facility,
having vantage points or refuge spaces that allow for
viewing across a facility, encouraging regular pedestrian
traffic within and adjacent to facilities and designating
specific entry points, or controlling access.
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2.10.2 SKILL LEVEL AND CAPACITY

2.10.3 REFUGE AND SOCIAL SPACES

Consideration should be given to the level of ability within
a community and opportunities for skill progression. For
example, in a community without existing skate provision,
a space should always include the fundamental skate
features required for a beginner to learn the basics. It
is also crucial to allow for skill progression for a user
to develop from beginner to advanced rider in a safe
environment. This could be achieved by providing a mini
ramp near a vert ramp so users can understand the
basics prior to taking the next step.

Social and viewing spaces are fundamental to all parks.
The design of the facility can incorporate refuge areas
within or outside the facility. These areas should be
made of distinct non-skateable materials. Changes in
level, leaning rails and ledges can define and protect
refuge areas. It is important that non-users, beginner
users, parents and the wider community can be in close
proximity to the activity and can be safely separated.

Capacity is another key consideration. As many parks
can become over crowded at peak periods of use such
as weekends and holidays, spaces can become a collision
course when poorly designed. High use spaces should
consider the separation of beginner and advanced areas
to avoid conflict of use, which will in turn minimise risk.

It is also important to have a range of social spaces
integrated across the facility. Similarly the spaces can
be a range of sizes and configurations, including well
maintained lawn areas, raised decks for ‘hanging out’,
ledges and edges etc. A range of social spaces can
cater for larger groups as well as more intimate groups
or individuals. The significant viewing areas should be
located to the north/west of the facility to maximize
shade and to face spectators away from the afternoon
sun. Most facilities, small or large, should have an
opportunity to hold events. It is important to allow for
spectator numbers during peak times. This may simply be
a grassed area with informal terraced seating steps next
to the facility. Robust and appropriately designed drinking
fountains, rubbish bins, seating and shelters are essential
for a facility.
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2.10.4 MULTI- USE SPACES
Skate parks can also be designed to accommodate a
range of ‘youth’ related activities. These may be art and
performance related or may be unstructured sports
e.g. half-court basketball, bouldering (climbing) walls,
kick-about nets etc. By incorporating social spaces, it
encourages broader use by the community, including
the increase of female participation and use by those
who do not want to participate in organised sport. The
materials and details incorporated into multi-use spaces
can relate to relevant existing urban design. Similarly,
there are opportunities to overlay youth related graphics,
images and text on surfaces, steps, walls etc. Services
and infrastructure for small and large events can be
designed into the multi-use facility e.g. 3-phase power,
cable trenches, footings to receive poles and frames
for rigging and exhibition, temporary fencing etc. There
are opportunities for built-in audio and projected media.
Access to adjacent grassed or hard-stand areas can
cater for temporary services, generators, ablution blocks,
retail, food and beverage marquees etc.
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2.10.5 PROXIMITY TO RESIDENTIAL
AREAS
With competing pressures placed on inner urban public
space and the necessity to locate skate parks near urban
centers, it is important to determine an appropriate buffer
between residential areas. Generally 50m is considered
an adequate distance to guide future facilities. However
individual sites should be assessed accordingly. The
materials, style, orientation and elevation of a facility
will determine the impact of noise on adjacent areas.
Strategic placement of low walls, screens and low
planting can help to reduce noise. The location and
design of social spaces will affect the distribution of
noise.

2.10.6 CIRCULATION AND ACCESS
Controlled entries are important to protect both users
and pedestrians. It prevents activity from spilling onto
adjacent footpaths and roads. Distinct materials with
colours and/or scored surfaces, indirect entry, sculptural
barriers and feature signage are used to control entry
points. Safety signage located at entry points is integrated
within the design and the material selection of skate
parks. Separate and aligned pedestrian access and
viewing allows broader community involvement. These
paths can connect with a wider path network.
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2.10.7 CONSTRUCTION OF FACILITIES
The quality construction of facilities requires specialist
skills, tradesman and knowledge. New facilities,
upgrades, extensions and repairs should be undertaken
by contractors with a proven track record in such
construction. Quality control measures should be used
when preparing and assessing tenders and contracts.
Critically, if quality control measures are not met during
construction the contractor should be held accountable in
order to meet the approved tender/contract requirements.

2

2.10.8 INSPECTION AND MAINTENANCE
OF FACILITIES
Ongoing inspections and maintenance assists towards
longevity, safety and success of a facility. A well
maintained park increases the sense of pride held by
users and the community for their facility and is less
likely to encourage acts of vandalism and graffiti. The
popularity and outdoor location of facilities make them
subject to high levels of impact and subsequent wear and
tear.
Regardless of the size of the facility, an inspection and
maintenance plan must be developed and budgeted for
as part of the project. This should include a maintenance
schedule and graffiti removal plan that will provide clear
direction for the upkeep of the facility. This is critical
to prolonging the design life, and reduce long term
maintenance costs for the facility.
The RoSPA (Royal Society for the Prevention of
Accidents) suggest that as a general principle, facility
operators should allow 10% of original capital cost of
facility for annual maintenance of concrete facilities. This
amount is higher for timber or steel facilities. Costs
should be calculated, budgeted for and reviewed regularly
to meet real costs annually. The following items should be
considered when inspecting skate parks and surrounding
infrastructure to ensure a safe riding environment is
maintained:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Inspect the riding surface.
Clean mud/debris/water.
Graffiti control.
Inspect for vandalism.
Rubbish removal.
Removal of ‘found’ objects.
Inspect lighting, signage, street furniture, access
paths, landscaped areas and refuge areas.
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2.10.9 MANAGEMENT AND ONGOING
ACTIVATION OF FACILITIES
Equally as important as the design and construction
of these facilities, is their management and activation.
Ongoing facility activation and management ensures the
community is engaged with, and begins to take ownership
of the facility. This assists in minimising anti social
behaviour and vandalism.
The development of a skate park management plan
provides strategic direction in managing and activating
facilities, by providing time frames and guidelines of how
to run events, competitions etc. This will maximise day to
day usage and event opportunities. Currently, there are
several methods that LGA’s have taken to manage their
facilities:
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Internal Council Management:
A council run department is placed in charge of
organising the programming of the facility, such as
Youth Services. An example of this is the Perry Lakes
Skate Park, where the City of Cambridge Youth Services
organises events and competitions. They also facilitate
the annual community art project at the skate park.
Supported Management:
A Council run Department oversees the creation of a
community group to lead the management of a facility.
An example of this is the YAAPA (Youth Activities
Area Program Activists) at the Youth Activities Area in
Geelong. This is a group of volunteers ages 12-25 who
organise and run events at the Youth Activities Area.
They are assisted by Youth Services from the City of
Greater Geelong.
Private Management:
The management of a facility is handed over to an
organisation such as the YMCA, who oversee everything
from maintenance, supervision, competitions, lessons
and clinics. A number of facilities are run by the YMCA
including Leederville HQ, Frankston Skate park and
Riverside Skate park, Melbourne.
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2.11 SKATE PROVISION IN THE VICTORIA REGION

The following section is an overall assessment of the level
of facility provision in the surrounding Local Government
Areas (LGA’s) bordering Bass Coast.

2.11.1 SURROUNDING LGA SKATE
PROVISION
To establish a broader context for facility provision, an
analysis of the municipalities that border and those
that are similar to the Bass Coast Region has been
undertaken. This assessment shows current levels of
skate facility provision as follows:

•

Mornington Peninsula Shire - 11 skate parks

•

City of Frankston - 5 skate parks

•

City of Casey - 12 skate parks

•

City of Cardinia - 8 skate parks

•

South Gippsland Shire - 11 skate parks

•

Surf Coast Shire - 10 skate parks

•

Baw Baw Shire - 4 skate parks

MOORABOOL
MELBOURNE METRO

GOLDEN PLAINS
BAW BAW
FRANKSTON

5
SURF COAST

12
CASEY

4

CARDINIA

8

11

10
MORNINGTON
PENINSULA

BASS
COAST

4

SOUTH
GIPPSLAND

11

The information in the above graphic is provided from
www.skateboard.com.au World Skate Park Map.
This information is subject to change and may be outdated in some cases
with older run down skate facilities that may have now been decommission
or demolished.
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When comparing the level of provision of skate parks
in relation to the number of youth (aged 5-25 years
old), the Bass Coast has a moderate level of provision
compared to other local governments. The info-graphic
below highlights more facilities per person is the desired
outcome (parks with fewer people next to them indicates
better provision).

Bass Coast Region has a moderate number of facilities
per number of youth. This does not consider the age,
condition, function, size or quality of the facilities. There is
currently no set or ideal ratio of youth per facility as there
are many variables to consider. For example, the scale
of facilities and number of youth can change massively
when comparisons are made between rural and urban
areas. Skate park capacity also needs to be taken into
consideration.

Surf Coast Shire
1 skate park per 765 young people aged 5-25yrs old

City Of Casey
1 skate park per 7,607 young people aged 5-25yrs old

Baw Baw Shire Council
1 skate park per 2,855 young people aged 5-25yrs old

Cardinia Shire Council
1 skate park per 3,563 young people aged 5-25yrs old

Shire Of Mornington Peninsula
1 skate park per 3,465 young people aged 5-25yrs old

City Of Frankston
1 skate park per 6,302 young people aged 5-25yrs old
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South Gippsland Shire Council
1 skate park per 612 young people aged 5-25yrs old

Bass Coast Shire Council
1 skate park per 1,734 young people aged 5-25yrs old
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2.11.2 SHIRE OF MORNINGTON
PENINSULA
The Shire of Mornington Peninsula has a large number
of skate parks. Skate is a very popular recreational
activity within the Shire which has developed from
the surf culture and holiday maker lifestyle, with many
tourists visiting the area due to its close proximity to the
Melbourne metropolitan area. There is a range of Local
to District level size facilities with many being built from
2005 onwards meaning they are still in relatively good
condition and in-line with current skate trends.
Mount Eliza Skate Park - District
Somerville Skate Park - Local
Mornington Skate Park - Local
Mornington Vert Ramp - Local

2

Mount Eliza Skate Park
is a district level facility
capable of holding national
competition level events. It
caters for a high capacity
of use with four main
skateable areas including
street and transition. It is
a very popular facility with
the wider Melbourne region.
Many members of the Bass
Coast community mentioned
they will drive 1 hour or
more to use the facility.

Balnarring Skate Park
is district level facility
catering for beginner to
advanced ability with many
features allowing for skill
progression. It includes
street and transition. It
is a popular facility within
the Mornington community
and has an integrated
landscape approach, with
play incorporated within the
wider recreational precinct.

Hastings Skate Park - District
Crib Point Mini Ramp - Local
Balnarring Skate Park - District
Rosebud Plaza - District

Rosebud Skate Plaza is a
district level street focused
facility. It caters to the local
community and has some
unique street style features,
however would not draw
in the wider Mornington /
Melbourne user groups.

Rye Skate Park - District
Rye Ramp - District
Sorrento Skate Park - District
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2.11.3 CITY OF FRANKSTON
The City of Frankston has a different approach to skate
parks as the Council comprises a smaller land area with
a higher density of population. Rather than many local
level facilities spread out it has one large regional hub
supported by local level facilities. The regional hub is
Frankston Skate Park. This facility caters to not only the
Frankston community, but much wider. People travel
large distances to use this competition level facility,
including members of the Bass Coast skate community.
Facilities have been developed within the last ten years
meaning they in relatively good condition and meet with
current skate trends.

Frankston Skate Park - Regional Hub
Langwarrin Skate Park - Local
Pines Skate Park - Local
Seaford North Skate Park - Local
Sandfield Drive Reserve - Local
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Frankston Skate Park is a
regional hub with a beginner
and competition level bowl
and large street course.
It often holds interstate
competitions and can cater
for a high capacity of users
at busier times. Many
international skaters will
visit the facility and hold
demonstrations. It has
a YMCA adjacent and is
integrated within the wider
recreational precinct.

Langwarrin is a local
level facility with all the
basic features such as a
mini ramp and ledge for
users to develop their skill
level and learn the basics
safely. It caters to the local
community.
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2.11.4 CITY OF CASEY
The City of Casey has many local level facilities, most
of which were constructed pre 2000. A number are
prefabricated parks with features located on a flat
concrete slab. Prefabricated parks were common in
the 90’s and are no longer considered a viable option
for skate provision due to the short life span and
maintenance required. Of the twelve facilities, there
are three quality parks. This demonstrates that a high
number of facilities is not always a good indication of
quality skate provision.
Pearcedale Skate Park - Local
Tooradin Skate Park - Local
Brooklyn Greens Skate Park - Local

2

Tooradin Skate Park has
prefabricated skate features
on a concrete slab. This
is similar to various other
prefab parks in the shire.

The Shed is an indoor
private facility with a cover
charge required upon entry.
It caters for seasonal and
night time provision and has
beginner to advanced street
and transition features for
skill progression.

Ambrosia Estate Skate Park - Local
The Shed Skate Park - District
Cranbourne Ledges - Incidental
Merinda Park Skate Park - Local
Hampton Park Skate Park - Local

Berwick Skate Park is a
local level street focused
facility. It caters to the local
community and has some
unique street style features.
It provides an interesting
user experience, however
does not hold a large
capacity of user groups.

Narre Warren Skate Park - Local
Dovetone Skate Park - Local
Endeavour Hills Skate Park - Local
Berwick Skate Park - District
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2.11.5 CITY OF CARDINIA
The City of Cardinia has eight local level facilities spread
across the region. Although some of the facilities are of
a moderate to high standard of quality, there are no parks
to provide for skill progression to an advanced level, with
many of the facilities catering to a very low capacity of
user. This can become an issue at times of high use
such as holidays and weekends, meaning parks can
become hazardous.
Pakenham Skate Park - Local
New Pakenham Skate Park - Local
Koo Wee Rup Skate park - Local

Pakenham Skate Park is
a local level facility with
beginner to intermediate
level standard features to
develop basic skills.

Garfield Skate Park is local
level facility with a mini ramp
and basic street features
for beginner to intermediate
users.

Lang Lang Skate Park - Local
Garfield Skate Park - Local
Gem Brook Skate Park - Local
Cockatoo Bowl - Local
New Cockatoo Bowl - Local
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Cockatoo Bowl is another
local level facility with low
capacity of use, allowing
for one user at a time. It is
a quality intermediate level
bowl.
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2.11.6 SOUTH GIPPSLAND SHIRE
The South Gippsland Shire has many local level facilities
spread across the LGA. This demonstrates that having a
high number of facilities does not always provide a good
indication of quality of skate parks. Of the 11 parks in the
LGA there is one quality district level facility in Leongatha
which was completed in 2014.

Nyora Skate Park - Local
Loch Skate Park - Local

2

Leongatha Skate Park
is a District level facility
catering for beginner to
advanced ability with many
features allowing for skill
progression including street
and transition. It is a popular
facility within the Leongatha
community and wider
region with many Bass
Coast residents visiting the
new facility as mentioned
in community consultation
workshops.

The Venus Bay Bowl is a
traditional late 80’s bowl,
with no coping and rough
concrete. It is outdated
and no longer on trend
with current skate park
standards.

Korumburra Skate Park - Local
Leongatha Skate Park - District
Leongatha Bowl - Local
Venus Bay Bowl - Local
Meeniyan Skate Park - Local
Foster Skate Park - Local

Toora Skate Park provides
an example of the 90’s style
skate park with a simple
concrete slab and end to
end quarter pipes. Again,
it is outdated and no longer
on trend with current skate
park standards. It caters
to the local community but
struggles with capacity at
times of higher use.

Mirboo Skate Park - Local
Toora Skate Park - Local
Port Welshpool - Local
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2.11.7 SURF COAST SHIRE
The Surf Coast Shire has a total of ten skate facilities.
Skate is a very popular recreational activity within
the Shire which has developed from the surf culture
and holiday maker lifestyle, with many tourists visiting
the area due to its close proximity to the Melbourne
metropolitan area. The majority of the facilities were
constructed in the 90’s. Facilities such as the newly
constructed Djila Tjarri facility and recently upgraded
Aireys Inlet Skate Park cater and provide variation for
all levels and styles of riders within the shire. Currently
there is limited provision for those at a beginner level and
facilities are separated by great distances and not well
connected by public transport links.

Djila Tjarri

Lorne is a traditional style
sktaet facilty with large scale
street and transition features
located on the waterfront.

Connewarre Skate Park - Local
Djila Tjarri Skate Park - District
Moriac - Local
Anglesea Skate Park - Local
Aireys Inlet Skate Park - Local
Jan Juc Skate Park - Local
Lorne Skate Park - District
Torquay Skate Park - Local
Deans Marsh Skate Park - Local
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Aireys Inlet skatepark is
a local level facilty with a
recently complete3d small
bowl and back and forth
street section.
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2.11.8 BAW BAW SHIRE COUNCIL
The Shire of Baw Baw has a total number of four skate
facilities. These facilities are all of a local scale, catering
to the immediate surrounding community. The facilities
cater to riders of all disciplines and skill levels. Neerim
Skate Park has been the most recent addition featuring
a large bowl and pool coping, with the remaining three
facilities being mostly out of date with today’s current
user trends.

Drouin Skate Park - Local

2

Neerim Skate Park is a local
level facility with a large
bowl and a back and forth
street section.

Warragul is a traditional style
local level skate park with a
flowing bowl area and open
street area.

Warragul Skate Park - Local
Traflagar Skate Park - Local
Neerim Skate Park - Local
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2.11.9 VICTORIA REGION SKATE PARK
TRENDS
Another indicator of the growth, popularity and
community value placed on skate and wheeled sports is
the recent push from different municipalities to improve
their facility provision. From 2010 onwards, a number of
skate park /youth plaza design and construction projects
in Victoria have been instigated. Some examples include:

Mansfield Skate Park 2016.
Mansfield Shire Council.
Design and Construction of a
local level skate park.

Rosehill Skate Park Keilor
East 2013.
Moonee Valley Council.
Design and Construction of a
local level skate park.

Box Hill Skate Park
Extension 2017.
City of Whitehorse.
Design of a regional level
skate park.

Balnarring Skate Park 2014.
Mornington Peninsula Shire.
Design and Construction
of a international local level
skate park.

Sunvale Skate Park 2017.
Brimbank City Council.
Design of a local level skate
park.

Noble Park Skate Park 2015.
City of Greater Dandenong.
Design and Construction of
a international competition
level skate park.

Highpoint Skate Plaza 2016.
Maribyrnong City Council.
Design and Construction of a
local level skate plaza.
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2.12 CONCLUSION

The review of national and local trends with regards to wheeled sports participation and
current facility provision demonstrates the popularity, recreational, health and community
benefits of these sports and the need and importance of providing facilities for young people
and users. This is reflected at a state level, with the recent increase of wheeled sports facility
provision in Victoria.
It is also critical to recognise in regards to facility provision, the importance of appropriate
planning and design. A well constructed facility will not function successfully without an
extensive design process that ultimately responds to the needs of users and the broader
community. The same can be said for a cutting edge design whose construction is sub par and
does not meet specialist construction standards.

2
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BASS COAST
CONTEXT
3.1 INTRODUCTION

Bass Coast is located approximately 130km south east of Melbourne and is bounded by
Westernport Bay, Cardinia Shire in the north, South Gippsland Shire in the east and Bass Strait
in the south.
Bass Coast’s main centers include Wonthaggi, Cowes (Phillip Island), Inverloch, San Remo and
Grantville. In addition, the Shire comprises a further 28 towns. The Shire boasts many beautiful
beaches, unique nature reserves including the Philip Island Penguin Parade and many major
events, such as the Australian Motorcycle Grand Prix at the Phillip Island Circuit. Bass Coast
attracts more than 3.4 million visitors each year.
Bass Coast’s proximity to Melbourne makes it very attractive to visitors, holiday makers and to
people wanting to make day trips to the coast and beaches. During peak periods, Bass Coast’s
population swells to over 70,000.
[9] Bass Coast Community Profile - community profile.com.au/basscoast
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3.2 DEMOGRAPHIC OVERVIEW

For the purpose of this study youth have been defined
as people from ages 5-25. This age bracket has been
identified in light of ABS age ranges for skateboarding.
CONVIC’s experience with the wheeled sports user
groups ensures that the majority of users are covered in
the analysis.
The estimated residential population for Bass Coast
in 2015 was 32,033 people. This represents an 8.2%
increase from the 29,614.
Currently Bass Coast’s overall youth population of 5-25
year olds is 5,524. This gives a ratio of 1,381 youth per
skate park. The youth population of Bass Coast will
continue to grow and there is projected to be a total of
19,554 5-25 year old youths living within the Bass Coast
region in the year 2036. On present facility provision, this
gives a ratio of 4888 youth for every 1 skate park. [8]

An analysis into the current distribution of youth (ages
5-25yrs) has been undertaken. This analysis helps to
identify where the highest densities of youth are currently
located in the Bass Coast region. This can in turn aid in
determining where the best locations are for locating
skate facilities and family spaces. Analysis into projected
populations for the Bass Coast has also been considered
to ensure that proposed facilities meet future user
requirements.
[8] forecast.id.com.au/bass-coast/population-agestructure-map
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3.3 YOUTH POPULATION

3.3.1 CURRENT BASS COAST YOUTH
DISTRIBUTION 2016
Wonthaggi has the highest population of youth aged
5-25yrs, with 1529 youth residing there equating to a
high 21% of the towns total population. Inverloch, Cowes,
and Cape Woolamai also have high populations of youth
(refer to table below).

The three towns with the largest populations of youth
(Wonthaggi, Inverloch and Cowes) currently all have
skate parks located within them.
[8] forecast.id.com.au/bass-coast/population-agestructure-map

Currently the lower populations of youth are located
inland in more rural areas of Bass Coast.

CURRENT YOUTH DISTRIBUTION MAP
2016

GRANTVILLE
CORINELLA

COWES

RHYLL
BASS
GLEN ALVIE

WATTLE PARK

SURF BEACH
CAPE WOOLAMI

SAN REMO

DALYSTON

LEGEND
HIGH POPULATIONS OF YOUTH (5-25YRS)

WONTHAGGI
INVERLOCH

MODERATE POPULATIONS OF YOUTH (5-25YRS)
LOW POPULATIONS OF YOUTH (5-25YRS)
EXISTING SKATE PARKS
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Towns with the largest population of youth aged 5 -25

Largest populations of youth

Moderate populations of youth

Lowest populations of youth

3

Town

Total town population

2016 no. of total youths
within town (5-25 yr olds)

Ovarall Percentage of youth (525yrs) in township

Wonthaggi (incl. North Wonthaggi + Dudley South)
Inverloch
Cowes
Cape Woolamai
San Remo
Grantville
Dalyston
Cape Paterson
Corinella
Surf Beach
Rhyll
Wattle Bank
Glen Alvie
Bass
Wimbledon Heights
Ventnor
Outtrim
Woolamai
Coronet Bay
Newhaven
Sunset Strip
The Gurdies
Tenby Point
Pioneer Bay
Kernot + Krowera
Smiths Beach
Kilcunda
Silverleaves
Lance Creek
Harmers Haven

7276
4961
4051
1551
1085
735
604
719
630
695
673
382
168
412
387
585
387
189
708
385
339
391
369
331
432
227
323
260
168
82

1529
674
594
347
154
142
133
129
129
122
119
119
112
101
100
96
92
91
87
83
78
70
67
67
61
59
53
51
43
22

21%
14%
15%
22%
12%
19%
21%
17%
20%
20%
17%
31%
25%
24%
25%
16%
23%
25%
12%
21%
21%
17%
18%
20%
25%
26%
16%
19%
25%
26%

Current Skate Facility
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
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3.3.2 PROJECTED BASS COAST YOUTH
DISTRIBUTION 2026

Wonthaggi - 2874 (24%)
Philip Island balance - 1903 (21%)
Cowes - 1504 (21%)
Inverloch - 1254 (20%)
Waterline - 887 (19%)
Rural balance - 552 (19%)

In 2026 it has been identified that the Wonthaggi region
will have the highest number of youth per regional
population with 23% of the population within the 5-25
year old age bracket.

San Remo - 198 (13%)
Note: Wonthaggi Includes - Nth Wonthaggi, Sth Dudley and Cape Paterson.

The total projected youth population (percentage of youth
to the rest of community) aged 5-25 in 2026:

[8] forecast.id.com.au/bass-coast/population-age-structure-map

PROJECTED YOUTH POPULATION
DISTRIBUTION MAP
2026
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Wonthaggi - 3608 (25%)
Cowes - 1837 (19%)
Inverloch - 1413 (19%)
Waterline - 1063 (19%)
Philip Island balance - 971 (20%)
Rural balance - 618 (19%)
San Remo - 266 (13%)

3.3.3 PROJECTED BASS COAST YOUTH
DISTRIBUTION 2036
In 2036 the Wonthaggi region is still projected to have the
highest population of youth with a number of 3608 youth
aged between 5-25, making up 25% of the Wonthaggi
regions entire population. Cowes region is still projected
to have the 2nd highest population of youth with 1837
youth aged 5-25. Inverloch has been projected to have
the third largest population of youth with a population of
1413 youth.

Note: Wonthaggi Includes - Nth Wonthaggi, Sth Dudley and Cape Paterson.
[8] forecast.id.com.au/bass-coast/population-age-structure-map

The total projected youth population (percentage of youth
to the rest of community) aged 5-25 in 2026:

PROJECTED YOUTH POPULATION
DISTRIBUTION MAP
2036
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3.3.4 POPULATION PROJECTION
SUMMARY
The below table outlines project population statistics for
the entire Bass Coast region now and into the future
(2036). Cells highlighted in green indicate locations with
highest youth populations. Projections are currently
shown as general regions, as detailed information is
currently not provided within the ABS.

POPULATION PROJECTION SUMMARY TABLE
Bass Coast Shire (General Regions)

Town

Silverleaves
Wimbledon Heights
Ventnor
Cowes
Rhyll
Cape Woolamai
Newhaven
Philip Island Balance
Smiths Beach
Surf Beach
Sunset Strip
San Remo
San Remo
Cape Paterson
South Dudley
Wonthaggi - South Dudley - Cape Paterson
Wonthaggi
Harmers Haven
Wonthaggi North
North Wonthaggi
Inverloch
Inverloch - Pound Creek
Woolamai
Coronet Bay
Bass
Corinella
Waterline (Westernport Townships)
Tenby Point
Grantville
Pioneer Bay
The Gurdies
Wattle Bank
Lance Creek
Glen Alvie
Kernot + Krowera
Rural Balance
Outtrim
Kilcunda
Dalyston

Current Skate park
provision

Cowes - Ventnor and District (Philip Island)
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Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes
Yes

Total current town
population 2016
260
387
585
4051
673
1551
385
227
695
339
1085
719
400
4353
82
2523
4961
189
708
412
630
369
735
331
391
382
168
432
237
387
323
604

2016 no. of total
Total projected General
towns youth population
Region population 2026
(5-25 yr olds)
51 (19%)
100 (25%)
96 (16%)
594 (15%)
119 (17%)
347 (22%)
83 (21%)
59 (26%)
122 (20%)
78 (21%)
154 (12%)
129 (17%)
80 (28%)
916 (38%)
22 (26%)
533 (28%)
674 (14%)
91 (25%)
87 (12%)
101 (24%)
129 (20%)
67 (18%)
142 (19%)
67 (20%)
70 (17%)
119 (31%)
43 (25%)
112 (25%)
61 (25%)
92 (23%)
53 (16%)
133 (21%)

2036 projected no. of
2026 projected no. of
Total project General
youth in General
youth in General
Region population
Region
Region
(52036
(5-25 yr olds)
25 yr olds)

7754

1504 (19.4%)

9411

1837 (19.5%)

4253

903 (21.2%)

4641

971 (20.9%)

1516

198 (13%)

1977

266 (13.5%)

7626

1751 (23%)

9016

2087 (23.1%)

3925
6286

1123 (28.6%)
1254 (20%)

5280
7187

1521 (28.8%)
1413 (19.7%)

4515

887 (19.6%)

5353

1063 (19.9%)

2773

552 (19.9%)

3174

618 (19.5%)
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3.4 TOURISM

3.4.1 BASS COAST TOURISM
The Bass Coast experiences a high number of tourist
visitations over summer periods. These busy periods
increase population numbers by 400%+ in Bass Coast
towns. While it is understood many international visitors
do so for the Bass Coast Environment, the increase
in numbers brings with it many tourists that visit
recreational and youth hubs. Influxes of tourists has
continued to grow yearly. [11]
“Since 2010, domestic overnight visitation to the region
has increased at an average annual rate of 5.5%.
International visitors have increased at an average annual
rate of 9.0%, compared to an increase of 4.0% per
annum for regional Victoria generally”. [11]
Past visitation information demonstrates that domestic
overnight visitation to the Bass Coast region peaks during
Summer and has previously attracted the highest

proportion of visitors (34%). This is a higher proportion
than visitors to regional Victoria overall (28%). In
contrast, winter had the lowest proportion of visitors to
the region (14%). [11]
Phillip Island, French Island, Wonthaggi and Inverloch
regions received an estimated 845,000 domestic
overnight visitors for the year ending December 2014.
This was an increase of 14.5% from 2013 to 2014. 6% of
all domestic overnight visitors to regional Victoria visited
the Phillip Island region. [11]
There were an estimated one million domestic day trip
visitors to the Phillip Island region in the year ending
December 2014. 4% of all domestic day trips to/within
regional Victoria visited the Phillip Island region. [11]
[11] Philip Island Market Profile: Year ending December 2014 (Tourism
Victoria)

SEASONALITY OF TRIPS (PERCENTAGE OF DOMESTIC OVERNIGHT VISITORS
- PHILIP ISLAND AND REGIONAL VICTORIA COMPARISON)

MONTH
DECEMBER
JANUARY
FEBRUAURY
SUMMER % OF VISITORS
MARCH
APRIL
MAY
AUTUMN % OF VISITORS
JUNE
JULY
AUGUST
WINTER % OF VISITORS
SEPTEMBER
OCTOBER
NOVEMBER
SPRING % OF VISITORS

PHILIP ISLAND,
FRENCH ISLAND,
WONTHAGGI,
INVERLOCH
8%
19%
7%
34%
11%
10%
6%
27%
7%
3%
4%
14%
7%
7%
10%
24%

REGIONAL VIC
8%
14%
6%
28%
11%
10%
7%
28%
7%
6%
7%
20%
7%
8%
9%
24%

Based on 2 years of data: January 2013 - December 2014 (Tourism Victoria, regional
visitation, Philip Island Market Profile, year ending 2014)
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3.4.2 PHILIP ISLAND, SAN REMO +
INVERLOCH AND SURROUNDING TOWN
TOURISM (DAY TRIPS)
Large influxes of populations in Bass Coast towns affect
day trip visitations to not only Philip Island, San Remo and
Inverloch but all towns within the region. This increase
in population puts a strain on existing infrastructure.
Bass Coast skate parks are currently designed to a take a
‘local’ level of user capacity.

PHILIP ISLAND /
SAN REMO

INVERLOCH

This information is essential to consider as the influxes in
the number of holiday and day trippers can significantly
increase the number of users at Bass Coasts skate
facilities. Fluctuations can highly decrease functionality
and make spaces unsafe, particularly if capacity design
has not been considered.

PERMANENT
POPULATION:
9,406

+

PEAK POPULATION: 50,000 (INCREASE OF 530%)

PERMANENT
POPULATION:
4,829

+

PEAK POPULATION: 20,000 (INCREASE OF 680%)

MAJOR VISITATION INFLUXES IN SURROUNDING TOWNS OUTSIDE OFF THE BASS COAST REGION

MORNINGTON
HINTERLAND

WILSONS
PROMONTORY

VENUS BAY

PERMANENT
POPULATION:
2,790

+

PEAK POPULATION: 30,000 (INCREASE OF 1070%)

PERMANENT
POPULATION:
280

+

PEAK POPULATION: 5,000 (INCREASE OF 1780%)

PERMANENT
POPULATION:
586

+

PEAK POPULATION: 4,000 (INCREASE OF 680%)

[1] Mornington and Bass Coast Region Visitor Population increase - Summer
Season - Victoria State Government
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3.4.3 PHILIP ISLAND + SAN REMO
VISITATION PROJECTIONS

January currently receives the highest amount of
visitations annually, to Philip Island and San Remo on a
‘Peak day’.

Philip Island and San Remo population and household
forecasts predict that the region is expected to see a 37%
(4,241) increase in resident numbers between 2015 and
2035 and that the population of residents will to grow to
approximately 15,777 by 2035.

Increased pressure on existing visitor infrastructure,
including skate parks, will need to be addressed and
improved to cope with the growing populations and large
influxes of tourists. This means creating smart facilities
that are able to cater to multiple riders and users at once,
plus inactive users and spectator provision.

More broadly, areas located within one hour’s drive
(70km) of Phillip Island and San Remo are forecasted to
grow exponentially over the next 20 years, especially in
the areas to the north and east of the region.

[10] Philip Island and San Remo - Visitor Economy Strategy 2035 - Growing
Tourism

With future development and increased population of
nearby towns, visitation to Philip Island and San Remo
will increase. The region is expected to double its visitor
numbers from 1.85 million in 2015 to 3.4 million and be
estimated as $1.1 billion financially by 2035.

4,000,000

3,500,000

NUMBER OF VISITORS

3,000,000

2,500,000

2,000,000

1,500,000

1,000,000

2035

2034

2033

2032

2031

2030

2029

2028

2027

2026

2025

2024

2023

2022

2021

2020

2019

2018

2017

2016

2015

2014

2013

2012

2011

500,000

YEAR - PAST AND PROJECTED
Historical growth - international
Historical growth - domestic
Baseline forecast growth
[10] Philip Island and San Remo - Visitor Economy Strategy 2035 - Growing Tourism
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3.5 YOUTH PROVISION

An assessment into the current youth facility provision has been undertaken. This is important
as it identifies supporting green space, sporting and community facilities plus schools in the
Bass Coast region. Locating these facilities helps to indicate areas which may be suitable for
locating a skate space. Proximity to schools, community centres and other community facilities
are important in the success of such facilities.
The location of existing youth facilities along with demographic information plays a role in
locating future facilities.
Youth provision is mapped in the following diagrams, demonstrating the location in relation to
the existing skate park provision within the Bass Coast.
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3.5.1 EDUCATION
There are a large number of learning facilities located
throughout the Bass Coast region. Relevant facilities,
including Primary Schools, Secondary Schools and
Tertiary education facilities have been listed below:
Primary Schools:
1. Cowes Primary School
2. Newhaven Primary School
3. San Remo Primary School
4. Bass Valley Primary School
5. Powlett River Primary School
6. Wonthaggi North Primary School
7. Bass Coast Specialist School
8. Wonthaggi Primary School
9. Inverloch/Kongwak Primary School
10. St Joseph’s School
11. Bass Coast Specialist School
12. Phillip Island Village School
Bass Coast Secondary Schools:
13. Newhaven College - Prep to year 12
14. Wonthaggi Secondary College - Dudley Campus
(Junior)
Tertiary Education:
15. Chisholm Institute of TAFE (Bass Coast Campus)
16. GippSport (Inverloch)

4

1
13
12
2
3

5
14 6

15

8

10

7
11

9
16

LEGEND
Bass Coast Schools
Existing Skate Parks
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3.5.2 COMMUNITY CENTERS
There are 8 community centers in the Shire, that provide
residents with a range of facilities for hire, and on-going
recreational programs:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Bass Coast Community Health Service - Cowes
Philip Island Community and Learning Centre Inc.
Bass Coast Community Health Service
Bass Valley Community Group Inc.
Corinella & District Community Centre
Bass Coast Shire Council
Bass Coast Community Health Centre
Inverloch Community House

[13] Google maps

5

1
2
4

3

7

8
6

LEGEND
Bass Coast Community Centers
Existing Skate Parks
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3.5.3 LEISURE CENTERS
Leisure Centers offer a number of physical recreation
activities including swimming pools, fitness and
sporting programs, basketball courts, tennis courts and
gymnasiums.
1.
2.
3.

Philip Island Leisure Centre
Wonthaggi Aquatic and Leisure Centre
San Remo Recreation Centre

[13] Google maps

1

3

2

LEGEND
Bass Coast Leisure Centers
Existing Skate Parks
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3.5.4 PUBLIC OPEN SPACE
Bass Coast covers an area of over 800 sq km’s and
contains a high number of public open spaces and
reserves. The majority of these have been identified
below and can aid in identifying potential locations for
new skate facilities, as they can provide supporting
amenities and green open space.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.

Cowes recreation reserve
Blue gum reserve
Philip Island Bowls Club
Rhyll park
Rhyll cricket ground
Newhaven recreation reserve
San Remo recreation reserve
Harold Hughes reserve
Grantville recreation reserve
Fred Gration reserve
Kernot Hall recreation reserve
Bass recreation reserve
Glen Alvie recreation reserve
Glen Forbes recreation reserve
Dalyston recreation reserve
Wonthaggi Bowls Club
McMahon reserve
Wonthaggi recreation reserve
Cape Paterson sports facility
Inverloch recreation reserve
Thompson reserve
Inverloch bowling club

[13] Google maps
9

8

11
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1

3
2

5

4
12
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13

6
7

15

16
17

18

20
21

LEGEND

22

Bass Coast Public Open Space
Bass Coast Public Green Space
Existing Skate Parks
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28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.
50.

3.5.5 ORGANISED SPORTING
OPPORTUNITIES
The Bass Coast has over 100 clubs and organisations
that facilitate organised sporting opportunities for youth
(from 5-25 years of age).
A selected number of organisations have been listed
below:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.

Alberton Football League
Bass Coast Ballet School
Cape Paterson Surf Life Saving Club Inc
Balga Junior Football Club
Corinella Boating and Angling Club Inc
Cowes Ballroom Dance Group
Dalyston Football Club/Netball Club
Grantville Rifle Club
Grantville Tennis Club
Indoor Bowling, Newhaven Hall
Inverloch Cricket Club
Inverloch Kongwak Football/Netball Club
Inverloch Surf Life Saving Club
Inverloch Tennis Club
Inverloch Windsurfing Club
Phillip Island & District Basketball Association
Kilcunda Bass Cricket Club
Kilcunda-Bass Football Netball Club
Newhaven Yacht Squadron Inc
Phillip Island Bicycle User Group
Phillip Island Board Riders Club Inc
Phillip Island District Cricket Club Inc
Phillip Island Football Club Inc
Phillip Island Girl Guides
Phillip Island Golf Club
Phillip Island Scout Group
Phillip Island Soccer Club

Phillip Island Swimming Club Inc
Rhyll Tennis Club
Rhyll Yacht Club
Sang-Rok Judo Jiu-Jitsu Club Wonthaggi
South Coast Athletics
Inverloch Stars Soccer Club Inc.
South Gippsland Yacht Club Inc
Stretch & Strength Yoga
Westernport Tennis Club
Wonthaggi & District Badminton Association
Wonthaggi Amateur Basketball Association
Wonthaggi and District Netball Association
Wonthaggi and District Tennis Club Inc
Wonthaggi Bowls Club Inc
Wonthaggi Clay Target Club
Wonthaggi Cricket Club (The Miners) Inc.
Wonthaggi Croquet Club
Wonthaggi Girl Guides
Wonthaggi Golf Club
Wonthaggi Life Saving Club Inc
Wonthaggi Little Athletics Club
Wonthaggi Power Football Club Inc
Wonthaggi Road Runners

[14] http://www.basscoast.vic.gov.au/Community/Community_Directory/
Community_Directory_Listing/Sports___Leisure
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20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.

3.5.6 UNSTRUCTURED SPORTS PLAYGROUNDS + INFORMAL KICK-ABOUT
SPACE
There are currently over 40 public play spaces
throughout both major towns and smaller communities in
the Bass Coast. Play areas are located within recreation
reserves and open space and may be accompanied by
informal kick-about spaces.
These include;
1. Jaycee Picnic Reserve
2. North Shore Estate Reserve
3. Seagrove Estate
4. McKenzie Views Estate
5. Erehwon Point Reserve
6. Philip Island Tennis Club
7. Wimbeldon Heights Tennis Club
8. Sunset Strip Reserve
9. Mitchell Reserve
10. Rhyll Park
11. Foreshore Reserve
12. Richard Grayden Memorial Reserve
13. Woolamai Park
14. Marina Parade Reserve
15. Lions Park
16. Kilcunda Foreshore Reserve
17. South Dudley Reserve
18. Causen Reserve
19. Jacobs Park

Wonthaggi Recreation Reserve
Rodney Court Reserve
Guide Park
McMahon Reserve
Strongs Reserve
Park Parade Reserve
Allan Birt Reserve
Wonthggi Life Saving Club
Outrigger Estate
Beach Avenue Reserve
Newton Park
Wyeth - McNamera Park
George Bass Memorial Park
Cutty Shark Road Reserve
Coronet Bay Recreation Reserve
Harold Hughes Reserve
Grantville Memorial Park
Daisy Avenue Reserve
Glen Forbes Playground
Kernot Community Centre

Source: http://www.basscoast.vic.gov.au/Leisure/Playgrounds - Playground
Location Map (PDF)
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3.5.7 UNSTRUCTURED SPORTS - ACTIVE
SPACES
There are currently a number of unstructured sports
present in the Bass Coast, including; basketball courts,
BMX tracks, frisbee golf and kick about open spaces.
Their locations are identified below;
Basketball Courts;
1. Grantville Recreation Reserve (Half court)
2. Harold Hughes Reserve, Corinella (Half court)
3. Coronet Bay Recreation Reserve (Full court)
4. Graydens Reserve, Newhaven (Half court)
5. Cape Paterson Sports Centre (Full court)
6. Loch-Kernot Road, Kernot (Full court)
7. Dalyston-Glen Forbes Road, Glen Forbes (Full
court)
8. Daisy Avenue Reserve, Pioneer Bay (Half court)
Bmx Tracks:
9. Coronet Bay Recreation Reserve, Coronet Bay
10. Thompson Reserve, Inverloch
Disc Golf:
11. Blue Gum Reserve Frisbee Golf, Cowes
12. Grantville Recreation Reserve, Grantville
13. Harold Hughes Reserve, Corinella
14. Coronet Bay Recreation Reserve, Coronet Bay
Kick About Open Space:
• All reserves shire wide
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3.5.6 DIRT TRACKS
Bass Coast Shire currently has two BMX tracks located
in;
1.
2.

Coronet Bay Recreation Reserve, Coronet Bay
Thompson Reserve, Inverloch

Currently there are no organised clubs for BMX within
the Shire and there has been no community pressure
for the construction of new BMX tracks within the Bass
Coast. This indicates that the current tracks are providing
for the Bass Coast BMX users sufficiently.
Currently both Coronet Bay and Inverloch facilities are
maintained by the Bass Coast Shire Council.

1

2

LEGEND
Bass Coast Dirt Tracks
Existing Skate Parks
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2. Since its rejuvenation in 2015, the Thompson Reserve BMX track in Inverloch has seen a large amount of use. A former venue
for the Inverloch BMX Club in the 1980’s, the reserve has had a long history of BMX racing. Its large size means it provides for a
wide area of users across the Bass Coast.

1. The Coronet Bay BMX facility is located within the Coronet Bay Reserve. It is a large BMX track consisting of 15 jumps and multiple
bank turns. The facility is located alongside a playground, sports fields and the Coronet Bay Community Hall.
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3.6 COMMUNITY PRESSURE

There has been mounting pressure in the Bass Coast
community to provide better quality skate provision.
Community members are commuting large distances to
find better skate infrastructure outside of the Shire.
Multiple petitions, facebook groups, meetings and letters
have been generated to begin the process of providing
evidence that there is sufficient demand for improved

skate facilities within the Bass Coast.
The following are examples of petitions, facebook
groups, letters and emails received that demonstrate the
communities desire for new skate infrastructure within
the Bass Coast region.

3.6.1 PETITIONS

3.6.2 LETTERS + EMAILS

Grantville Skate Park Petition
A petition was received by Council on 27 April 2011
containing 144 names and signatures stating:
This petition outlined that current provision playgrounds
is acceptable for younger children but minimal
recreational opportunities for youth in the area. The
petition lobbied for signatures to promote youth provision
and skate parks in the Granville area.

Multiple letters have been submitted to both the Bass
Coast Shire and CONVIC.
These letters have expressed interest in the development
of the skate facilities within the Bass Coast.
The following are some examples of key points gathered
from this correspondence:
Email:
An email was received from a member of the Bass
Coast community stating that committees have been
formed such as the 4 Shore Sk8 Park Group and many
concerned members of the community have been in
touch with council. The email voiced concern that
despite community efforts Council is yet to implement
anything new and on trend for the kids of Bass Coast.
The emailed showed strong support for new skate
provision and accelerating the process to see results as
soon as possible.
Letter:
A letter was received signed by 6 members of the
community showing strong support for new skate
provision, recognising the benefits of these facilities to
youth, exercise, entertainment and social connectedness.
However, it was strongly against using the Mussel Rocks
location as it is unsuitable for youth provision and it would
disturb the peace of the small seaside park location.
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3.6.3 FACEBOOK COMMUNITIES
Multiple Facebook forums have been created to express
interest in the development of parks within the Bass
Coast. Facebook provides a platform for users to come
together in a large open forum for anyone wanting to join.
Discussions, fund-raisers, advertising and multiple other
ideas/issues have been addressed through Facebook
groups, including organisation of competitions. The
following headings represent the known Facebook
communities providing community pressure to Council in
the Bass Coast and what they represent;
Kilcunda Community Skate Park Group:
The Kilcunda Community Skate Park facebook group is
a group consisting of 1,083 members all of whom are
supporting the idea of having a skate park installed in
Kilcunda.
They post regularly to the page and have kept constant
pressure on the Council to begin planning and providing
for new skate park facilities in the Bass Coast region.
4 Shore Sk8 Park Community Organisation
“A recently formed local group seeking new members to
voice the community’s need for a new family skate park
and youth facility within the Bass Coast Region”.
The 4 Shore Sk8 Park Community Organisation is a
group and facebook group consisting of 1,631 members,
all whom which support the development of the skate
facilities throughout the Bass Coast.

3

YMCA - Bass Coast Skate Parks
The YMCA works with the government, corporate and
community partners who are committed to improving
health and happiness to Victorians. The YMCA provides
coaching workshops and multiple other sporting activities
for youth across Bass Coast.
This Facebook group represents the Bass Coast skate
community, providing information on events, organising
competitions and workshops happening in Victoria and
showcases local talent.
Started in August 2012, The group has expressed
interest in improving and expanding their existing skate
provision and the group currently has 521 likes, showing
the extent of interest and support the Bass Coast skate
community has behind it.
Kongwak “The Valley Of Peace” Skate Park
“A page to create awareness and gain support so us
regional and farming kids can skate locally”.
Although just outside Bass Coast this small town has
a facebook group which was started in early 2015.
The Kongwak Skate Park petition page has gained 128
followers, working to get a skate facility in the town of
Kongwak, they have started this page to raise awareness
to Council of the community backing behind the idea and
begin to fundraise for a new facility for the small farming
community. There are a lack of parks for rural areas in
the Bass Coast and surrounding regions.

They post regularly to the page and have been active
advocates for attempting to gain enough support to show
how badly they feel the Bass Coast community needs
improved skate facilities.
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3.7 BASELINE INFORMATION

Below are Standards and Guidelines that have been
referred to whilst compiling this document. These have
been listed and given a reference location if further
research or supporting information is required.

1. BASS COAST SPORT AND RECREATION NEEDS
ASSESSMENT 2015 (SARNA)
http://www.basscoast.vic.gov.au/Council/Consultation/
Sport_Active_Recreation_Needs_Assessment_(SARNA)
2. RECREATION PLAN 2009
http://www.basscoast.vic.gov.au/getattachment/Leisure/
Recreation_Planning/Final_Municipal_Recreation_Plan_
Aug_202009.pdf
3. OPEN SPACE PLAN 2008 (2016)
http://www.basscoast.vic.gov.au/getmedia/c876aa30cde2-4283-8ebd-387b9728f0dc/h7_attachment_19_
April_2017.pdf.aspx
4. COUNCIL PLAN 2013-17
http://www.basscoast.vic.gov.au/getmedia/82624897f43c-4024-bca6-cfb3507511ca/BC_Council_Plan_2013_
revised_v4_FINAL.pdf.aspx
5. PLAY SPACE PLAN 2016-26
http://www.basscoast.vic.gov.au/getmedia/59578e1431c7-4e04-9b41-2341d1149494/2016_07_22_
Playspace_Amended_copy_for_Exhibition.pdf.aspx
6. MORNINGTON AND BASS COAST REGION AND
VISITOR POPULATION INCREASE - SUMMER
SEASON (PEAK POPULATIONS)
Provided upon council request.
7. I.D THE POPULATION EXPERTS
www.forecast.id.com.au/bass-coast/population-agestructure-map
8. I.D WEBSITE/COMMUNITY PROFILE
www.communityprofile.com.au/basscoast
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9. PHILIP ISLAND AND SAN REMO - VISITOR
ECONOMY STRATEGY 2035 (GROWING TOURISM)
http://www.basscoast.vic.gov.au/getattachment/
Business/Phillip_Island_Tourism_
Strategy_2035/2016_08_29_FINAL_Phillip_Island_
San_Remo_Visitor_Economy_Strategy_2035_Growing_
Tourism_(ED16_116929).PDF.aspx
10. PHILIP ISLAND MARKET PROFILE: YEAR
ENDING DECEMBER 2014 (TOURISM VICTORIA)
https://www.tourism.vic.gov.au/component/
edocman/?view=document&task...
11. REGIONAL - RESIDENTIAL - REPORT - SHIRE
OF BASS COAST
https://www.planning.vic.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_
file/0017/16280/Regional-Residential-Report-Shire-ofBass-Coast.pdf
12. YOUTH ACTION PLAN 2016 - 2020
http://www.basscoast.vic.gov.au/getmedia/9f8d1ab10e83-4a7a-b265-f2f6380a6707/H7_Adoption_of_Bass_
Coast_Shire_Council_Youth_Action_Plan_2016_2020.
pdf.aspx
13. 2016-17 AGREEMENT BETWEEN SECRETARY
FOR HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES AND BASS
COAST HEALTH
http://www.gha2.net.au/site/DefaultSite/filesystem/
uploads/201610251138413386/Bass%20Coast%20
Health%202016-17%20SoP.pdf

14. WONTHAGGI RECREATION RESERVE
MASTERPLAN
http://www.basscoast.vic.gov.au/getmedia/6e7116c7df47-4c89-b326-b4865011705c/2017_05_11_Draft_
Wonthaggi_Rec_Reserve_MP_V4_(April17).pdf.aspx
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3.8 CONCLUSION

The current demographic profile of Bass Coast and its predicted growth demonstrates a strong
percentage of 5-25 year olds living within the region. Wonthaggi, North Wonthaggi, Cowes
and Inverloch are predicted to maintain the highest youth populations. This distribution will be
an important consideration, when establishing need for youth focused facilities and assessing
factors such as accessibility and user requirements.
Another key consideration is the influx of youth through tourism peaks. This highlights that
popular tourist destinations need to cater for not only the local youth but also be adaptable to
these fluctuations and increases.
The analysis currently suggests there is potential to develop new facilities in the main centers
that are predicted to maintain their population of youth into the future. Such facilities could tie
into existing youth facilities or precincts, assisting in the provision for further events, programs
and activation. These considerations will be further assessed throughout the strategy.

3
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4.1 INTRODUCTION

A location, condition and function assessment has been
undertaken on the four existing Bass Coast skate parks;
Cowes, Wonthaggi, Inverloch and the Newhaven Mini
Ramp. An assessment of the Mobile Skate Ramp has
also been undertaken. These assessments provide an
insight into how successful each park is in providing for

its immediate surrounds and broader communities. This
will help to determine what type of facility is needed to
mitigate gaps in skate facility provision.

4.1.1 METHODOLOGY

4.1.2 FACILITY RANKING SYSTEM

The facilities have been assessed and rated based on two
key criteria; CONDITION and FUNCTION. These criteria
are codependent and as such make up a 50/50 split with
respect to the final assessment evaluation and score.

Each facility is rated to describe its current overall
CONDITION and FUNCTION in accordance with the
following ranking system;

50%
CONDITION

Facility Rating Chart

•

EXCELLENT - 90 - 100% of life / approximately
20 years remaining.

TOTAL

•

GOOD - 75 - 89% of life / approximately 15 years
remaining. The facility is a few years old with
design and finishes of good quality.

•

FAIR - 50 -74% of life / approximately 10 years
remaining. The facility has imperfections in
design or finish quality, wear and tear but still has
functional value.

•

POOR - 25 - 49% of life / less than 5 years
remaining. Facilities with maintenance or
structural issues, imperfections in design or finish
quality, wear and tear and other issues.

•

IMMEDIATE ATTENTION REQUIRED 5 - 24% of
life / approximately 1- 2 years remaining. The
facility has structural failure, poor design and or
major surface degradation, but may be rectified in
part for ongoing limited use.

•

HAZARD - 0 - 4% of life / indicatively 0 years
remaining. The facility is unsafe due to structural
failure, poor design and or extreme surface
degradation and requires immediate attention or
closure.

50%
FUNCTION

Each parks function and condition are intrinsically related.
If the parks condition is poor this inherently impacts
on function. Alternatively, a facility can be in excellent
condition however the overall layout and design may be
poor or outdated and may not actually meet the needs of
users.
It should also be noted that whilst maintenance can
significantly increase the life span of a skate park, in our
experience the typical life span of a skate park is in the
range of 15-20 years.

These ratings are to be used as a guideline and estimate
of the facilities lifespan only, as not all facilities are built
to current construction standards. The best assessment
has been made based on the facilities current
appearance.
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4.1.3 CAPACITY
The expected capacity of a facility helps to determine
if it is catering to the needs of users and visitors. This
method of calculation is based on anecdotal research
and observations over 20 years. These figures are
calculated based on the size of the facility and anticipated
use. A clear distinction is made between an active user,
an inactive user and an observer. For every active user,
it is estimated there are four inactive users and two
observers. Refer the graphic right.

1 Active Users

For example, although the facility may only cater for one
active user at a time, it is conservatively assumed there is
up to seven participants at the facility.

4 Inactive Users

2 Observers
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4.2 EXISTING SKATE FACILITIES

The below map identifies the location of existing skate
facilities and skate spots in the Shire of Bass Coast.
These facilities are currently distributed through the main
populated centres across the southern extent of the Shire
with an average distance of 10 - 20km between facilities.

Permanent Skate Parks
1. Cowes Skate park: 		
2. Newhaven Mini-Ramp:
3. Wonthaggi Skate park:
4. Inverloch Skate park:

Local 597m2 area
Local 65m2 area
Local 598m2 area
Local 784m2 area

Temporary Mobile Skate Ramp Locations
5. Grantville
6. Corinella
7. Coronet Bay
8. Newhaven

5
6
7

1

2

8

3
4
LEGEND
Mobile Skate Ramp Locations
Existing Skate Parks
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4.3 COWES SKATE PARK

Located within the popular tourist destination of Cowes
on Philip Islands northern edge, Cowes Skate Park sits
within Cowes Recreation Reserve on Church Street next
to the Philip Island Leisure Centre and Football / Netball
Club. It is a short walking distance to the Cowes Primary
School, town centre and beach.

It has undergone several changes and repair jobs over
the years and had some major maintenance in 2016 after
the Sport and Recreation Needs Assessment Study Audit
identified many issues in the park.
The parks location is not visually prominent and has a
‘back of house’ feel to it being located at the back of the
football field behind trees and intermittently occupied
buildings.

This concrete skate park has a traditional style open bowl
layout with street features located within the transition
area. It has public toilets located nearby and a shade
shelter with picnic setting, seats and rubbish bins. It was
first developed by the Cowes community in 1998 with
much of the skate park having a D.I.Y. feel to its features.

The facility is showing clear and obvious signs of age
with poor function and condition.

THE JETTY TRIANGLE

EREWHON POINT RESERVE

THE ESPLANADE

COWES SKATE PARK

BEACH PARK CARAVAN PARK

COWES RECREATION RESERVE
PHILIP ISLAND LEISURE CENTRE

CHURCH STREET

COWES CARAVAN PARK

DUNSMORE ROAD

THOMPSON AVE

AMAROO CARAVAN PARK

PHILIP ISLAND GOLF COURSE

BUSHY PARK TOURIST PARK

SETTLEMENT STREET

SETTLEMENT STREET

COWES GOLF CLUB

COWES MEDICAL CENTRE
COWES PRIMARY SCHOOL
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4.3.1 CONDITION REVIEW

•
•

The overall condition of the skate facility has been broken
down into three categories:
1. SKATE SURFACE
This includes but is not limited to:
• Cracks and chips in skateable surface
• Drainage and pooling issues,
• Differential settlement and lifting of concrete areas
/ deteriorating construction joints.
• Graffiti and vandalism to surfaces,
• Damage to platform areas, flat bank / transition
connections.
2. FEATURES AND OBSTACLES
This includes skate feature condition:
• Coping connections.

•
•

Steel including condition, rust and corrosion.
Feature surfaces including chips and cracks to
features.
Sharp or extruding edges.
Connection to bases.

3. LANDSCAPE
This includes surrounding landscape condition:
• Deteriorating vegetation or leaf litter / seed pods
dropping on skateable surface.
• Drainage and pooling issues.
• Amenity condition: seats, rubbish bins and shelter
etc.
• Litter and debris, graffiti and vandalism.
• Soil erosion and spillage.

COWES SKATE PARK CONDITION PLAN

PHILIP ISLAND
LEISURE CENTRE
LEGEND:
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Drainage and pooling issues

Differential settlement / lifting at construction joint

Surface cracking

Landscape erosion onto skate surface

Coping deterioration
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4.3.2 SKATE SURFACE
•

Overall the concrete surface is in poor condition
and poses a large risk to park users. Pooling of
water in the central area of the park deems the
park unusable for all disciplines in wet conditions,
especially through winter. The pooled water takes
a substantial amount of time to dry, leaving the
park unusable for long periods of time and whilst
still wet/damp creates a risk to users, as their
boards, scooters and bike wheels may slip out
from under them.

4

•

Large cracks, differential settlement and wider
than acceptable construction joints have formed
across the surface. These have been temporarily
repaired and patched, however the repairs have
begun to ware and cracks / construction joints
are beginning to resurface and chip, creating a
hazard as they can catch and stop smaller scooter
and skate wheels.

•

Many of the transitions are of poor quality due to
the D.I.Y. nature of the construction methods with
many kinks or flats within the surface.

Pooling of water occurs
across the middle of the
facility and can take long
periods to dry out.

The general surface
condition is run down and
rough making it difficult to
maintain momentum across
the facility.

Cracking and chipping
throughout the facility
forming a safety hazard
where wheels can get
caught.

Wide chipped out
construction joints create a
safety hazard.

Cracks and chips in
hazardous locations pose a
risk to users.
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4.3.3 FEATURES AND OBSTACLES
•

Poor construction techniques have resulted in
the chipping of concrete at coping connections on
transition and ledge features. Larger chips create
a hazard for scooter and skateboard riders as
their wheels can become stuck. If not addressed
coping connections will continue to deteriorate
and become a greater hazard to users over time.

•

Rails and coping are beginning to rust and
corrode, posing a risk to users as the rust
becomes rough and will eventually eat away at
the rail or coping until it collapses. Rust can also
become hazardous if it cuts the skin as cuts may
become infected.

Coping connections are lose
and no longer sufficiently
tied into concrete.

Cracks, chips and rough
surface condition around
skate features form a risk to
users catching equipment,
creating a safety hazard.

Chips and cracks around
steel connections pose a risk
to users where wheels and
equipment can catch.

Rough deteriorated surface
finish on features poses a
safety risk to users.

All features are generally run
down with significant wear
and tear.
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4.3.4 LANDSCAPE
•

Poor drainage on the concrete skate surface
has caused excess water to over flow into the
surrounding landscaped area. This in conjunction
with poor landscape drainage has caused areas of
water pooling, especially around the seating area
and entrance from the car park.

•

Landscape planting has not been maintained and
has struggled to grow.

•

Bark mulch used surrounding the skate park
becomes loose and accumulates on the skate
surface, creating a safety hazard for small wheels
to catch on (commonly referred to as wheel bite).

4

•

Some poorly located landscape rocks surrounding
the facility can create a safety hazard for users
when located within the line of flow.

Pooling of water runs from
the skate park into the
garden bed flooding areas
surrounding the park.

Recently installed shelter
and picnic setting is still in
good condition.

Bark mulch becomes loose
and accumulates on the
skate surface creating a
safety hazard.

Recently installed seating is
still in good condition.

Many of the previously
planted vegetation has died
or been uprooted.
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4.3.5 FUNCTION REVIEW
The overall function of the skate facility has been broken
down into three categories:
1. SKATE FUNCTION
This includes:
• Flow and general layout
• Distance between features
• Features and obstacles

•
•

Comparison with current skate trends.
Fall heights and safety standards.

3. LANDSCAPE & AMENITY
This includes:
• Access, footpaths, car parking etc.
• Surveillance.
• Amenities e.g. bins, shade, drinking fountains,
toilets.
• Lighting
• Recreational provision
• Local youth context, theming and vibrancy.

2. OVERALL DESIGN & LAYOUT
This includes:
• Provision for skill levels.
• Style of facility (street, transition, combination).
• Acceptable waiting areas.
• Variety.

COWES SKATE PARK FUNCTION PLAN

PHILIP ISLAND
LEISURE CENTRE
LEGEND:
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Surface quality prohibits function

Differential settlement / lifting slows users

General construction quality prohibits function

Poor flow or line

Functional issue with design of feature

Safety risk

Natural surveillance obscured or poor
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4.3.6 SKATE FUNCTION
•

•

Overall, the general layout allows for flow between
features with a ‘back and fourth’ design meaning
users can gain speed off transitional features to
start their run. However, due to the aged, rough
concrete surface finish it is difficult to maintain
speed as the aggregate slows smaller wheels.
Quarter pipes within the skate park have poor
construction quality with a kinked transition
making it difficult for users to ride. There are
various odd blend zones and lumps in the
concrete surface that make areas within the
facility unusable.

4

•

The distances between elements, such as the flat
bank and fun box/rail located on the sites eastern
boundary are too short and do not allow for riders
to prepare themselves to skate the element and
regain balance after landing a trick before rolling
into the next element.

•

The central fun box feature has concrete uprights
adjacent to the rail, limiting access to one side.

•

Overall the build quality and scale and proportions
of features makes much of the park unusable.
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4.3.7 OVERALL DESIGN & LAYOUT
•

•

94

The design intent of the park is suitable for riders
of a beginner to intermediate skill level with
features that originally could be utilised by riders
of all abilities.
It contains basic street features located within
an open bowl layout in line with early skate
park trends. However due to age, deteriorated
surfaces and features, as well as poor
construction techniques, the skate park no longer
functions as originally outset.

•

Much of the skate park design is outdated with
limited variety of features or obstacles seen in
current skate style trends.

•

There is limited functional skate provision for
users to progress their skill from a beginner to
advanced level.

•

Functional safety hazards exist within the space
should be addressed to meet with current
standards.
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4.3.8 LANDSCAPE & AMENITY
•

The site is positioned within the Cowes Recreation
Reserve with other complimentary recreation
programming such as the play area, football field
and basketball court with the Cowes Leisure
Centre located next to the facility.

•

There is no formalised footpath access, however
it can be accessed on foot and has a car park at
the rear.

•

With a ‘back of house’ location it has very poor
passive and natural surveillance with only
intermittent occupancy of adjacent buildings.
Views into and out of the site are obstructed by
vegetation and buildings.

4

•

There is sufficient amenity and landscape
provision with shelter, seating, shade trees, toilet
block, drinking fountain and safety signage.

•

The facility design lacks local identity and context
with basic concrete form and faded colour.
Adjacent art work on the leisure centre brings a
little vibrancy for the local youth.
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4.3.9 CAPACITY REVIEW
At current it is estimated that the Cowes Skate park has
the following capacity:

3 ACTIVE USERS
+
3 x 4 INACTIVE USERS = 12
+
3 x 2 OBSERVERS = 6
=
21 PARTICIPANTS

All participants require suitable features and amenities
such as seating, access paths, drinking fountains, shade,
etc. While the facility may cater for three active users
at a time, for the purposes of estimating the facility’s
participation rate, it is conservatively assumed there can
be up to 21 participants at the facility. At present the
facility does not provide the amenities required for the
potential number of inactive users with minimal platform
space and skate seating, however there is adequate
amenity for observers.

COWES SKATE PARK CAPACITY PLAN

PHILIP ISLAND
LEISURE CENTRE
LEGEND:
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3

Active Users

12

Inactive Users

6

Observers
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4.3.10 KEY CONDITION FINDINGS

4.3.12 OVERVIEW OF KEY FINDINGS

The visual inspection and photographic inventory
illustrates specific details identified in the assessment. In
summary the key findings are as follows:
• The facility as a whole is in very poor condition
due to age, construction techniques and
geotechnical conditions.

The key findings of the skate park assessment
demonstrate the overall condition and function of the
facility is not achieving its potential and is rated as
‘IMMEDIATE ATTENTION REQUIRED’ (5% of its expected
potential life). The facility needs addressing immediately.
This is broken down into the following balance of function
and condition:

•

The concrete surface is very poor throughout,
with visible cracking, chips, uneven surfaces lifting
and unacceptable tolerances on construction
joints.

•

There are many high priority safety items that
need to be addressed immediately.

•

It is evident that recent repairs have been carried
out but have failed.

4.3.13 RECOMMENDATIONS
The following provides a guide for the future development
of the Cowes skate park in line with the findings of the
assessment.
Demolish + potential relocation + redesign

4.3.11 KEY FUNCTION FINDINGS
The photographic evidence and wider considerations
illustrate specific details identified in the assessment. In
summary the key findings are as follows:
• Due to the age and the design of the facility, it no
longer caters to current user trends, making for a
facility that does not encourage users to learn to
ride, continue to ride or progress their skills.
•

Size and spacing of some of the obstacles within
the facility limit function.

•

Although the layout design functions, the poor
condition of the facility no longer allows for safe
use.

•

There is adequate landscape and amenity
provision, however the site is in a poor location
with obstructed views and no passive or natural
surveillance creating a space conducive to
antisocial behaviour.

Based on the site evidence and report, any level of
refurbishment will not achieve an ‘EXCELLENT’ rating
facility or help to extend the lifespan. It is recommend:
•

The facility be potentially relocated to a new
location conducive to positive youth behavior. The
current location is ‘Back of House’ and rebuilding
in this location would not address associated
antisocial issues. If renewal works are to be
carried out in the current location, design and
strategic planning will be required to improve
passive surveillance and remedy negative issues
associated with the current location.

•

The facility is beyond the point of cost effective
repair. To fix the skate park in this condition it
would require a similar budget to designing and
constructing a new facility of a similar size that
would be on trend and meet current youth space
criteria. Rebuilding the current facility would not
solve the functional design issues.

•

To achieve the ‘EXCELLENT’ rating requires the
demolition, relocation, redesign and replacement
of the entire facility to best practice design and
construction to achieve the highest level of
functionality and build quality.

It is to be noted that the current facility is still a popular
youth destination within Cowes and this will be taken into
consideration when locating a new park.
Refer to ‘THE STRATEGY’ section for recommended size,
location, priority and implementation approach for the
Cowes local skate park.
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4.4 INVERLOCH SKATE PARK

It was first developed in the early 2000’s and has had
a recent face lift to the surrounding perimeter with new
fencing, rubbish bins, shade shelter, seating and public
art, bringing new life to the skate park with vibrancy and
colour.

The Inverloch Skate Park is located in the Inverloch town
centre along with the football field and netball courts. It
sits next to Inverloch’s Visitor Information Center in the
main shopping strip. A short walk to Inverloch’s Primary
School and beach, the skate park sits central to the
community. It contributes positively to both the immediate
surrounding and greater Bass Coast region.

The facility is showing clear and obvious signs of
age with poor condition and areas that are no longer
functional. Much of the skate park has been designed
and built with outdated techniques that have resulted
in several areas that present safety hazards and risk
to users. It is worth noting it is still one of the most
popular meeting places for teenagers and young people
in the community, and is often used for events. This
highlights its importance within the Inverloch community
in addressing youth space provision and public outdoor
recreation needs.
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The concrete skate park has a linear back and fourth
layout along the northern extent that opens out into an
open bowl at the eastern end. The facility is primarily
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the north. Bike racks and rubbish bins sit outside the
fence along Reilly Street.
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4.4.1 CONDITION REVIEW

•

The overall condition of the skate facility has been broken
down into three categories:
1. SKATE SURFACE
This includes but is not limited to:
• Cracks and chips in skateable surface
• Drainage and pooling issues,
• Differential settlement and lifting of concrete areas
/ deteriorating construction joints.
• Graffiti and vandalism to surfaces,
• Damage to platform areas, flat bank / transition
connections.

•
•

Feature surfaces including chips and cracks to
features.
Sharp or extruding edges.
Connection to bases.

3. LANDSCAPE
This includes surrounding landscape condition:
• Deteriorating vegetation or leaf litter / seed pods
dropping on skateable surface.
• Drainage and pooling issues.
• Amenity condition: seats, rubbish bins and shelter
etc.
• Litter and debris, graffiti and vandalism.
• Soil erosion and spillage.

2. FEATURES AND OBSTACLES
This includes skate feature condition:
• Coping connections.
• Steel including condition, rust and corrosion.

INVERLOCH SKATE PARK CONDITION PLAN

LEGEND:
Drainage and pooling issues

Differential settlement / lifting at construction joint

Surface cracking

Landscape erosion onto skate surface

Coping deterioration
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4.4.2 SKATE SURFACE
•

Overall the concrete surface is in poor condition
with a rough surface in many areas that is no
longer at an acceptable standard for rolling over.

•

There is particularly bad differential settlement
and cracking through the northern linear extent
of the facility. This has been temporarily repaired
and patched, however the repairs have begun
to wear and cracks are beginning to resurface
and chip. There are also wider than acceptable
construction joints that have formed across the
surface, creating a hazard as they can catch and
stop smaller scooter and skate wheels.

•

There are various areas of pooling throughout the
park, particularly along the eastern extent where
water runs off the landscape batter and collects
with no place to drain.

Areas along the northern
linear extent of the facility
have been previously
repaired and are beginning
to crack and or lift again due
to subsurface movements.

A wider than acceptable
construction joint is lifting
at the base of the funbox
feature. The construction
joint is a safety risk to riders
as it has the potential to
catch smaller skateboard
or scooter wheels in an
area where riders will be
travelling off balance and
at speed.

Construction joints have
been constructed of a
width outside of skate park
tolerances and have begun
to lift. This creates an
uneven surface which has
the potential to catch smaller
wheels.

Poor surface grading across
the facility has created
areas of water pooling. A
landscape drainage grate
has been installed in a highly
skated area of the facility.
Drainage grates can be
susceptible to damage and
become a safety hazard
where small wheels can
become caught. Specialist
skate designed drainage is
recommended.

Poor drainage at the facility
means that surface water
drains down the landscape
earth battering and onto the
skateable surface. This has
created water pooling at the
base of the flat bank, limiting
riders from using this area
and creating a hazard to
riders as it causes the
skateable surface to become
slippery.
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4.4.3 FEATURES AND OBSTACLES
•

There is significant chipping of concrete around
coping connections mainly due to the age and
high usage of the facility. Larger chips create a
safety risk for scooter and skateboard riders as
their wheels can become stuck. If not addressed,
coping connections will continue to deteriorate
and become a greater hazard to users over time.

•

The concrete surface on the half pipe and features
along the northern linear extent is particularly
rough with lumps and runs in the concrete that
make features inconsistent and unsafe for riders.

4

•

Construction joints and connections of features to
the base slab have unacceptable gaps that pose a
safety hazard for riders.

Multiple chips and holes
within the rough surface
of the concrete half pipe
make the feature unsafe and
difficult to ride. The chipped
and rough surface has the
potential to catch smaller
scooter and skateboard
wheels, throwing riders to
the ground in a high speed
area.

Surface chipping has
occurred to the concrete
manual pad. This is
hazardous to riders as it
is a feature of which they
will be riding off balance.
Surface chipping in this area
significantly increases the
riders chances of crashing
as chips have the potential
to catch smaller scooter and
skateboard wheels.

Chips are forming along
both concrete to coping
connections. Chipping of
these connections are
hazardous to riders as
they can catch, potentially
throwing them to the ground
in an area where they will
be off balance and travelling
at speed.

A coping connection that has
been temporarily repaired
is exposed and has begun
to corrode. Exposed sharp
steel edges pose a safety
risk for users.

The concrete surface of
many of the skateable
features is uneven and
inconsistent due to poor
construction techniques.
Rough surfaces slow riders
down and can be unsafe
in high speed areas and
landing zones.
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4.4.4 LANDSCAPE
•

•

•

The steep batter along the eastern extent of the
facility is difficult to maintain, with earth eroding
and building up on the skate park. This becomes
a hazard for users where slippery, damp patches
cause boards or scooters to slip out from under
you.
Trees located along the boundary of the facility
drop leaf litter and seed pods, these can be unsafe
for users causing wheels to get caught and jam.
The landscape is generally in good condition with
a recent upgrade to the surrounding area.

Earth batters surrounding
the facility have been
constructed incorrectly and
have begun to erode, forcing
both debris and water
onto the skateable surface.
Water pooling and debris
on the skateable surface is
hazardous as it creates a
slippery surface which has
the potential to catch smaller
scooter and skateboard
wheels.

The recently installed shade
shelter and picnic setting
is in good condition but is
disconnected from the skate
area due to the fence located
along the facilitys northern
boundary.

The grading of the earth
batter along the eastern
extent of the facility is too
steep, making it difficult to
maintain and forcing both
debris and water onto the
skateable surface.

Recently installed signage,
bins and planting is well
maintained and in good
condition.

Leaf litter and seed pod
debris from nearby trees
have collected in areas
across the skateable surface.
This has begun to clog
drains, preventing effective
surface water drainage and
causing water pooling. The
debris also has the potential
to catch smaller skateboard
and scooter wheels.
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4.4.5 FUNCTION REVIEW
The overall function of the skate facility has been broken
down into three categories:
•
•

SKATE FUNCTION
This includes:
• Flow and general layout
• Distance between features
• Features and obstacles

Comparison with current skate trends.
Fall heights and safety standards.

LANDSCAPE & AMENITY

OVERALL DESIGN & LAYOUT
This includes:
• Provision for skill levels.
• Style of facility (street, transition, combination).
• Acceptable waiting areas.
• Variety.

This includes:
• Access, footpaths, car parking etc.
• Surveillance.
• Amenities e.g.. bins, shade, drinking fountains,
toilets.
• Lighting
• Recreational provision
• Local youth context, theming and vibrancy.

INVERLOCH SKATE PARK FUNCTION PLAN

LEGEND:
Surface quality prohibits function

Differential settlement / lifting slows users

General construction quality prohibits function

Poor flow or line

Functional issue with design of feature

Safety risk

Natural surveillance obscured or poor
Landscape effects function of facility
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4.4.6 SKATE FUNCTION
•

•

The flow and general layout of the facility is set
up with three areas of use: The half pipe at the
western extent which is used as a stand alone
item. The linear jumps track along the middle
extent, and the open flow bowl area to the
east with street features. Overall this layout is
functional for multiple users with flow between
different areas within the space.
Some areas within the facility have inadequate
run-up, for example between the roll in and the
funbox in the middle extent and also the flat bank
and the ledge in the open bowl area, however this
can be accessed from different angles so is not a
major issue for users.

Overall the layout is functional
for multiple users with flow
between different areas
within the space.

The open bowl area to the
east currently seems to be
the most functional and
popular for users.
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•

The halfpipe construction quality is poor with an
uneven inconsistent surface with many bumps
and runs in the concrete. It has poor function as it
is difficult to maintain speed and lumps can create
a safety risk for users. The extension on the
halfpipe is poorly designed with tight kinks at the
level change which do not function.

•

The flat bank roll in on the back of the halfpipe is
poorly constructed with an uneven inconsistent
surface with many bumps and runs in the
concrete making it unsuitable with poor function.
The proportions of the hubbas and changes in
level do not function and are not ideal for users
with a 200mm hubba on a 1.5m high flat bank and
no run up.

The halfpipe construction
quality is poor with an
uneven, inconsistent surface.

The proportions of the hubbas
and changes in level on the
flatbank roll-in do not function
and are unsuitable for users.
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•

•

The central funbox feature has poor design
proportions with five level changes of
approximately 100 - 150mm too low to function off
the big run ups provided. The transition between
the flatbanks and the base is tight with almost no
radius meaning users loose the majority of their
speed. Access to the rail is limited with minimal
allowance for run up, making it unsuitable as
users are not prepared prior to attempting the
feature.
The quarter pipe / flat bank feature adjacent
to the open bowl area is poorly designed and
constructed. The quarter pipe radius is much
too tight almost reaching vertical at only 1m high.
This means they do not function for users to
gain speed. The construction is very poor with
uneven runs and bumps on the transition making
it unsuitable for users on such a difficult feature.
The adjacent flat banks on the same feature are
too small to gain speed into the designed run and
also have poor connection with the bases with no
radius meaning users lose speed.

The central funbox feature
has poor design proportions
with five level changes of
approximately 100 - 150mm

The quarter pipe radii are
much too tight almost
reaching vertical at only 1m
high.

4

•

The flat bank at the entry to the skate park is
small with odd proportions. The fence has
been constructed immediately at the top of the
feature making it almost unusable with possible
entrapment issues.

•

The open bowl area is built with out dated
construction techniques. Much of the quarter
pipe is built with no coping, instead it has a tight
roll over joint. Meaning it does not function as
a traditional quarter pipe. The quarter pipe has
an inconsistent finish with poor or outdated
construction techniques with many areas that
are flat or kinked. A quarter pipe should have a
smooth radius to provide flow for users.

The fence has been
constructed immediately
at the top of the feature
making it almost unusable
and creating a possible
entrapment issue.

Much of the quarterpipe is
built with no coping, instead
it has a tight roll over joint.
Meaning it does not function
as a traditional quarterpipe.
The quarterpipe has an
inconsistent finish with poor
or outdated construction
techniques with many areas
that are flat or kinked.
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4.4.7 OVERALL DESIGN & LAYOUT
•

The design of the skate park caters for beginner
to intermediate skill level, however due to the
construction of some features they are better
suited to advanced riders to traverse the difficult
terrain.

•

The style of the facility caters for street and
transition skaters, however various features within
the park are somewhat unusable as outlined in the
review of features in section A.

•

There are acceptable waiting areas designed
into the space with platforms on the majority of
features over 1.5m wide.

The facility style caters for
street and transition users.

Many of the features are
outdated and no longer
in-line with current trends or
construction techniques.

The overall design of
the skate park caters for
beginner to intermediate
skill level.
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•

Much of the skate park design is outdated with
limited variety of features or obstacles seen
in current skate style trends. There is limited
functional skate provision for users to progress
their skill from a beginner to advanced level.

•

There are various safety hazards within
the facility. This is mainly due to the design
proportions with short run ups, features being too
high or too low and poor construction methods
putting users at risk of catching their wheel,
becoming off balance from lumps in concrete or
catching on wider than acceptable construction
joints. It is important to note distance between
features is highly important for users to safely
prepare to perform a trick with adequate run up
and roll away.

There are various safety
concerns within the facility
mainly due to the design
proportions with short run
ups, features being too
high or too low and poor
construction methods

Bass Coast Shire Skate Strategy - Part B

4.4.8 LANDSCAPE & AMENITY
•

The site is easily accessible from Reilly Street with
footpath access and car parking nearby.

•

The facility has good passive and natural
surveillance from Reilly Street being located
within a busy part of town. Their are poor views
into the northern extent of the facility with trees
obstructing site lines, creating potential locations
for antisocial behavior.

•

Their is sufficient landscape provision with
shelter, seating, shade trees, toilets nearby,
drinking fountain and safety signage.

There is sufficient amenity
with shade, drinking
fountains, seating and
rubbish bins.

4

•

The site is located within the Inverloch community
and recreation precinct and a short walk to shops
and the town centre making it a great location for
youth activation.

•

The space had recently had a face-lift with a
public art project bringing new life to the skate
park with vibrancy and colour along the building
facade, skate features and new signage on the
Reilly Street balustrade. This brings excitement
and life to the facility making it a place where
youth want to be.

Recent artwork and signage
upgrades to the space bring
vibrancy and life, making
it a place where youth and
families want to be.

The skate park has a great
location with complimentary
activities nearby, providing a
hub for youth in the area.

The site is easily accessible
with footpath access and
parking off Reilly Street and
a short walk to the shops
and main street.
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4.4.9 CAPACITY REVIEW
At current it is estimated that the Cowes Skate park has
the following capacity:

3 ACTIVE USERS
+
3 x 4 INACTIVE USERS = 12
+
3 x 2 OBSERVERS = 6
=
21 PARTICIPANTS

All participants require suitable features and amenities
such as seating, access paths, drinking fountains, shade,
etc. While the facility may cater for three active users
at a time, for the purposes of estimating the facility’s
participation rate, it is conservatively assumed there can
be up to 21 participants at the facility. At present the
facility does not provide the amenities required for the
potential number of inactive users with minimal platform
space and skate seating, however there is adequate
amenity for observers.

INVERLOCH SKATE PARK CAPACITY PLAN

LEGEND:
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4.4.10 KEY CONDITION FINDINGS

4.4.12 OVERVIEW OF KEY FINDINGS

The visual inspection and photographic inventory
illustrates specific details identified in the assessment. In
summary the key findings are as follows:

The key findings of the skate park assessment
demonstrate the overall condition and function of the
facility is not achieving its potential and is rated as
‘IMMEDIATE ATTENTION REQUIRED’ 19% of life /
approximately 1- 2 years remaining. The facility has
some structural failure, poor design and or major surface
degradation but may be rectified in part for ongoing
use. There are several safety concerns that have been
outlined that require immediate action.

•

The facility as a whole is in poor condition due to
age, high usage and construction techniques.

•

The concrete surface is poor throughout on the
base slab and many features with cracks, chips,
rough surfaces and uneven concrete finishes.

•

There are many unsafe high priority items that
need to be addressed immediately.

•

It is evident that recent repairs have been carried
out but have failed.

This is broken down into the following balance of function
and condition:

4.4.11 KEY FUNCTION FINDINGS
The photographic evidence and wider considerations
illustrate specific details identified in the assessment. In
summary the key findings are as follows:
•

While the general layout of the facility is overall
functional the main issues are evident in the age,
design and construction of features, particularly in
the northern linear extent.

•

Many features are built to unsafe standards with
proportions and construction techniques that pose
a high safety risk which may lead to accidents.

•

There is some room for skill development within
the facility however many of the features are
outdated and no longer found in current skate
park trends.

•

There is adequate landscape and amenity
provision and reinvigorated vibrancy with recent
art works and signage updates. The location
lends itself to a youth space with overall good
surveillance, proximity to shops and the main
street and other recreational activities.
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4.4.13 RECOMMENDATIONS
The following provides a guide for the future development
of the Inverloch Skate Park in line with the findings of the
assessment.

PHASE 1
MINOR RENEWAL OF CONDITION AND
HIGH RISK SAFETY ITEM FINDINGS ONLY
This option addresses the rectification of condition and
safety items only. The refurbishment can be carried out
at different levels depending on the desired lifespan that
is required of the facility.
This option is a short term solution to fix high priority
safety items. These works, in conjunction with regular
maintenance, are deemed as the minimum required
works to ensure the facility can fulfill its remaining life.
This option does not address functional issues, however
will extend the life span of the facility.
Order of probable cost:
APPROXIMATELY $40 - $70K
Refer to ‘THE STRATEGY’ section for recommended
priority and implementation approach for the Inverloch
Local Skate Park.
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PHASE 2
MAJOR RENEWAL TO LOCAL FACILITY
To fix the skate park in its current condition and
function to create an ‘EXCELLENT RATING’ it would
require a similar budget to designing and constructing
a new facility of a similar size. A new design would
be on trend and meet current youth space criteria.
Rebuilding the current facility would not solve issues
with outdated design function and design safety risks. It
is recommended the facility be demolished, redesigned
and rebuilt in the same location to achieve a rating of
‘EXCELLENT’.
Order of probable cost:
$250,000 - $450,000
Refer to ‘THE STRATEGY’ section for recommended
priority and implementation approach for the Inverloch
Local Skate Park.
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4.5 WONTHAGGI SKATE PARK

The facility includes; picnic settings, shade shelter, toilets,
rubbish bins, drinking fountains, footpath access and
CCTV + a built-in security light.

Wonthaggi Skate Park is located within Wonthaggi
Recreation Reserve, just a short walk from the Wonthaggi
Town Centre. Located in the vicinity of ovals, tennis
courts, the Bass Coast Aquatic & Leisure Centre and
schools, the Wonthaggi Skate Park sits in an accessible
location to encourage participation from local and
regional Bass Coast youth. The facility forms part of the
Wonthaggi Recreation Reserve Masterplan with future
plans including a half basketball court to encourage
further youth activation.

The skate park was first developed in the early
2000’s. The park has the first closed in bowl in the
area. Landscape and supporting amenity has been
incorporated over the years to cater for a wider user
group.
The facility is showing some signs of ageing with
items that could be addressed to increase its function.
However, overall the concrete surface is still intact and
relatively smooth and functional. It is worth noting it is
one of the most popular meeting places for teenagers
and young people in the community, and is often used
for different events. This highlights its importance within
the Wonthaggi community in addressing youth space
provision and public outdoor recreation needs.

Source: http://www.basscoast.vic.gov.au/Leisure/
Recreation_Planning/Wonthaggi_Recreation_Reserve_
Master_Plan - Masterplan (PDF)
This concrete skate park has a traditional late 90’s layout
with a simple back and fourth open street area on the
western end and a closed in bowl on the eastern side of
the facility.
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4.5.1 CONDITION REVIEW

•

The overall condition of the skate facility has been broken
down into three categories:

•
•

1. SKATE SURFACE
This includes but is not limited to:
•
Cracks and chips in skateable surface
•
Drainage and pooling issues,
•
Differential settlement and lifting of concrete
areas / deteriorating construction joints.
•
Graffiti and vandalism to surfaces,
•
Damage to platform areas, flatbank / transition
connections.

Feature surfaces including chips and cracks to
features.
Sharp or extruding edges.
Connection to bases.

3. LANDSCAPE
This includes surrounding landscape condition:
Deteriorating vegetation or leaf litter / seed pods
•
dropping on skateable surface.
•
Drainage and pooling issues.
Amenity condition: seats, rubbish bins and shelter
•
etc.
Litter and debris, graffiti and vandalism.
•
•

Soil erosion and spillage.

2. FEATURES AND OBSTACLES
This includes skate feature condition:
•
Coping connections.
•
Steel including condition, rust and corrosion.

WONTHAGGI SKATE PARK CONDITION PLAN

LEGEND:
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Drainage and pooling issues

Differential settlement / lifting at construction joint

Surface cracking

Landscape erosion onto skate surface

Coping deterioration
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4.5.2 SKATE SURFACE
•

Overall, the concrete surface is in relatively good
condition with some cracks and chips developing in
high use areas. Many of these are minor and not yet
considered a major safety hazard.

•

There are some drainage issues where pooling is
occurring, particularly in areas of the park where the
adjacent landscape is eroding and building up to block
drainage.

4

•

Some of the construction joints within the facility
are lifting or beginning to become wider than an
acceptable tolerance. Many of these are located next
to obstacles with higher speed and can become a
safety concern for small wheels to get caught on.

•

There is some graffiti throughout the area, particularly
in the bowl.

Overall the concrete surface
is still relatively smooth and
in good condition for small
wheels to roll across.

A wider than acceptable
construction joint is lifting at
the base of the skate feature,
this creates a risk where
users can catch a wheel in a
high speed zone of flow.

Pooling and drainage
issues are occurring where
adjacent landscape batters
have eroded away and soil
has built up.

Chips in the bottom of the
bowl have developed and
will need to be repaired
before they chip out further
and become a safety
concern for users.

There are several chips
throughout the space that
will need to be repaired
before they chip out further
and become a safety
concern for users.
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4.5.3 FEATURES AND OBSTACLES
•

Generally, coping connections are in good
condition with some areas beginning to chip
out underneath the coping. This will need to be
monitored moving forward prior to becoming a
significant safety hazard.

•

Steel works within the facility are still in good
condition with minimal rust or exposed areas of
sharp metal. Some coping will need to be capped
on the end of the quarter pipe to prevent risks.

•

Generally features are in moderate condition.
This high priority safety item is the construction
joints located before / after features. These are
becoming wider than an acceptable tolerance and
in some cases have differential settlement. This is
a concern for users where wheels can get caught
in a high speed zone.

Areas under the steel coping
are beginning to chip out and
will need to be monitored
or fixed prior to becoming a
safety concern.

Chips and cracks located
around sharp obstacles and
at the beginning of features
must be fixed to avoid
potential accidents.

Steel coping should be
capped to avoid safety
hazards for users.

The construction joint at the
beginning of the large roll-in
next to the bowl should be
fixed as this is a high speed
area where smaller wheels
can get caught.

Chipping and widening of
construction joints at the
beginning of the flatbank.
This must be monitored
prior to becoming a safety
concern in a high speed
zone.
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4.5.4 LANDSCAPE
•

Steep batters around the facility are difficult to maintain
where grass gets worn away from users riding or
walking up to the platforms. Soil gets washed away
and eroded creating drainage issues on the facility.

•

Amenity and landscape provision is generally in good
condition with a recent upgrade to the surrounding
area.

Eroding batter adjacent
to the flatbank, soil builds
up and becomes a safety
concern with slippery areas
where wheels can slide out.

Recently installed shelter
and picnic setting is still in
good condition.

The earth erodes and
begins to expose and scour
out beneath the facility
which can compromise the
structural integrity and begin
to cause cracks within the
concrete.

Recently installed bins,
seating and trees in good
condition.

Areas of pooling where
earth has built up and water
has nowhere to drain to.
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4.5.5 FUNCTION REVIEW
The overall function of the skate facility has been broken
down into three categories:
1. SKATE FUNCTION
This includes:
•
Flow and general layout
•
Distance between features
• Features and obstacles
2. OVERALL DESIGN & LAYOUT
This includes:
•
Provision for skill levels.
•
Style of facility (street, transition, combination).
Acceptable waiting areas.
•
Variety.
•
Comparison with current skate trends.
•
•
Fall heights and safety standards.

3. LANDSCAPE & AMENITY
This includes:
• Access, footpaths, car parking etc.
• Surveillance.
• Amenities e.g.. bins, shade, drinking fountains,
toilets.
• Lighting
• Recreational provision
• Local youth context, theming and vibrancy.
• Local youth context, theming and vibrancy.

WONTHAGGI SKATE PARK FUNCTION PLAN

LEGEND:
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Surface quality prohibits function

Differential settlement / lifting slows users

General construction quality prohibits function

Poor flow or line

Functional issue with design of feature

Safety risk

Natural surveillance obscured or poor
Landscape effects function of facility
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4.5.6 SKATE FUNCTION

•

Overall the skate park has good flow and a functional
layout of features. The open street area has transition
at each end meaning users can generate speed for
obstacles without having to push in a traditional back and
fourth flow.

The manual pad on the bowl platform is a good
beginner feature however due to its location it
does not function and is unsafe for users as it
is so close to the flatbank meaning users can
possibly fall.

•

The intermediate rail is a good height and
construction, however the roll away goes straight
into the euro-gap and rail making it potentially
unsafe for users if they do not land a trick
properly with minimal time to prepare for the next
difficult obstacle.

•

The advanced rail over the euro-gap is too
high with not enough run up making it almost
impossible to use for even advanced users.

•

The mogul located at the base of the facility
is poorly built with rough concrete and lumps
and runs. It has out of proportion dimensions,
meaning it is not big enough for user to pump
over to gain enough speed to get up the adjacent
transitions.

Functional issues and safety concerns within the design
and construction of features are outlined below:
•

•

The narrow ‘halfpipe’ section of the bowl has
been constructed with almost no base at the
bottom making it very difficult to use as the
transition and space is too tight
The rainbow rail is located very close to the
bowl and the edge of the park making it almost
impossible to use and dangerous for users
accidentally falling in the bowl

The long end of the bowl
is very tight with almost no
base. This end of the bowl
have limited functional use.

The rail section has poor
roll away and run up making
these difficult obstacles
poyentially unsafe for users

The rainbow rail and manual
pad have minimal run up and
roll away located too close to
other features making them
potentially unsafe for users
and with limited function.

The mogul has poorly
constructed transitions
with rough concrete. The
proportions make it difficult
for users to gain speed.
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features are the building blocks of skateboarding
however some of the basics are missing for skill
development such as a simple mini ramp, rail and
ledge.

4.5.7 OVERALL DESIGN & LAYOUT
•

The design of the skate park caters for
intermediate to advanced skill level. There are
limited obstacles for beginners to learn the basics.

•

The style of the facility caters for street and
transition skaters with a traditional layout where
street features are located within a back and
fourth area of quarter pipes and flatbanks.

•

There are acceptable waiting areas designed
into the space with platforms on the majority of
features over 1.5m wide.

•

The skate park is an early 2000 style with bowl,
quarter pipes, flatbanks, rails and hubbas. These

•

Generally the facility is in good condition with
a focus needed on items listed in the condition
review and some of the features that have run up
and roll away issues as listed in section A ‘Skate
Function’.

The skate park caters for
intermediate to advanced
use with limited features
for beginners to learn the
basics.

Generally the facility is in
good condition however
some of the features lack
run up and roll away space
making them difficult to use
and unsafe.

The facility style caters for
street and transition users.

The skate park has many
intermediate to advanced
large obstacles with minimal
flat space or beginner
features.

There is adequate waiting
areas within the skate park.
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security light which is not adequate for night time
activation.

4.5.8 LANDSCAPE & AMENITY
•

•

•

The site is easily accessible from Korumburra
Road with footpath access and car parking
nearby.
The site has moderate passive and natural
surveillance with adjacent use having intermittent
occupancy and obstructions to view from trees
along Korumburra Road. Council have installed
security light and CCTV cameras to aid with
antisocial behavior.
Their is sufficient amenity and landscape provision
with shelter, seating, shade trees, toilets nearby,
drinking fountain and safety signage. There is
currently no lighting at the facility other than the

The site is easily accessible
from Korumburra Road with
car parking and footpath
access.

•

The facility is located within Wonthaggi Recreation
Reserve just a short walk from Wonthaggi’s Town
Centre. Located in the same vicinity as ovals,
tennis courts, the aquatic and leisure centre and
schools.

•

The facility lacks in vibrancy to attract youth with
no colour or art works / theming that represents
the local youth culture.

•

There is fencing between the skate park and the
adjacent park area, this could be opened up for
complimentary forms of youth activation.

The park is located within
the Wonthaggi Recreation
Reserve with complimentary
forms of activation and
a short walk to the town
centre.

There is moderate passive
surveillance to the site.

Their is sufficient amenity
and landscape provision.
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4.5.9 CAPACITY REVIEW
It is estimated that the Wonthaggi Skate Park has the
following capacity:

4 ACTIVE USERS
+
4 X 4 INACTIVE USERS = 16
+
4 X 2 OBSERVERS = 8
=

28 PARTICIPANTS
All participants require suitable features and amenities
such as seating, access paths, drinking fountains, shade,
etc. While the facility may cater for four active users
at a time, for the purposes of estimating the facility’s
participation rate, it is conservatively assumed there
can be up to 28 participants at the facility. At present
the facility has a reasonable capacity for active users.
Although it is worth noting it has been designed with one
large open flow area, which when busy has a potential
for collisions when paths cross. There is currently
adequate provision for inactive users and provision.

WONTHAGGI SKATE PARK CAPACITY PLAN

LEGEND:
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4.5.10 KEY CONDITION FINDINGS

4.5.12 OVERVIEW OF KEY FINDINGS

The visual inspection and photographic inventory
illustrates specific details identified in the assessment. In
summary the key findings are as follows:
• Overall the concrete surface is in relatively good
condition with some cracks and chips developing
in high use areas. Many of these are minor and
not yet considered a safety hazard.
• There are some drainage issues where pooling is
occurring, particularly in areas of the park where
the adjacent landscape is eroding and building up
to block drainage.
• Generally, features are in moderate condition.
The high priority is the construction joints located
before / after features. These are becoming a
wider than acceptable tolerance and in some
cases have differential settlement. This is a high
risk for users where wheels can get caught in a
high speed zone.

The key findings of the skate park assessment
demonstrate the overall condition and function of the
facility is rated as ‘FAIR’ 50% of life / approximately
10 years remaining. The facility has imperfections in
design or finish quality, wear and tear but still has some
functional value.
The facility has some structural failure with poor design
and surface degradation which may be rectified in part
for ongoing use. There are several high priority items
that have been outlined that require immediate action.
This is broken down into the following balance of function
and condition:

4.5.11 KEY FUNCTION FINDINGS
The photographic evidence and wider considerations
illustrate specific details identified in the assessment. In
summary the key findings are as follows:
• Overall the skate park has good flow and
functional layout of features. However, some
safety hazards exist with particular features that
should be remedied.
• High priority features that require Council review
include: the rainbow rail, manual pad and rail
section.
• A lower priority feature is the bowl, although it is
not currently a safety hazard, the design of the
narrow ‘halfpipe’ section limits overall function of
the bowl as this area is almost unusable.
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4.5.13 RECOMMENDATIONS
The following provides a guide for the future development
of the Wonthaggi Skate Park in line with the findings of
the assessment.

PHASE 1
MINOR RENEWAL

PHASE 2
NEW EXPANSION TO DISTRICT FACILITY

Based on the site evidence and report, there are several
items that could be addressed to increase the lifespan of
the existing skate park. This includes:

It is proposed that the existing Wonthaggi Skate Park be
upgraded and extended in the future to reach a district
level standard of facility (See ‘Distribution Modelling’
section for facility classification).

•
•
•
•
•

Address all condition high priority safety items
Redesign and resolve batter retention issues, plus
surrounding ground levels.
Leave skate park design as is.
Grind all rough surfaces smooth
Reseal

Order of probable cost:
APPROXIMATELY $40,000
Refer to ‘THE STRATEGY’ section for recommended
priority and implementation approach for the Wonthaggi
Skate Park.
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This will increase the scale, quality and overall youth
provision of the facility to meet future population growth.
It is planned that these works be carried out in-line with
the Wonthaggi Recreation Reserve Masterplan.
Order of probable cost:
$550,000 - $850,000
Refer to ‘THE STRATEGY’ section for recommended
priority and implementation approach for the Wonthaggi
Skate Park.
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4.6 NEWHAVEN MINI RAMP

The steel and timber mini ramp was first built in the late
90’s before it fell into disrepair. It was on the verge of
demolition when the community raised funds to refurbish
this important piece of Bass Coast Skate heritage.
It is now one of the most popular pieces of skate
infrastructure on the Bass Coast.

The Newhaven Mini Ramp is located within the
Newhaven Recreation Reserve next to the Newhaven
Primary School on Philip Island’s Eastern edge. Adjacent
to the channel known as The Narrows, the mini ramp
is within close proximity to the bridge which connects
Phillip Island to the mainland. This makes it a central
destination for skaters along the Bass Coast Shires’
coastal towns.
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4.6.1 CONDITION REVIEW
The overall condition of the mini ramp has been broken
down into three categories:
1. SKATE SURFACE
This includes but is not limited to:
• Cracks and chips in skateable surface
• Drainage and pooling issues,
• Differential settlement and lifting of concrete areas
/ deteriorating construction joints.
• Graffiti and vandalism to surfaces,
• Damage to platform areas, flatbank / transition
connections.

2. FEATURES AND OBSTACLES
This includes skate feature condition:
• Coping connections.
• Steel including condition, rust and corrosion.
• Feature surfaces including chips and cracks to
features.
• Sharp or extruding edges.
• Connection to bases.
3. LANDSCAPE
This includes surrounding landscape condition:
• Deteriorating vegetation or leaf litter / seed pods
dropping on skateable surface.
• Drainage and pooling issues.
• Amenity condition: seats, rubbish bins and shelter
etc.
• Litter and debris, graffiti and vandalism.
• Soil erosion and spillage.

NEWHAVEN MINI RAMP CONDITION PLAN

LEGEND:
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Drainage and pooling issues

Differential settlement / lifting at construction joint

Surface cracking

Landscape erosion mud and pooling

Coping deterioration
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4.6.2 SKATE SURFACE
•

Overall the steel surface is in good condition
due to its recent replacement. The wooden ply
has been replaced on the mini ramps platforms
along with its surrounding supporting beams and
retaining.

•

Issues with the steel skate surface are limited to
water pooling on the flat base section between
transitions. This only becomes an issue in wet
weather, posing a risk to users as the ramp can
become slippery and unsafe. The pooled water
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may also take an extended length of time to
completely dry, deeming the ramp as unskateable
until it is either mopped up with the correct
equipment or left to dry naturally. Continued
maintenance is required of a facility of these
materials.

Overall the steel surface is in
good condition.

The recent upgrade
has been completed to
a high standard with
timber balustrade and ply
platforms. These materials
will have to be maintained
to a high standard to
avoid deteriorating unsafe
conditions.

The overall surface is good,
there are some areas of
pooling on the base area that
require maintenance before
use to ensure the surface is
no longer slippery and safe
for users.
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4.6.3 FEATURES AND OBSTACLES
•

Overall the condition of the mini ramps features
and coping are of an excellent condition. Due
to the recent refurbishment of the ramp the
transition to coping connections are in good
condition and are within reasonable tolerances.
The feature extension on the mini ramp is also in
good condition.

•

There are some flat spots on the steel transition
surface. These areas need to be monitored and
maintained. This can become an issue as the
user will hit this spot and it can significantly slow
speed.

The mini ramp has been built
to a high stand with spot
weld connection of coping
the steel plate surface
panels.

There are some flat spots on
the steel transition surface.
These areas need to be
monitored and maintained.

Overall, the build quality is
to a high standard with flush
connections and acceptable
tolerances.
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4.6.4 LANDSCAPE
•

There is minimal landscape treatment to the
Newhaven Mini Ramp with some adjacent
planting, timber access stairs and turf surrounding
the halfpipe. Much of the turf to the immediate
surrounds of the halfpipe has warn away and is
now exposed soil and pooling areas with mud.
It is recommended that a landscape surface
treatment be installed to avoid users treading
in the mud then using the ramp. Wet or muddy
patches can cause a safety hazard where the
surface is slippery - especially with a steel surface
on the mini ramp.

There is minimal landscape
treatment surround the
Newhaven Mini Ramp.

Timber stair access is in
good condition.

Areas of exposed soil turn
to mud and can create a
safety hazard when tread
onto the skate surface. An
alternate surface treatment
surrounding the halfpipe
should be considered.
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4.6.5 FUNCTION REVIEW
The overall function of the skate facility has been broken
down into three categories:
1. SKATE FUNCTION
This includes:
• Flow and general layout
• Distance between features
• Features and obstacles

3. LANDSCAPE & AMENITY
This includes:
• Access, footpaths, car parking etc.
• Surveillance.
• Amenities e.g.. bins, shade, drinking fountains,
toilets.
• Lighting
• Recreational provision
• Local youth context, theming and vibrancy.

2. OVERALL DESIGN & LAYOUT
This includes:
• Provision for skill levels.
• Style of facility (street, transition, combination).
• Acceptable waiting areas.
• Variety.
• Comparison with current skate trends.
• Fall heights and safety standards.

NEWHAVEN MINI RAMP FUNCTION PLAN

LEGEND:
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Surface quality prohibits function

Differential settlement / lifting slows users

General construction quality prohibits function

Poor flow or line

Functional issue with design of feature

Safety risk

Natural surveillance obscured or poor
Landscape effects function of facility
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4.6.6 SKATE FUNCTION
•

The general function of the mini ramp is of a high
standard. It is 5m wide, 1.35m high with a 1.5m
high extension, and an approximately 4m wide
base. This proportionally allows users to easily
generate speed and pump off the quarter pipes.

•

The steel surface is fast and smooth with coping
connection built to acceptable tolerances.

•

The mini ramp is a stand alone feature that allows
for one user at a time, therefore the functional
review is different than a skate park with multiple
features and spaces within it.

•

The mini ramp caters for beginner to advanced
riders, providing for transition style user groups
only.

•

The ramp has suitable waiting areas provided on
transition platforms however there are no seats on
the platforms or in the surrounding area.

The 300mm extension
allows for more advanced
tricks and progression.

4

•

Overall, the Newhaven mini ramp is fit for purpose
as a functioning feature. However, it has a limited
capacity, only catering to one rider at a time and
lacks in variety.

•

The ramp complies with landscape standards with
acceptable balustrade and staircase access.

•

Although the mini ramp functions well as a stand
alone item it does not provide the variety of use
that would be catered for with a ramp included
within a larger facility.

The mini ramp has good
functional proportions and
steel cladding for a fast
smooth flow.

Although the mini ramp is
functional and fun it has a
limited capacity only catering
to one rider at a time and
lacks in variety of use.
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4.6.7 FEATURES AND OBSTACLES
•

130

The mini ramp caters for beginner to advanced
riders, providing for transition style user groups
only.

•

The ramp has suitable waiting areas provided on
transition platforms however there are no seats on
the platforms or in the surrounding area.

•

Overall, the Newhaven mini ramp is fit for purpose
as a functioning feature. However, it has a limited
capacity only catering to one rider at a time and
lacks in variety of use.

•

The ramp complies with landscape standards with
acceptable balustrade and staircase access.

•

Although the mini ramp functions well as a stand
alone item it does not provide the variety of use
that would be catered for with a ramp included
within a larger facility with other complimentary
features for users to develop other skills and
maintain interest.
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4.6.8 CAPACITY REVIEW
It is estimated that the Newhaven mini ramp has the
following capacity:
1 ACTIVE USERS
+
3 x 4 INACTIVE USERS = 12
+
3 x 2 OBSERVERS = 6
=
21 PARTICIPANTS

4

All participants require suitable features and amenities
such as seating, access paths, drinking fountains, shade,
etc. While the facility may cater for one active user
at a time, for the purposes of estimating the facility’s
participation rate, it is conservatively assumed there can
be up to 7 participants at the facility. The mini ramp has a
very low capacity of use with only one person being able
to use the ramp safely at a time. It has been mentioned
through consultation that this ramp is one of the most
popular places to skate in the Bass Coast region as it
is in great condition in comparison to other older skate
facilities. This highlights issues with capacity of this skate
infrastructure and the need to potential include a wider
variety of use.

NEWHAVEN MINI RAMP CAPACITY PLAN

LEGEND:
1

Active Users

2

Inactive Users

4

Observers
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4.6.9 KEY CONDITION FINDINGS

4.6.12 RECOMMENDATIONS

The visual inspection and photographic inventory
illustrates specific details identified in the assessment. In
summary the key findings are as follows:

The following provides a guide for the future development
of the Newhaven Mini Ramp in line with the findings of
the assessment.

•

Overall, the mini ramp is in good condition after
the recent refurbishment works.

•

Much of the turf to the immediate surrounds of the
halfpipe has worn away and is now exposed soil
and pooling areas with mud. It is recommended
that a landscape surface treatment be installed
to avoid users treading in the mud then using the
ramp.

4.6.10 KEY FUNCTION FINDINGS
The photographic evidence and wider considerations
illustrate specific details identified in the assessment. In
summary the key findings are as follows:
•

Overall the mini ramp functions well, it is very
popular within the Bass Coast skate community.

•

Although it is extremely popular it can only cater
for one user at a time so limits its potential as a
youth space or destination for young people.

•

There is limited landscape amenity and provision
with no seating, footpath access or shade shelter
for users / spectators.

Based on the site evidence and report, the mini ramp
is highly functional and in good condition. The ramp is
made of less robust materials than concrete. These items
can be susceptible to weathering and general wear and
tear. It is suggested annual maintenance be adopted to
increase the lifespan of this key community asset. This
option suggests:
•

Maintain steel surface with sealant such as
Penetrol.

•

Ongoing maintenance of timber and junctions.

It was also identified that there is minimal landscape
integration to the mini ramp with no amenity provided for
users and spectators. Suggestions include
•

Address surrounding muddy surface conditions

•

Incorporate surrounding amenity and landscape
provision such as shade, seating, drinking
fountain, footpath access etc.

Order of probable cost: $20 - $80K
Refer to ‘THE STRATEGY’ section for recommended
priority and implementation approach for the New Haven
Amenity Provision.

4.6.11 OVERVIEW OF KEY FINDINGS
The key findings of the skate park assessment
demonstrate the overall condition and function of the mini
ramp is rated as ‘GOOD’ with 85% of life / approximately
10-15 years remaining.
The mini ramp is very popular within the community
as demonstrated by the community push to refurbish
the mini ramp and get it back to a functional state. It is
recommend that Council address the lack in amenity and
landscape provision and also provide a more functional
surface treatment to the muddy areas surrounding the
ramp.
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4.7 MOBILE SKATE RAMP

Temporary Mobile Skate Ramp Locations
1. Grantville
2. Corinella
3. Coronet Bay
4. Newhaven

The Mobile Skate Ramp is a portable steel skate feature
which is relocated on a hydraulic trailer to multiple
locations around the Bass Coast Shire. The feature goes
to Coronet Bay, Newhaven, Corinella and to Grantville and
sits on a flat surface area adjacent to other recreational
activities. The skate obstacle has a steel surface with
built in quarter pipe, rail, ledge, steps and flat bank.

LEGEND
Mobile Skate Ramp Locations

1
2
3

4
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4.7.1 KEY CONDITION FINDINGS

4.7.2 KEY FUNCTION FINDINGS

From the inspection and assessment of the mobile skate
ramp we found:
• Overall the steel is in good condition with a
smooth surface.
• The skate feature has much wider than acceptable
joints where the feature folds up as a trailer.
These joints are in potentially unsafe locations,
right before the stairs and rail where small wheels
will catch.

From the inspection and assessment of the mobile skate
ramp we found:
• The skate ramp has a very poor design function.
The way the feature is laid out means all of the
skateable obstacles point users away from the
feature. As it is located centrally, users ride off
the hard stand onto the grass.

The feature directs users
outwards in the surrounding
grass area providing minimal
function.

The folding joints on the
feature make it potentially
unsafe and creating a safety
hazard for users where
wheels can get caught
before the stairs and rail.
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•

The joints where the mobile skate ramp folds up
mean that skateboarders and scooters can not
safely use the rail or stair features meaning half of
the steel skate feature is unusable.

•

The quarter pipes and ledges provide minimal
function for users.

•

The feature provides minimal room for skill
development or progression. A much smaller
simpler feature could provide a lot higher function
and usage.

The radius on the quarter
pipe is the incorrect
dimension for simple tricks
such as a ‘rock n roll’ or
‘grind’ to be performed,
making it have a very limited
function.
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4.7.3 RECOMMENDATIONS
The following provides a guide for the future of the Mobile
Skate Ramp in line with the findings of the assessment.
Decommission Mobile Skate Ramp + Provide
Permanent Incidental Skate Features
Based on the site evidence and report, the mobile ramp
has identified safety hazards, poses a potential risk
to users and has very poor functionality. This option
suggests:
•

Decommission mobile skate ramp.

•

Replace with permanent small or incidental skate
obstacles with high functions in Corinella and
Grantville.

Refer to ‘THE STRATEGY’ section for recommended size,
location, priority and implementation approach for the
Corinella and Grantville skate provision.
Order of probable cost: $20,000 to $80,000
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5.1 CONSULTATION PROCESS

The consultation process is an integral component of the
development of the Skate Strategy. In order to ensure
the success and longevity of these key community assets,
it is integral to connect with future users. Through
a combination of engagement methods, the process
aims to empower youth and their communities to take
ownership and pride in their public spaces.

CONSULTATIO
THE
N

PR
OC

There are three key stages in the consultation approach
to ensure the client, community, users and stakeholders
are all engaged at key strategic points of the process.
This will ensure the evolution of a highly resolved
strategy that is unique to the Bass Coast. The three
stages are:

S
ES

COMMUNITY
ENGAGEMENT METHODS

CONVIC
CLIENT
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STAGE 1
5.1.1 STRATEGIC LEVEL
•

Create a working relationship with the community
that will drive the strategy outcomes.

•

Outline project background and strategy
aspirations.

•

Address issues and concerns. Discuss strengths,
weaknesses, opportunities and threats around
skate spaces in Bass Coast.

•

Identify key user groups and trends.

•

Develop user profiles: age, gender, level of ability,
type, location, concerns etc.

•

Understand current provision / gaps in provision.

•

Introduction and explanation of distribution
modeling system i.e. Regional, District, local.

•

Community mapping: which facility typology goes
where? Voting exercise to understand community
feedback on facility typology / location.
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STAGE 2
5.1.2 SITE AND DISTRIBUTION

5

STAGE 3
5.1.3 DESIGN

•

Convic presentation of potential site locations
selected from background investigation:
demographic analysis, current provision, strategic
objectives and consultation feedback.

•

Designs developed based on ‘Strategic Level’
and ‘Site and Distribution’ phases of consultation,
combined with background research and
investigation.

•

Test sites and map facility locations: gather
feedback on site selection & potential locations,
forming and solidifying facility typology’s and
requirements.

•

Presentation of concept designs to steering
committee.

•

Gather feedback on the direction of the concepts
and ensure the designs meet end user needs.

•

Educate, inform and inspire community of the
potential options for integrated skate and active
youth spaces: project examples and precedents /
current trends.

•

Pre-design: creating the brief for each facility
typology, style scale, skill level etc.

•

Design workshops to collate ideas and draw on
community knowledge and experience for each
space.
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5.1.4 CONSULTATION STRATEGY

5.1.5 PROMOTIONAL SCOPE

In November 2016 the Consultation Strategy was
commenced with Bass Coast Shire Council to form a
comprehensive engagement approach to connect with
the people of Bass Coast. The strategy built on previous
skate consultation and engagement and had an end goal
of generating as much community feedback as possible.
It outlined a realistic approach with tangible objectives
that addressed the pragmatics of how and why each
stage would be carried out. Methodology items to achieve
the consultation aims included: Program, Advertising,
Locations, Groups, Objectives, Tools and Process and
Expected Outcomes.

The consultation aimed to increase the community
awareness of the proposed strategy and to do so in a
public, open and transparent way. Promotional tools
to encourage involvement and comments included
posters and regularly updated newsletters. These were
distributed to local schools, shops, skate parks and
key community representatives through the steering
committee for further distribution. Promotion also
included an on-line presence with distribution on:
• The Bass Coast Shire Council Website
• Convic Facebook and Instagram
• www.skateboard.com.au
• YMCA Bass Coast Skateparks
• www.vortexsurfskatesnow.com.au
• Kilcunda Community Skate Park Group
• 4 Shore Sk8 Park Community Organisation

T H E B A S S C O A S T S K AT E S T R AT E GY
DEC 2016

P R O J E C T U P D AT E N O .1

W H AT I S A S K AT E S T R AT E GY ?

The skate strategy will outline how community needs
can best be met, what type of facility should be
provided and where the most appropriate locations are.

T H E B AWSE SH AV
C OE A S T S K AT E S T R AT E G Y
F E B 2 0B1E7E N . . . P R O J E C T U P D AT E N O . 2

MOBILE SKATE RAMP

1

W E N E E D demographic
YResearching
OUR HELP WITH LOCAL
K N O W L E patterns
D Gcommunity.
E within
A Nyour
D FEEDBACK!

COWES SKATE PARK

NEWHAVEN MINI RAMP

Everyone is welcome! skaters (all wheeled sports),
families, big kids, little2 kids and all community residents.
WONTHAGGI SKATE PARK

Assessing your

HOW CAN I GET
INVOLVED?
existing
skate
facilities and what’s
COME ALONG TO missing.
THE CONSULTATION WORKSHOPS:

INVERLOCH SKATE PARK

HELP BUILD
S K AT E I N Y O U R
COMMUNITY

W E H AV E F O R M E D A G R O U P O F
1 5 C O M M U N I T Y R E P R E S E N TAT I V E S

3

They are helping us to understand the Bass Coast
skate culture and give us local knowledge.

1

Investigating current
trends in the Bass
Coast skate culture
and emerging styles
both locally and
globally.

2

3

WONTHAGGI:
When: Thursday 23rd Feb
from 4 - 5.30PM
Where: Old Post Office
Meeting room: Cnr Watt St &
McBride Ave, Wonthaggi

S O W H AT ’ S N E X T. . .
We will begin community consultation in February
keep an eye out for posters with date and location!
You can follow whats happening as we progress on the following platforms:
•

www.Skateboard.com.au

•

www.facebook.com/BassCoastSkateParks

•

www.facebook.com/4shoresk8park/

•

HELP BUILD
www.facebook.com/vortexsurfskatesnow/

1
COWES:
When: Tuesday 21st Feb
from 5.30 - 7PM
Where: Cowes Cultural
Centre: 96 Thompson Ave,
Cowes

3
2

GRANTVILLE:
When: Thursday 23rd Feb
from 7 - 8.30PM
Where: Grantville Hall:
Bass Highway, Grantville

DON’T WORRY IF YOU CAN’T MAKE IT
ALONG...THERE WILL BE AN ONLINE SURVEY
OUT SOON!

S K AT E I N Y O U R
COMMUNITY

You can follow whats happening as we progress on the following platforms:
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•

www.Skateboard.com.au

•

www.facebook.com/BassCoastSkateParks

•

www.facebook.com/4shoresk8park/

•

www.facebook.com/vortexsurfskatesnow/

•

www.basscoast.vic.gov.au/skate
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5.2 STEERING COMMITTEE

Early in the consultation process a steering committee
was formed from members of the community who were
identified by Council as having an active interest in the
project and being heavily invested in the skate culture of
Bass Coast. The aim was to gain valuable local insight
into the Bass Coast skate community.
The group was made up of 19 members including key
community leaders, YMCA, Youth workers, resident group
representatives, local organisations, business owners,
selected school representatives and people who have
shown particular interest in the future of skate in the
Bass Coast.

5.2.1 WORKSHOP 1
The first steering committee workshop was held in
Wonthaggi in December 2016. It included an informative
presentation outlining the strategy approach and provided
key workshop discussion topics for members of the
steering committee to provide input on. The following
headings give a summary of the workshop key findings:
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5.2.2 OPEN DISCUSSION FEEDBACK
•
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Many steering committee members raised
concerns and frustration over the current situation
of skate in the Bass Coast. It was mentioned that
petitions, letters and community groups had been
formed in the past with little to no results in the
development of skate spaces in the Bass Coast
over the last 15 years.

•

There were concerns over why a strategy was
necessary at all and that skate parks should be
built straight away.

•

Members mentioned that the current facilities
were in poor condition, unsafe and outdated, no
longer on trend with current skate park design
trends in other nearby shires.

•

It was mentioned that the skate culture in the Bass
Coast Shire is very strong with young people.
Many youth are competing and placing well within
National and International competitions but have
no where within the Shire to train. Parents often
have to drive over an hour several times a week to
find sufficient facilities.

•

Concerns were voiced over how long the strategy
would take and committee members wanted
realistic time frames on when new skate facilities
will be constructed.

•

One member mentioned that he was representing
the Mussel Rocks community and that they were
happy to have new skate parks in the Bass Coast
region but wanted to ensure they are not located
in the Mussel Rocks area of Cowes.

•

Parents mentioned that there is not enough for
youth to do especially in some of the lower socio
economic areas of the Bass Coast.

•

Members mentioned that at present there are
issues with drugs and antisocial behavior in the
community and that positive youth activation is
needed immediately for the youth of today. There
was concern that delaying the process will miss
the current generation of youth.

•

Many people mentioned the coastal nature of Bass
Coast communities and that skate parks should
tie into this and compliment the surf culture
and if possible some facilities be located on the
foreshore.

•

Many people mentioned that the best thing about
skateboarding in the Bass Coast is the people.
Members discussed the history of skate in the
area and the nature of many of the existing skate
parks coming from a D.I.Y. approach of getting
things done, as well as getting together and fund
raising for community assets.

•

The general consensus from members of the
committee centers around providing ‘improved
recreational skate facilities that are family friendly
and cater to all abilities.’

•

Another key general comment is that ‘we should
be leading the way rather than falling behind and
having to rely on other nearby municipal facilities.
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5.2.3 CONSULTATION
The first heading for discussion centered around
consultation and the obstacles we might face, community
groups to target and suggested contact platforms.
•

Members mentioned that the community is
frustrated over the time frames of getting parks
built and progress on skate in the Bass Coast.

•

There is a feeling in the community that everyone
is behind skateboarding and new facilities but
there is a lack in faith that Council will follow
through.

•

Members noted that location will be one of the
more contentious subjects as it is subjective to
where you live etc.

•

Members mentioned community groups that were
behind the progression of new skate parks in San
Remo, including the Business Traders Association
and the Foreshore Committee.

•

Mussel Rocks residents were strongly against a
skate park in their location, however noted they
think new skate parks in the Bass Coast are a
positive move for the community.

•

People mentioned that beach front and foreshore
land would be excellent locations to boost youth
culture in the community and tie into the surf
and board riders culture of Bass Coast. However
members mentioned we may run into issues
with community members who are against this
approach as it would be seen as destroying /
reducing the natural foreshore environment.

5

•

Target community groups that were mentioned
by the committee for consultation were: Schools,
Board Riders Club, Trader Groups, 4Shore Sk8
Park Facebook Page, Philip Island Mothers Group,
YMCA, Competitions and local events, Community
Centres, Wonthaggi Youth Group, Kilcunda
Community Skate Park Facebook Page, Corinella
Youth Group, Shredability, Skate Park Leagues
and Moss Foundation.
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5.2.4 TRENDS AND STYLES

•

This heading centered around the current trends and
style of skate in the Bass Coast including User Groups,
Skill Levels, Locations, Predictions and Skate in the
Community.

It was mentioned that the YMCA runs skate school
for the community as well as competitions and
events with 20+ under 11 year old kids turning up
frequently.

•

Members mentioned that due to the lack of new
skate facilities many people in the community have
taken to creating D.I.Y. skate-able spots with at
least four people having backyard mini ramps as
well as other spots including ‘Hell Track for BMX’
Sutherland Bay ramps, D.I.Y. spots in Ventnor
and Mega Ranch. It was also noted that Council
does not encourage D.I.Y. in the community with a
number of spots being shut down.

•

Predictions for skate in the Bass Coast noted by
members generally centered around all styles of
skate, including street and transition. Members
noted that spaces need to cater for the fast
progression of skill that is already present in the
community.
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•

Members mentioned that Bass Coast has some
very talented young bowl skaters with under
12’s doing especially well with two junior up and
coming bowl skaters often competing and winning
competitions on a national scale, and, are 3 in the
top 20 in Australia.

•

Members noted that Philip Island has some
‘amazing street skaters’ with many into traditional
street and plaza style skating centered around
‘filming lines’.Members noted that many people
already travel over an hour to skate ‘better
facilities in neighboring shires such as Frankston
and Noble Park’ and that the commute is difficult.

•

It was mentioned that there are no plaza style
skate facilities so many people are skating local
schools, car parks and urban spots around town
which is currently not encouraged by Council or
community.

•

As a general comment members noted that
younger kids under 12 years old are into transition
style skateboarding while high school kids and
youth are into street style skateboarding.

•

There is a strong surf culture in the Bass Coast
with many pro surfers coming from the region.
Members mentioned the skate style reflects this
culture and this should be carried through into
future facilities.
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5.2.5 GAPS IN PROVISION

5

•

It was noted that ‘there are various competitions
that exist for surfing and motor-sport and that
there should be a similar level of competition
level facilities for skateboarding, capable of
holding national level events’. Competitions and
examples of further activation included tying into
Renton Miller’s National Bowl competition circuit
through his organisation ‘Shredability’ as well as
local level events such as the ‘Moss Jam’ held
throughout skate parks in Victoria. YMCA Bass
Coast competition series was also mentioned as a
smaller pathway competition to bigger level events
for beginners to start out.

•

It was mentioned that these forms of activation
and events held at facilities bring money and
profit to towns as well as building community by
bringing everyone together for events, fundraising
opportunities and ‘a great situation to get to know
our neighbours better’.

This heading centered around amenity and provision,
travel, wider activation and events.
•

It was noted that Bass Coast is known as a world
class destination for motor sport, surf and tourism
and that skate should be elevated to match these
other activities.

•

Many people mentioned, as noted earlier, that
currently they have to travel large distances
(over an hour drive) to reach quality facilities
that meet user requirements. It was generally
acknowledged that there should be a quality large
scale facility within a maximum half hour drive for
everybody in the Shire.

•

Members mentioned that the skate culture is
strong in the community with many youth and
adults skating everyday. This means that there is a
strong need for quality facilities and that they will
be used on a daily basis, bringing vibrancy and life
to Bass Coast communities.

•

It was noted that public transport in the area is
minimal due to the rural nature of the Shire and
buses only frequent the larger towns. Members
highlighted that there needs to be skate activation
accessible for smaller towns and areas remote
from the main urban centres.
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5.2.6 OTHER COMMENTS
This heading centered around any other comments or
things we have missed and things that may be unique
to the Bass Coast that should be considered through the
strategy.
•

•

•

•

•
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A general comment noted by members was that
‘Bass Coast is a coastal community and a great
skate park should be built on the foreshore!’
It was mentioned that facilities should consider
wider forms of activation, amenity and recreation
with a push for amenities such as BBQ’s, seating
areas and shade to make for a ‘more family
friendly space’.
Members stated that the main concern is that
‘the current generation of youth get something
now rather than later as there are already issues
with drugs and antisocial behaviour and there
are so many known benefits of skateboarding in
communities’.
Other comments included ‘parks should be part
of the landscape, compliment the surf culture, art
opportunities, do not disrupt coastal views, a park
designed around the iconic penguins.
The last comments centred around
communication with committee members stating
that ‘they need something they can share with the
broader community that is graphic and easy to
understand and in different formats to keep people
up to date.’
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5.2.7 COWES SKATE PARK FEEDBACK
LOCATION:
• Poor location with poor natural and passive
surveillance for young people.
• Hard to access when a football game is on.
• Harbours antisocial behaviour due to its hidden
location out of site from neighbouring properties
or busy streets.
• Not a community area.
• Not appealing for parent or kids
• YMCA used to supervise the space due to the lack
of surveillance

5

CAPACITY:
• There is alway 20 -30 locals there on weekends
/ after school, however, there are limited lines of
flow when busy.
GENERAL COMMENTS:
• Members mentioned that the park is popular
mainly as there is nothing else to skate in the area.
Skateboarding is a very popular activity in Cowes
due to the culture of board sports. A general
comment was that the park is well outdated and in
very poor condition.

CONDITION:
• Poor concrete condition with cracks, rough
surfaces and lifting. Users have to adapt to the
poor condition.
• Drainage at the space is shocking with the
skatepark being flooded half of the year.
• Poor D.I.Y. construction techniques, ‘not a safe
public space’.
FUNCTION:
• Good layout for a local park and has alway been
fun, however due to such poor condition much of
the space no longer functions.
• Difficult to run beginner workshops due to
condition.
• Many crossing lines of flow.
SITE AMENITY:
• Decent shelter, seats, toilets with a car park however the amenities are better quality than the
facility they are supporting so it is irrelevant.
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5.2.8 WONTHAGGI FEEDBACK
LOCATION:
• Miles away / not in centre of town.
• In front of football oval and near road where the
Police can drive past.
• Compromise in location when choosing site.
CONDITION:
• Weathered concrete but still skateable.
• Some cracks and chips.
FUNCTION:
• Not much space around features, ledge is
squished.
• Outdated features and bowl is not a good design.
• Flat banks and funbox are good.
• Things got changed from the original design intent
through construction phases, the bowl got deeper
and the flat bar got omitted.
• Large rail and euro gap hardly used as too scary
and not enough run up.
• The channel section in the bowl is too tight and
not used, with the open end more popular.
• The rainbow rail is never used as there is no
space and it is in a poor location.
• Kids want a simple flat bar.
SITE
•
•
•
•

5

CAPACITY:
• Generally not too bad.
• Scooter and BMX users ride the bowl and banks.
• Gets pretty busy on the weekends.
• No flat space for cruising.
• Popular competitions run at Wonthaggi Skate Park
through YMCA.
GENERAL COMMENTS:
• Generally the park is OK, however there are some
key features that are missing for many users such
as a rail and some more space for street style
features.

AMENITY:
Decent shade and seating.
Toilets are always locked and unusable.
Surveillance lighting is not enough to skate under.
Issues with drugs and anti social behaviour.
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5.2.9 INVERLOCH FEEDBACK
LOCATION
• Awesome location in the centre of town. Great for
local community activation and close to shops and
other nearby recreation.
•

Excellent surveillance from surrounding streets
etc.

CONDITION
• Poor concrete condition with many lumps and
poor quality construction.
•

Half pipe is dangerous due to poor concrete
condition.

•

Lifting and cracking in various locations.

5

CAPACITY
• There are various bottlenecks within the design
which can be hazardous and cause collisions.
•

There can be clashes with pedestrians using
the east-west pathway. Need to close path to
eliminate safety issues’.

GENERAL COMMENTS
• Generally the park is outdated and long overdue
for a massive ‘fix up’ job. There has been
money spent on a superficial face lift and there
is frustration that little has been done to fix the
various safety hazards which exist.

FUNCTION
• Western extent is ‘worthless’ with many issues,
‘transitions don’t work’ the half pipe is ‘rough and
dangerous’.
•

There is a bottleneck into the western extent due
to the narrow entry.

•

The Eastern extent is most popular however it has
limited function.

•

It has limited flow with transitions that are too
steep.

SITE AMENITY
• Shelter and seating for families are a colourful
inviting space.
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5.2.10 NEWHAVEN FEEDBACK
LOCATION:
• Close to school.
•

Bit ‘off the road’ and away from visual
prominence’.

•

Due to the adjacent sports field the area can get
muddy creating a safety hazard on the ramp.

CONDITION:
• Good condition overall with a bit of pooling in
some locations.
•

In late June 2015 it had a full renovation and fix
up.

FUNCTION:
• Good for all round level of ability.
SITE AMENITY:
• No shade, drinking fountain, seats or toilets - no
amenity or provision for family, spectators and
users.
CAPACITY:
• As it is a mini ramp only one person can use it at
a time, therefor capacity is very limited. It is a very
popular spot on weekends / after school.
GENERAL COMMENTS:
• This ramp is an iconic part of skate history in the
Bass Coast and was completely renovated by
community groups and people working together to
help out.
•

It is a popular location for competitions and
events.
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5.2.11 MOBILE SKATE RAMP FEEDBACK
LOCATION:
• OK locations however group not happy with
money spent moving it and the ‘20 weeks’ without
it and having nothing.
CONDITION:
• Condition is average however it is irrelevant as the
function is so poor.
FUNCTION:
• ‘Terrible and a waste of money with no run up
or roll away space’ however it is ‘better than
nothing’.
•

‘Maybe good for a couple of 5 year old beginners’
the down rail does not work due to the size of the
fold gaps.

CAPACITY:
• After school kids use and enjoy it ‘however they
do not know of any different better facilities’
GENERAL COMMENTS:
• Members were overall disappointed with the
mobile skate ramp due to its poor functionality.
Many mentioned ‘some small permanent features
would be much better’.
•

It was agreed that the concrete slabs could
provide space for ‘a blank canvas for incidental
permanent features’.
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5.2.12 EXISTING SKATE SPOTS

LEGEND:

This diagram indicates that the most popular existing
skate spot is the Newhaven mini ramp. Incidental or
street spots in Wonthaggi are also popular showing a
need for further street or plaza style provision within the
Bass Coast region. Wonthaggi Skate Park followed as a
popular park, Inverloch received no votes indicating it is
not currently a popular skate park within the community
and the mobile skate ramp received the highest vote
for least popular skate spot, showing it is not currently
meeting community expectations. The orange spots
indicate other areas in the community that committee
members like to skate such as D.I.Y. skate spots or home
made mini ramps.

MOST POPULAR SKATE SPOT
LEAST POPULAR SKATE SPOT
INCIDENTAL OR STREET SPOTS
OTHER

MOBILE SKATE RAMP

COWES

NEWHAVEN MINI RAMP

WONTHAGGI
INVERLOCH
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5.3 WORKSHOP SUMMARY

Three consultation workshops were held in the Bass
Coast, one on the 21st of February in Cowes and two on
the 23rd of February in Wonthaggi and Grantville. These
locations were strategically picked with Council to give
Bass Coast communities the opportunity to have their say
on how the Skate Strategy should determine the future of
skate within the region.
Workshops included an informative presentation outlining
the strategy approach, accompanied by workshop tasks
giving individuals the opportunity to give feedback on
the existing facilities in the Bass Coast. It asked which
direction they feel the Skate Strategy should head, as
well as contributing to “round table” group discussions,
ensuring that the strategy is one that has full community
involvement and endorsement.

5.3.1 WHO WAS INVOLVED?
Throughout the community workshop sessions, Convic
were able to engage with a total of 38 participants.
There was a relatively even spread of male and female
participants and ages spread from under 10 to over
40. This provided a good body of knowledge from both
existing Bass Coast skate park users and also those
younger people most likely to frequent the facilities in the
years to come.

38

PARTICIPANTS

The results gathered from the workshops are
summarised through the following info-graphics:

15

GIRLS

10

AGED 1-10

Please note: results vary: in some cases participants voted for more than
one option and or skipped questions.
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11

AGED 11-20

1

AGED 21-30

23

GUYS

4

AGED 31-40

10

AGED 41-50

2

AGED 51+
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5.3.2 WHICH OF THE FOLLOWING BEST
DESCRIBES YOU?

21

Different parks may favour different users. For example
jumps and boxes more often appeal to scooter and BMX
riders, whereas ledges and rails often appeal more so to
skateboarders. With this understanding, the questionnaire
identified a vast majority of skateboarders. This indicates
that the future skate facilities of Bass Coast may take on
a skate orientated style that appeals to and meets the
majority of user needs. However, the design process
will not preclude other riders being considered and will
attempt to address all other community interests.

SKATEBOARDER

STREET/TRANSITION BMX

2

3

PARKOUR

7

2

CRUISER

7

SCOOTER

RESIDENT

2

1

TABLE TENNIS
PLAYER

BASKET BALLER

0

SURFER

0

MOUNTAIN BIKER

1

12

PARK USER

PARENT/GUARDIAN

0

SPECTATOR
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5.3.3 HOW WELL DO YOU RIDE?
It has been identified that there is an even distribution
of riders from beginner to advanced. This indicates that
proposed facilities should cater for all levels of ability and
allow for safe skill progression for beginners to learn the
basics and work their way up, as well as providing for
expert riders to train on challenging obstacles.

5.3.4 HOW OFTEN AND WHEN DO YOU
RIDE?
The majority of participants have been identified as active
users, with many riding on a daily basis. This illustrates
that the majority of participants will utilise the existing
and future proposed skate facilities in the Bass Coast on
a regular basis.
The results show participants utilise facilities mostly
between 11am and 3pm. However, the even distribution of
participants over all time periods illustrates that there is
a need for skate facilities within Bass Coast that consider
amenity provision to support functionality throughout the
day and night.

13

9

BEGINNER

8

INTERMEDIATE

15
12

9

13
11

8
4

ADVANCED

HOW OFTEN

160

TIME OF DAY

7-11PM

3-7PM

11-3PM

7-11AM

YEARLY

MONTHLY

WEEKLY

DAILY

1
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5.3.5 WHY DO YOU RIDE?

5.3.6 WHAT DO YOU PREFER?

This information indicates that proposed facilities need
to cater for more than just a traditional skate park. It
highlights the need to provide a social space for people to
catch up with friends and have fun in a challenging safe
environment.

The participants were asked to vote for the style of
park they prefer the most. The majority voted on a
combination style facility, however, bowl + transition
polled higher than a street + plaza orientated facility.

ESCAPE FROM REALITY

10

THE CHALLENGE

16

RELAX + DE-STRESS

12

SPORT + FITNESS

18

FUN

22

ADRENALINE

14

THRILLS

18

EXPRESS MYSELF

8

HANG WITH FRIENDS

STREET +
PLAZA

10

FREEDOM

13
0

MAKE NEW FRIENDS
‘CAUSE IT’S COOL

7%

18

KEEP OUT OF TROUBLE

I LOVE TO WATCH

This highlights the need for facilities within the Bass
Coast that are combination and cater to a mix of users
leaning towards transition and flow style parks.

16
5

41%

BOWL +
TRANSITION

52%
BOTH
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The highest number of participants of the consultation
workshops have identified that they live in Cape Woolamai
on Philip Islands south eastern peninsula. The Cowes
workshop had the highest participation rate with low turn
outs at Wonthaggi and Grantville.

HARMERS HAVEN

1

DALYSTON

1

SUNDERLAND BAY

1

KILCUNDA

1

CAPE WOOLAMAI

19

WONTHAGGI

5

SURF BEACH

5

WIMBLEDON HEIGHTS

1

VENTNOR

2

COWES

3

HOW LONG DOES IT TAKE?
H
1.5

RS

5

0-10
MI
N

19

13

3 0-

0

45

MI
NS

10-20MINS

4

The majority of participants travel by car to reach their
local facility. Many indicated that they had to be driven
by a parent or guardian to get there. The high number
of participants travelling by vehicle indicates the rural
character of the Bass Coast and that it may be unsafe for
them to ride or walk along rural roads to the closest park.
Some participants also marked that it takes them over 45
minutes, indicating that they travel to facilities outside of
the Shire.

S

RHYLL

5.3.8 HOW LONG DOES IT TAKE YOU TO
GET TO YOUR LOCAL SKATE PARK +
HOW DO YOU GET THERE?

45 M
I NS
-

5.3.7 WHERE DO YOU LIVE?

1
S

IN
0M
20-3

HOW DO YOU GET THERE?
BIKE

3

BUS

1
26

CAR
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SKATE

6

WALK/RUN

1

SCOOTER

0
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5.3.9 WHICH SKATE FACILITY DO YOU
MOST FREQUENTLY VISIT IN THE BASS
COAST?

5.3.10 HOW FAR WOULD YOU BE
PREPARED TO TRAVEL TO A SKATE
FACILITY?

This digram indicates that the most popular existing
Bass Coast skate park location is Cowes, followed by
the Newhaven Mini Ramp. Participants also stated that
they skate backyard ramps and urban street spots as
the current facilities provided are of a low quality. The
high number of visitors to Cowes also reflects high
participation rates at the Cowes consultation workshop.

These results identify that the majority of participants
would prefer traveling up to 2km or 10mins by foot to a
skate facility within the Bass Coast. Only a total of 13% of
participants who answered this particular question would
travel a distance of over 20km to reach a skate facility.
The remainder of participants wanted to be within a
closer distance, making the commute easier and possible
by bike, foot or skateboard.

WALK OR SKATE
(2KM MAX - 10MINS)
MOBILE SKATE RAMP
COWES

18

2

22

BIKE RIDE
(5KM - 20MINS)
NEWHAVEN MINI RAMP

17

11

SHORT DRIVE
(20KM MAX - 20MINS)
16
WONTHAGGI 8

1 INVERLOCH

LONG DRIVE
(20KM MAX +/- 30MINS)
8

Please note: results vary: in some cases participants voted for more than
one option and or skipped questions.
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5.3.11 DOES THE BASS COAST NEED
MORE SKATE FACILITIES?
Almost all participants (95%) of the workshop surveys
have identified that they feel that the Bass Coast needs
more skate facilities. It has been noted by many that the
current skate facilities are outdated and ‘not worth riding’
as they lack variety and do not allow for riders to improve
their skill level. Many have noted that the sport is growing
at a fast rate and in need of more variety of styles and
features.
5%
NO

5.3.12 ARE YOU HAPPY WITH THE
CURRENT FACILITIES IN THE BASS
COAST WHY/WHY NOT?
The majority of workshop participants are not satisfied
with the current skate facilities in the Bass Coast. They
have stated that there are not enough facilities in the
region, especially in smaller towns, making parks difficult
for youth to get to. The facilities that do exist have been
identified as being unsafe, lacking in variety and of poor
design and build quality.

NO, I’M UNHAPPY
YES - 35 VOTES (95%)
NO - 2 VOTES (5%)

Y

ES
-

95%

WHAT IS YOUR REASON FOR MORE SKATE FACILITIES:
FACILITIES ARE OUTDATED

9

DISTANCE BETWEEN FACILITIES IS TOO FAR

1

EXISTING FACILITIES ARE OF POOR QUALITY

2

BUILDS HEALTHY YOUTH COMMUNITIES

3

NOT ENOUGH FACILITIES

2

LARGER PARKS

4

NOTHING WORTH RIDING

8

NEED MORE VARIETY IN BOTH STYLES + FEATURES

8

SKATING IS A GROWING SPORT

5

NEED FACILITIES TO ADVANCE ALL SKILL LEVELS

7

REASONS AGAINST MORE SKATE FACILITIES:
I THINK THERE ARE ENOUGH BUT NEED UPGRADING
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2

37
REASONS WHY:
- OUTDATED
- POOR QUALITY AND DESIGN
- UNSAFE
- NOT ENOUGH VARIATION BETWEEN PARKS
- LOCATIONS OF PARKS
- NOT ENOUGH SKATE PARKS

YES, I’M HAPPY

3
REASONS WHY:
- EXISTING IS BETTER THAN NOTHING
- USED TO STYLE OF EXISTING PARKS
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5.3.13 WHAT ARE IMPORTANT FACTORS
WHEN LOCATING A SKATE AND FAMILY
SPACE?
Participants identified that when locating a skate facility
it is important to consider all of the above factors but
in particular ensure that the space is easily accessible
and does not take too long to travel to. Another
key item was locating the facility in a safe area with
passive surveillance and that it is in close proximity to a
community hub with shops, schools, leisure and other
supporting activities.

17

34

ICONIC LOCATION

ACCESSIBILITY AND
TRAVEL TIME

5.3.14 WHERE DO YOU THINK ARE THE
TOP THREE LOCATION FOR A SKATE
FACILITY ARE IN THE BASS COAST AND
WHY?
FIRST LOCATION:
20 of 35 participants (57%) identified Cowes as their first
pick for the location of a skate facility in the Bass Coast
region. Reasoning behind this included; its unique coastal
foreshore location and its large increase in population
over holiday periods.
San Remo received 23% of votes and Wonthaggi 3%.
Reasoning behind participants voting for San Remo
included; its central location to both Philip Island and the
remainder of the Bass Coast region; its prime foreshore
location, the many tourists that pass through here, that it
is the gateway to Philip Island. Wonthaggi received votes
for its close location to shops and existing community
facilities.

20

DISTANCE FROM HOME

! 25
SAFETY

GRANTVILLE 1
COWES 20
NEWHAVEN 1
SAN REMO 8

22

CLOSE TO COMMUNITY

20

CAPE WOOLAMAI 1

WONTHAGGI 3
INVERLOCH 1

EVENT OPPORTUNITIES AND
COMPETITIONS

12

CLOSE TO PUBLIC TRANSPORT
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SECOND LOCATION:
The second favoured destinations to receive a skate
facility in the Bass Coast region by workshop participants
were Cowes and Cape Woolamai both with 19% of the
total votes. Much of the same reasoning was identified as
above and reiterates the importance of providing a skate
and family facility on Philip Island. Again this highlights
the high participation rate at the Cowes consultation
workshop.
Newhaven, San Remo and Wonthaggi each received
13% of the total votes for the second favoured location.
Newhaven and San Remo were identified as they are
central to the Bass Coast and Wonthaggi was noted as
being suitable as it has the largest immediate surrounding
community.

THIRD LOCATION:
Wonthaggi has received the largest amount of votes for
the third most preferred location, closely followed by
Inverloch and San Remo. 27% of participants identified
Wonthaggi as a suitable location for a skate facility in the
Bass Coast due to it having public transport to and from
Philip Island, along with the large number of youth which
reside in the area.
Inverloch was identified by 18% of workshop participants
as being a suitable location for a skate and family space
as it is in a coastal location, within close distance to the
busy and more populated Wonthaggi and a high number
of youth.

COWES 4
WIMBLEDON HEIGHTS 1

COWES 7
NEWHAVEN 5
SAN REMO 5
KILCUNDA 1

CAPE WOOLAMAI 7

1 SUNSET STRIP
WONTHAGGI 5
INVERLOCH 3

CAPE PATERSON 3
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NEWHAVEN 3
SAN REMO 5
KILCUNDA 2

CAPE WOOLAMAI 2

WONTHAGGI 9
INVERLOCH 6
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5.3.15 WHAT AMENITIES ARE IMPORTANT
TO PROVIDE AT A SKATE SPACE?
Workshop participants have identified that shade shelters
and drinking fountains are the most desired amenities
at a skate and family facility in the Bass Coast. This is
closely followed by lighting, seating and car parking. This
highlights that the community want a space in which they
can retreat from the sun with spectator provision and
hang out space.

SPECTATOR AREA
NATURAL SHADE
BIKE RACKS

This feedback highlights community want more than just
a generic concrete skate park with further activation to
bring people to the space. Competition, coaching and
events received the highest votes.

19

SKATE COMPETITIONS

18

COMMUNITY EVENTS

19

COACHING CLINICS

19

8

LIGHTING

SHELTER

34

17

DEMONSTRATIONS
UNSURE

27

BBQ

14

WORKSHOPS

19

SEATING

31

HOLIDAY PROGRAMS

29

PATH NETWORK

5.3.16 WHAT ARE THE TOP THREE
POTENTIAL ACTIVITIES THAT SHOULD
BE HELD AT A SKATE AND FAMILY
SPACE?

13
2

15

DRINKING FOUNTAIN

34

CAR PARKING

27

PICNIC AREA

11

TOILETS

2

ACCESS TO FOOD

1
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5.3.17 WHAT OTHER FORMS OF
ACTIVATION DO YOU THINK WOULD BE
MOST BENEFICIAL TO THE COMMUNITY?
Participants voted that parkour and gym equipment are
most favoured by the community, closely followed by
basketball courts, climbing walls and bouldering. Other
forms of activation in skate spaces help contribute to a
highly activated, popular community space that caters
to a wider range of youth than a generic concrete skate
park.

Other parks that have received votes include; Rampfest
indoor SP VIC, Newhaven Mini Ramp VIC, Leongatha SP
VIC, Geelong SP VIC, Burnleigh SP VIC and Omeau SP
QLD.

9

ST KILDA SP, VIC
WONTHAGGI SP, VIC

2

FRANKSTON SP, VIC

4
8

NOBLE SP, VIC

4

7

HIT UP WALL

INFORMAL SOCCER

11

CLIMBING

1

OUTDOOR BOWLS

14

BASKETBALL COURT

10

YOUTH ACTIVATION
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5.3.18 WHICH IS YOUR FAVOURITE SKATE
FACILITY EVER AND WHY?

1

ART SPACE

18

PARKOUR/GYM AREA

MANSFIELD SP, VIC

2

THE SHED, VIC

3

COWES SP, VIC

2

MONA VALE SP, VIC

2

TORQUAY SP, VIC

1

COFFS HARBOUR SP, NSW

1

PORT MACQUARIE SP, NSW

1
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5.3.19 THE BEST THING ABOUT SKATE IN
THE BASS COAST IS?

5.3.20 THE WORST THING ABOUT SKATE
IN THE BASS COAST IS?

Participants have identified that they feel that the
best thing about skate in the Bass Coast is the skate
community and people. Comments indicated that the Bass
Coast has potential to become a huge part of the skate
scene in Australia due to its strong board riding and surf
culture and talented youth who live in the region. The
sport has been and continues to keep youth from getting
bored and into trouble on the streets.

Participants have identified that the worst thing about
skate in the Bass Coast is the condition and quality of the
existing skate parks.

THE SKATE COMMUNITY AND PEOPLE

9

UNSAFE CONDITIONS

6

NO OPPORTUNITY TO PROGRESS

4

POORLY DESIGNED

3

LACK OF PARKS ON AND NEAR PHILIP ISLAND

3

SKATING WITH MATES

4

EXISTING PARKS ARE TOO SMALL/OVERCROWDED

LOCAL D.I.Y. MINI RAMPS

2

LACK OF PUBLIC TRANSPORT TO PARKS

3

THE EXISTING PARKS

5

KEEPS YOUTH ACTIVE + OUT OF TROUBLE

7

IT’S POTENTIAL TO BECOME GREAT

2

PROMISING YOUTH SKATERS EMERGING

1

SKATEABLE STREET SPOTS

1

BASS COASTS BOARD RIDING CULTURE

2

7

COWES SKATE PARK

6

LACK OF FACILITIES

7

HAVE TO LEAVE BASS COAST TO SKATE

2
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5.3.21 MY DREAM FOR SKATE IN THE
BASS COAST IS?
Dreams for the future of skate within Bass Coast as
identified by the workshop survey point toward a large,
central, world class facility that caters to riders of all skill
levels and disciplines. Comments highlighted the diverse
range of users needing to be catered for within the
strategy and that a strategic approach is required to meet
the varied community needs.

170

SATELLITE PARKS IN SMALLER TOWNS

3

MINI BOWLS

1

LARGE CENTRAL WORLD CLASS SKATE FACILITY

14

CLOSER PARKS

1

SOMEWHERE TO HOLD COMPETITIONS

1

BASS COAST TO BECOME A SKATE DESTINATION

3

COWES SP TO BECOME COMPETITION LEVEL

2

EASY ACCESS

2

SUITABLE FOR RIDERS OF ALL ABILITY LEVELS

5

LARGER PARKS

1

MORE FLATLAND AREAS

1

A SPACE TO MEET FRIENDS AND HANG OUT

2

COMMUNITY AMENITIES

3

ICONIC VIEWS FROM FACILITY OUT TO SEA

1

SKATE FACILITY ON PHILIP ISLAND

1

SOONER RATHER THAN LATER

1

CLOSE TO SURROUNDING SHOPS ETC.

2

COMMUNITY BASED DESIGN

3

2 - 3 SKATE FACILITIES

1

LARGE BOWL

4
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5.3.22 ANY FURTHER COMMENTS /
IDEAS?
Further comments and ideas included having a skate
park located in Kilcunda and reflecting the local surf
culture through design and locations. This will ensure
that the development of the existing and any possible new
skate parks are based around the youth of Bass Coast.
Also, where possible include amenities that the entire
community can utilise.

DO IT FOR THE YOUTH OF BASS COAST

3

SKATE PARK IN KILCUNDA

8

REFLECT THE LOCAL SURF CULTURE

3

IMPROVED PUBLIC TRANSPORT FOR YOUTH

1

BIGGER PUSH FOR ‘GIRLS ON BOARDS’

2

INCLUDE AMENITIES

2

FLOWY STREET SP

1

PLEASE HELP TO GET THIS DONE ASAP

2

MAKE ONE LARGE FACILITY THAT CATERS TO ALL

1

MORE GYM AND EXERCISE EQUIPMENT

2

COMPETITION BOWL

2
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5.3.23 SUMMARY OF COMMUNITY
WORKSHOPS
The three Bass Coast workshop consultations received
a moderate turnout. It is important to note that given
the nature of the Shire’s rural communities, the long
distances can be difficult for youth to travel with relatively
low numbers at two of the three on-site consultation
workshops. The online questionnaire was a more
accessible alternative which yielded a much higher
participation rate. The overall summary of consultation
workshops is as follows:
•

There was an even turn out of both male
and female participants with majority being
skateboarders as well as parent / guardians.

•

Participants ranged from beginner to advanced
riders with a strong, established skate culture in
the region with many participants riding more than
once a week.

•

Participants acknowledged the need for facilities
to cater for all riding styles with a mix of street
and transition, however transition received a
higher polling overall.

•

People are in strong support (95% of participants)
for new high quality skate facilities due to the poor
quality of existing provision.

•

Accessibility, travel time, safety and proximity to
community hubs were key criteria identified for
locating new skate provision.

•

The top 5 locations for new skate spaces were
identified as:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
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Cowes
San Remo
Wonthaggi
Inverloch
Cape Woolami

•

There was strong community support for amenity
at skate spaces with shelter, seating, drinking
fountains and lighting identified as most important.

•

Many people favored the approach of one large
centrally located world class facility to cater for all
skate style and abilities.

•

Small satellite skate spaces were recommended
to cater for smaller rural locations where travel
and accessibility can be an issue.

Many people acknowledged the strong skate community
and culture within Bass Coast and the friendships that
have been created through skateboarding. There is
a rich history of skate in the region and it has been
identified that the people and skate community are what
make it so strong. The workshops highlighted that skate
provision is lacking and the community feel that new, high
quality skate facilities will strengthen the already well
established skate and board riding culture of the Bass
Coast.
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5.4 ON-LINE SUMMARY

The Bass Coast Skate Strategy on-line survey was live
from the 2nd of February to the 27th of March 2017 for
the general public to have the opportunity to have their
say on how the Skate Strategy should determine the
future of skate within the region.
The information gathered from the on-line survey has
been compiled with the results from the workshop
consultations and steering committee feedback. This
medium of consultation is an integral part of the
engagement process and ensures that members of rural
Bass Coast communities who were unable to attend the
workshops still had the opportunity to have their say on
the Skate Strategy.

5.4.1 WHO WAS INVOLVED?
Throughout the online consultation period, Convic were
able to engage with a total of 97 people. There was a
relatively even spread of male and female participants
with ages spread evenly from 11 to over 51, highlighting
that there is interest in the strategy from all ages. This
provides a good body of knowledge from both existing
Bass Coast skate park users, and those most likely to
frequent the facility in the years to come.

97

The results gathered from this survey are summarised
through the following info-graphics;

PARTICIPANTS

44

X

GIRLS

4

AGED 0-10

26

AGED 11-20

9

AGED 21-30

53

GUYS

27

AGED 31-40

13

AGED 41-50

18

AGED 51+

Please note: results vary: in some cases participants voted for more than
one option and or skipped questions.
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5.4.2 WHICH OF THE FOLLOWING BEST
DESCRIBES YOU?

45

Different parks may favour different users. For example
jumps and boxes more often appeal to scooter and
BMX riders, whereas ledges and rails often appeal to
skateboarders. With this understanding, the questionnaire
identified a vast majority of participants as skateboarders.
Residents and parents / guardians also showed high
numbers, indicating that there is wide spread interest
in the strategy and that future facilities need to cater for
all users including provision for family members and
spectator provision.

SKATEBOARDER

STREET/TRANSITION BMX

5

2

PARKOUR

2

CRUISER

12

31

SCOOTER

RESIDENT

4

1

TABLE TENNIS
PLAYER

BASKET BALLER

3

SURFER

4

MOUNTAIN BIKER

19

PARK USER

39

PARENT/GUARDIAN

15

SPECTATOR
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5.4.3 HOW WELL DO YOU RIDE?
The majority of participants have identified themselves
as intermediate riders, however there is a relatively even
spread from beginner to advanced. This means facility
provision should cater for skill progression and all levels
of ability.

5.4.4 HOW OFTEN AND WHEN DO YOU
RIDE?
The majority of participants have been identified as active
users, with most riding on a weekly basis. This illustrates
a high number of participants that will directly utilise
future facilities regularly.
The results show participants utilise facilities mostly
between 3pm and 7pm. This indicates that the need for
skate facilities within Bass Coast to consider amenity
provision to support functionality throughout the day and
into the night.

31

22

17

15

HOW OFTEN

7-11PM

3-7PM

11-3PM

1
7-11AM

3

YEARLY

ADVANCED

34

MONTHLY

INTERMEDIATE

14

WEEKLY

BEGINNER

27

DAILY

14

49

TIME OF DAY
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5.4.5 WHY DO YOU RIDE?

5.4.6 WHAT DO YOU PREFER?

The above information indicates that proposed facilities
need to cater for more than just a traditional skate park,
providing a social space for people to catch up with
friends and have fun in a challenging, safe environment.

The participants were asked to vote for the style of
park they prefer the most. The majority voted on a
combination style facility, however, bowl + transition
polled higher than a street + plaza orientated facility.

ESCAPE FROM REALITY

This highlights the need for facilities within the Bass
Coast to cater to a mix of users with a leaning towards a
transition and flow style parks.

16

THE CHALLENGE

22

RELAX + DE-STRESS

28

SPORT + FITNESS

31
43

FUN
ADRENALINE

19

THRILLS

21

EXPRESS MYSELF

26

KEEP OUT OF TROUBLE

13

FREEDOM
I LOVE TO WATCH

21
6

MAKE NEW FRIENDS
‘CAUSE IT’S COOL

STREET +
PLAZA

15

HANG WITH FRIENDS

12%

16
7

39%
BOWL +
TRANSITION

49%
BOTH
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5.4.7 WHERE DO YOU LIVE?
The highest number of participants of the online survey
have identified that they live in Kilcunda, or on Bass
Coasts South Western coastline. A total of 40% of the
participants of the online survey live within towns spread
across Philip Island, 11% come from Wonthaggi, 7% come
from Inverloch with the remaining spread across the
smaller towns, and, outside of the shire.

2

WONTHAGGI
2

INVERLOCH

7

COWES
KILCUNDA

20
3
17

CORONET BAY

2

DALYSTON

2

9

0-10
MI
N

39

23
3

45

3

3 0-

RHYLL

RS

10-20MINS

CAPE WOOLAMAI

H
1.5

S

SAN REMO

HOW LONG DOES IT TAKE?
11

MI
NS

7
IN
0M
20-3

S

SUNSET STRIP

11

This identifies that it takes the majority of people within
the Bass Coast region 0-20mins to reach their local
skate park and the majority of participants travel by car
to get there. The high number of participants travelling
by vehicle indicates the rural character of the Bass Coast
and that it may be unsafe for them to ride or walk along
rural roads to the closest park. Some participants also
marked that it takes them over 45 minutes, indicating that
they travel to facilities outside of the Shire.

45 M
I NS
-

MELBOURNE

5.4.8 HOW LONG DOES IT TAKE YOU
TO GET TO YOUR LOCAL SKATE PARK +
HOW DO YOU GET THERE?

HOW DO YOU GET THERE?
12

BIKE
BUS

2
56

CAR
SKATE

9

WALK/RUN

9

SCOOTER

1
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5.4.9 WHICH SKATE FACILITY DO YOU
MOST FREQUENTLY VISIT IN THE BASS
COAST?

5.4.10 HOW FAR WOULD YOU BE
PREPARED TO TRAVEL TO A SKATE
FACILITY?

This diagram indicates that the two most popular existing
Bass Coast skate facilities visited by participants of the
online survey are Cowes and Wonthaggi.

These results identify that the 34% of participants would
be comfortable travelling up to 20km or 20mins by car to
a skate facility. The majority of participants wanted to be
within a closer distance under 5km, making the commute
easier and possible by bike, foot or skateboard.

WALK OR SKATE
(2KM MAX - 10MINS)
MOBILE SKATE RAMP
COWES

21

2
BIKE RIDE
(5KM - 20MINS)

30
NEWHAVEN MINI RAMP

20

6

SHORT DRIVE
(20KM MAX - 20MINS)
33
24 WONTHAGGI

12 INVERLOCH
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LONG DRIVE
(20KM MAX +/- 30MINS)
16
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5.4.11 DOES THE BASS COAST NEED
MORE SKATE FACILITIES?
Almost all (95%) of the online survey participants have
identified that Bass Coast needs more skate facilities. It
has been noted by many that skate parks and supporting
amenities help to build a healthy and active youth culture
in the community. Many participants noted that current
facilities are outdated, too far to get to and of poor design
and build quality. Current facilities are back of house
and in less busy areas with poor passive surveillance,
encouraging anti-social and unacceptable behaviour.
5%
NO

5.4.12 ARE YOU HAPPY WITH THE
CURRENT FACILITIES IN THE BASS
COAST WHY/WHY NOT?
The online survey participants are not satisfied with
the current skate facilities in the Bass Coast. They have
stated that there are not enough facilities in the region,
especially in smaller towns, making parks difficult for
youth to get to. The facilities that do exist have been
identified as being unsafe, of poor design and build
quality and out of date with current user and skate park
trends.
NO, I’M UNHAPPY

YES - 91 VOTES (95%)

ES
-

REASONS WHY:
- OUTDATED
- POOR QUALITY
- UNSAFE
- NOT ENOUGH
- DISTANCES BETWEEN PARKS ARE TOO GREAT
- NOTHING IN SMALL TOWNS

Y

NO - 5 VOTES (5%)

95%

WHAT IS YOUR REASON FOR MORE SKATE FACILITIES:
FACILITIES ARE OUTDATED

9

DISTANCE BETWEEN FACILITIES IS TOO FAR

1

EXISTING FACILITIES ARE OF POOR QUALITY

2

BUILDS HEALTHY YOUTH COMMUNITIES

3

NOT ENOUGH FACILITIES

2

LARGER PARKS

4

NOTHING WORTH RIDING

8

NEED MORE VARIETY IN BOTH STYLES + FEATURES

8

SKATING IS A GROWING SPORT

78

YES, I’M HAPPY

6
REASONS WHY:
- COWES HAS A COOL STREET FEEL

5

NEED FACILITIES TO ADVANCE ALL SKILL LEVELS

7

REASONS AGAINST MORE SKATE FACILITIES:
I THINK THERE ARE ENOUGH BUT NEED UPGRADING

2
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5.4.13 WHAT ARE IMPORTANT FACTORS
WHEN LOCATING A SKATE AND FAMILY
SPACE?
Participants identified that when locating a skate space
it is important to consider all of the above factors but in
particular ensure that the skate space is easily accessible
and does not take too long to travel to. Another
key item was locating the facility in a safe area with
passive surveillance and that it is in close proximity to a
community hub with shops, schools, leisure and other
supporting activities.

35

70

ICONIC LOCATION

ACCESSIBILITY AND
TRAVEL TIME

43

DISTANCE FROM HOME

! 55
SAFETY

FIRST LOCATION:
28% identified Cowes as their first pick for the location
of a skate facility in the Bass Coast region. Reasoning
behind this included; the lack of skateable infrastructure
on Philip Island in relation to youth population, the
increase in population of the town over tourism seasons
and the iconic board riding and beach culture of the
Island.
Kilcunda received 23% of votes and San Remo 17%.
Reasoning behind participants voting for Kilcunda
included; their current lack of facilities, the iconic seaside
location, high tourism rates, surf culture and the demand
by the locals for a youth activated skate space. San Remo
also received a large number of votes due to its location
central to both Phillip Island and the remainder of the
Bass Coast region. People noted that many tourists pass
through here as it is the gateway to Philip Island and it
has a prime foreshore location.

67

CORONET BAY 2

CLOSE TO COMMUNITY

32

CORINELLA 2
COWES 26

GRANTVILLE 1
NEWHAVEN 3
SAN REMO 16
KILCUNDA 21

EVENT OPPORTUNITIES AND
COMPETITIONS

PHILIP ISLAND 3

42

CLOSE TO PUBLIC TRANSPORT
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5.4.14 WHERE DO YOU THINK ARE THE
TOP THREE LOCATIONS FOR A SKATE
FACILITY IN THE BASS COAST AND
WHY?

CAPE WOOLAMAI 3

WONTHAGGI 7
INVERLOCH 2
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SECOND LOCATION:
The second favoured destination to receive a skate facility
in the Bass Coast region by online participants was
San Remo with 27% of the total votes. This was due to
San Remo’s central locatio and appeal to tourists. The
foreshore location allows for easy access from all areas
within the Bass Coast. Cowes received 18% of votes
and Newhaven 15%. Newhaven received a large portion
of votes as it currently has limited facilities. It is at the
gateway to Phillip Island and is also relatively central to
the Bass Coast region.

THIRD LOCATION:
San Remo has again received the largest amount of votes
for the third most preferred location for a skate facility
within the Bass Coast, closely followed by Kilcunda and
Cowes. San Remo received 22% of votes, again chosen
by participants as a desirable location due to its coastal,
central location. Kilcunda and Cowes were both voted for
because of their surf and beach cultures.
Other locations which received singular votes include;
Philip Island, Grantville, Anderson, Dalyston, Sunderland,
Kurrumburra, and Archies Creek.

Other locations not identified on the map which received
singular votes include; Grantville, Corinella, Anderson and
Dalyston.

CORINELLA 1
COWES 9
CORINELLA 1
COWES 14

GRANTVILLE 1
PHILIP ISLAND 1

NEWHAVEN 12
SAN REMO 21
KILCUNDA 4

CAPE WOOLAMAI 2

GRANTVILLE 1
NEWHAVEN 8
SAN REMO 15
KILCUNDA 9

CAPE WOOLAMAI 2

WONTHAGGI 3
INVERLOCH 5

WONTHAGGI 8
INVERLOCH 3

CAPE PATERSON 2
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5.4.16 WHAT ARE THE TOP THREE
POTENTIAL ACTIVITIES THAT SHOULD
BE HELD AT A SKATE AND FAMILY
SPACE?

5.4.15 WHAT AMENITIES ARE IMPORTANT
TO PROVIDE AT A SKATE SPACE?
Online participants have identified that drinking fountains
are the most desired amenity at a skate facility in the
Bass Coast. This is closely followed by shelter, seating
and lighting. This indicates that the community want a
space in which they can retreat from the sun, and hang
out with friends and take in the spectacle.

SPECTATOR AREA

SKATE COMPETITIONS

40

NATURAL SHADE

56

BIKE RACKS

26

LIGHTING

SHELTER
SEATING

67
25

DRINKING FOUNTAIN

87
48

PICNIC AREA

29

TOILETS

7

BINS

2

WIND PROTECTION

1

47
28
33

DEMONSTRATIONS

79

CAR PARKING

46

COACHING CLINICS

WORKSHOPS

38

BBQ

63

COMMUNITY EVENTS

HOLIDAY PROGRAMS

58

PATH NETWORK
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This feedback highlights community want more than just
a generic concrete skate park with further activation to
bring people to the space. Competitions, coaching and
events received the highest votes.

40

NONE - JUST SKATE

4

UNSURE

4
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5.4.17 WHAT OTHER FORMS OF
ACTIVATION DO YOU THINK WOULD BE
MOST BENEFICIAL TO THE COMMUNITY?
Other forms of activation that ranked highly included
basketball, closely followed by parkour and gym areas.
Other forms of activation in skate spaces help contribute
to a highly popular community space that caters to a
wider range of youth than a generic concrete skate park.

19

10

HIT UP WALL

5.4.18 WHICH IS YOUR FAVOURITE SKATE
FACILITY EVER AND WHY?
The following parks are favoured by the community
NOBLE SKATE PARK, VIC

17

THE SHED - INDOOR SP

6

LEONGATHA SP, VIC

6

ST KILDA SP, VIC

9

FRANKSTON SP, VIC

4

WONTHAGGI SP, VIC

3

INVERLOCH SP, VIC

3

INFORMAL SOCCER

19

CLIMBING

5

PUMP/FLOW TRACK

48

BASKETBALL COURT

22

1

PLAYGROUND

31

PARKOUR/GYM AREA

YOUTH ACTIVATION
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5.4.19 THE BEST THING ABOUT SKATE IN
THE BASS COAST IS?

5.4.20 THE WORST THING ABOUT SKATE
IN THE BASS COAST IS?

Participants have identified that they feel that the
best thing about skate in the Bass Coast is the skate
community and people. Comments indicated that skate
brings both younger and older communities together in a
sport that teaches self control, balance, persistence and
social skills, all whilst keeping people active. The sport
has formed a large, tight knit community of skaters and
riders within the Bass Coast, reflecting the board riding
and surf culture of the region and the need for improved
facilities to support them.

Participants have identified that the worst thing about
skate in the Bass Coast is condition and quality of the
existing skate parks and the lack of them. The majority of
comments included that the existing facilities were of poor
design, condition and did not cater to riders of all abilities,
or, encourage skill progression.

THE SKATE COMMUNITY AND PEOPLE
1

CHALLENGING YOURSELF

1

KEEPS BASS COAST YOUTH ACTIVE
1

COASTAL AND ICONIC LOCATIONS

1

SOCIAL AND PHYSICAL OUTLET

184

6
2

9

NOT ENOUGH PARKS

13

POOR CONDITION + MAINTENANCE

7

PARKS ARE EMPTIER THAN MELBOURNES

25

DISTANCE BETWEEN SKATE PARKS

28

SOMETHING TO DO

BASS COASTS BOARD RIDING CULTURE

THE EXISTING SKATE PARKS

9

CLASHING OF BEGINNER AND ADVANCED RIDERS

1

NO PARKS WHICH HELP TO PROGRESS ABILITY

1
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5.4.21 MY DREAM FOR SKATE IN THE
BASS COAST IS?
Some of the identified dreams for skate in Bass Coast
include: catering for all skill levels and disciplines and
more parks with at least one regional sized skate facility
that caters to the whole of the Bass Coast. A skate
facility in Kilcunda ‘as there has been huge demand for
one’. The ability to hold competitions. A large bowl and
flowing street section to be included somewhere within
the region.

5

CLOSENESS OF PARKS

3

A PARK LIKE CHELTENHAM, NOBLE

3

A PARK THAT CATERS TO ALL SKILL LEVELS

15

KEEP EXISTING PARKS AND UPGRADE THEM

3

SAFE SPACE FOR FRIENDS TO HANG OUT

3

FLOWING COMBINATION STYLE PARK

3

LARGE BOWL

4

SEASIDE AND ICONIC TOURIST LOCATIONS

3

A LARGE REGIONAL SCALE SKATE PARK

9

MORE COMPETITIONS

3

LARGE SCALE PARK IN WONTHAGGI

1

BASS COAST TO BE THE EPICENTRE OF RIDING

2

ONE LARGE PARK WITH SATELLITE PARKS

2

BETTER FACILITIES FOR FUTURE GENERATIONS

1

PUBLIC TRANSPORT TO SKATE PARKS

1

COACHING WORKSHOPS

1

MORE PARKS

7

A DECENT SKATE PARK ON PHILIP ISLAND

7

COMMUNITY + FAMILY SPACE NOT JUST SKATE

7

A SKATE FACILITY IN KILCUNDA

7

SMALL SATELLITE PARKS

2
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5.4.22 ANY FURTHER COMMENTS /
IDEAS?
Further comments and ideas suggested by online survey
participants included: to get something in place as quickly
as possible ‘as a whole generation of youth have already
missed out on facilities that help them to progress and
learn’. Ensure that the design of the spaces are based
around the youth of Bass Coast and incorporate family
space with multiple activities. To plan for the future and
not provide a quick fix that will be quickly forgotten.
DO IT FOR THE YOUTH OF BASS COAST

3

GET IT DONE ASAP

8

A SKATE PARK THAT CATERS TO THE LOCALS

3

REPAIR CONDITION + FUNCTION OF EXISTING

1

MAKE THE BASS COAST AN ACTIVE COMMUNITY

2

PLAN FOR THE FUTURE

2

INDOOR SKATE FACILITY

1

REFLECT THE SURF CULTURE OF BASS COAST

2
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5.4.23 SUMMARY OF ONLINE SURVEY
The online survey has produced valuable input from a
wide variety of local community members and future
park users from within the Bass Coast Shire. The online
questionnaire was a more accessible alternative and
the preferred response platform with a much higher
participation rate. The overall summary of online
responses is as follows:
•

There was a relatively even spread of male and
female participants and ages spread evenly from
11 to over 51 highlighting that there is interest in
the strategy from all ages, with majority being
skateboarders as well as parent / guardians and
local residents.

•

Participants ranged from beginner to advanced
riders with a strong, established skate culture in
the region. Many participants ride more than once
a week with the majority riding throughout the day
and into the evening indicating amenity provision
to support functionality throughout the day and
into the night.

•

Participants acknowledged the need for facilities
to cater for all riding styles with a mix of street
and transition, however transition received a
higher polling overall.

•

People are in strong support (95% of participants)
for new high quality skate facilities due to the poor
quality of existing provision.

•

Accessibility, travel time, safety and proximity to
community hubs were key criteria identified for
locating new skate provision.

•

The top 5 locations for new skate spaces were
identified as:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

5

•

There was strong community support for amenity
at skate spaces with drinking fountains, shelter
and seating identified as most important.

•

Many people stressed that new facilities are long
overdue and that something needs to happen
immediately.

•

Other key points included locating a large regional
skate park somewhere in the Bass Coast and an
overall comment of more ‘new style’ skate parks
in the area in general. People stressed that a park
that caters to all skill levels is necessary and that
community and family space should be considered
in the design.

Cowes
San Remo
Kilcunda
New Haven
Wonthaggi
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5.5 DRAFT DOCUMENT PUBLIC
EXHIBITION FEEBACK SUMMARY
The Draft Bass Coast Skate Strategy was presented
to the Steering Committee on the 14th of September
2017 and distributed on line for three weeks for public
review and feedback. All comments were collated and
considered within the strategy. The following are some
key feedback responses, (individual names have not been
disclosed):

188

•

Numerous comments were in full support of the
Draft Strategy and urging to see it implemented as
soon as possible.

•

Site selection has been suggested as critical and
should be confirmed immediately.

•

Many respondents supported San Remo as the
location for the regional facility.

•

Some respondents do not support a park at
Mussell Rocks or Cowes foreshore.

•

Suggestion that a facility on Phillip Island was a
priority and that progress has been moving to
slow.

•

One respondent was concerned over the little
input from the wider community and suggested
the regional facility was excessive.

•

Many comments critical of slow progress and
urging council to speed up site selection process
and ‘put a stake in the ground for the regional
facility’.
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5.6 CONCLUSION

The consultation process proved to be an extremely valuable component of the Strategy. Firstly
the steering committee workshop provided a snapshot of the current community within the
Shire from both an organisational and community member perspective. Key considerations
raised were then able to be explored and tested in the following community workshops and
online survey. This raised a number of common themes with regard to current provision, and
where improvements could be made.
At the strategic level of the skate strategy it has shown that there is a strong skate culture
within the Bass Coast, with a rich history of skate in the region. It has been revealed that
the skate community, people and relationships are what make it so strong. In particular, the
passion of the community in regards to skate activities and the provision of the facilities that
support these, was particularly evident. It was attributed to a number of reasons, including the
social benefits, skateboarding as a meaningful activity that increases self-esteem, minimising
anti social behaviour and increasing social connections with peers whilst being physically
active.
An overwhelming majority of those who participated in the process outlined that they are
not happy with current skate provision within the region. Overall, people stressed that new
facilities are long overdue with 95% support for new on trend skate parks in the Bass Coast. It
has been acknowledged that new facilities need to cater for skill progression from beginner to
advanced users and for a mix of riding styles.
Accessibility and travel time were most important factors for locating facilities. People
acknowledge the rural characteristics of the Shire, however, have defined support of a
maximum 20km drive to a skate facility, if not closer. Safety and proximity to community hubs
were also key criteria for locating new skate provision.
Consultation showed support for one large regional hub within the Bass Coast that caters for
all skill levels, styles of skate, progression, competitions and events. People also stressed that
community and family space should be considered in the design of skate parks as well as the
coastal nature of the shire.
It is to be noted that consultation feedback represents the factual data collated through
the process and that some areas of the shire may be under-represented due to a lack
of attendance and response. Consultation forms one part of the strategy research with
information collected combined with other defining factors. (Refer to ‘The Strategy’ section
and ‘Facility Location Rating Criteria’).
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